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Abstract 

Identifying the emergence of new technologies is a crucial task for most firms that strive to grow their 

businesses and stay competitive. We propose a quantitative forecasting approach that seeks to predict 

whether a technology will become emerging or non-emerging in one year, through the use of different 

machine learning algorithms. In order to determine the technologies that will comprise the foundation 

of our dataset, we used the Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies framework from 2007-

2020. To develop a model, we rely on patent data which has been a stable source of information for 

measuring innovations and the characteristics of emerging technologies. By testing the models on un-

seen observations, we discovered that the most accurate algorithm was able to identify 67 pct. of all 

instances correctly. Through further investigation of performance and qualitative analysis with experts 

of strategic foresight, we conclude that companies should apply our proposed model as a monitoring 

tool and in conjunction with expert-centric approaches to anticipate technological advancements. More-

over, we suggest that the results are revisited and automated for improvements in the future. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Background 

The motivation for writing this thesis is based on a mutual interest in technology and quantitative meth-

ods as well as their many applications in today’s society. One way, in which these two topics have joined 

forces in later years, is through technological forecasting; more specifically, this thesis will revolve 

around the topic of emerging technologies and how they can be anticipated by a wide range of stake-

holders. Identifying the trajectory or rate of technological change for new innovations are crucial for 

investment-related strategies such as prioritizing R&D, planning product development, collaboration 

etc. Emerging technologies are also of great interest to governments as they affect policymaking and 

society in different ways (Firat et al., 2012). The story of Kodak, is a classic example of how wrong 

things can go if you underestimate and overlook technological opportunities. Once Kodak was known 

as the disruptive innovator that introduced new products such as the first inexpensive camera intended 

for amateurs (Paetz, 2014). As a matter of fact, Kodak was also the creator of the digital camera, but 

rather than continuing the development of digital photography and providing low-cost cameras to the 

masses, the company viewed this change as a threat to its existing business. Kodak chose not to com-

mercialize this new invention, instead allowing Sony to gradually become the new market leader of 

photography (Paetz, 2014).  

The shift toward more statistical methods within technological forecasting has to a great extent been 

fueled by the increasing amount of data in recent years and its accessibility. Firms that succeed at incor-

porating and analyzing this digital information in new ways, will have the advantage of sustaining their 

competitive position and reaping monopoly rents. Studies show that companies relying on data-driven 

decision-making throughout the organization have a higher return on assets, return on equity, and asset 

utilization to name a few (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). The patterns that emerge from this newly generated 

data are also difficult for the human eye to detect – especially in terms of extremely large data sets 

(referred to as big data). Thus, qualitative methods for technological forecasting may not always be the 

optimal choice, compared to quantitative methods. In some cases, machines have outperformed hu-

man judgement and intuition. For example, two scholars built a simple prediction model for housing 

sales and prices using data from Google Trends which reports the number of times words like “real 

estate” or “home loan” have been searched. The final results beat the experts by almost 24 pct. (McAfee 

& Brynjolfsson, 2017). Data-driven decision-making, however, is not an all-or-nothing practice, and we 
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will later discuss whether qualitative and quantitative methods should be combined in order to achieve 

an optimal process of technological forecasting. 

On the basis of the two paragraphs above, we are interested in developing and applying quantitative 

techniques to technological forecasting for emerging technologies and investigate how companies can 

incorporate the results into their strategic agenda. Besides building a practical model that can be utilized 

in the real world as a significant forecasting tool, this thesis also serves as an informational guide on 

machine learning and its uses. Although many executives and industry leaders acknowledge the benefits 

of technology, they struggle at implementing and scaling it (Accenture, 2020). 

1.2 Problem Identification 

Technological forecasting is a well-established field within business and research, yet it presents several 

issues. First and foremost, qualitative methods and expert judgements have been widely used and ac-

cepted as the standard, however, they are time consuming and costly, and can introduce bias into the 

forecast as some degree of subjectivity occurs (Lee, 2021). Although methods and frameworks such as 

functional analysis have been developed to mitigate and manage the pitfalls of the human brain, the 

inability to reason entirely objectively still persists (Apreda et al., 2019). Through analytics, the process 

of technological forecasting can be accelerated and improved, but quantitative methods in general are 

no panacea to this problem. For emerging technologies, some of these techniques are unable to incor-

porate the multi-facet characteristics of such technologies into useful analyses (Lee, 2018). This is the 

case for popular curve-fitting techniques (e.g., time series regression) which only rely on a single predic-

tor variable as well as fixed assumptions of the growth trajectory (Lee, 2021). 

Secondly, this paper contributes to a relatively new and continuously growing literature. According to 

Lee (2021) most research of technological forecasting using data analytics has been applied to oppor-

tunity and trend analysis. Moreover, we aim at building generalizable models that do not focus on the 

development of a specific technology, unlike the majority of the research papers (Lee, 2021). Rather, 

we wish to design a machine learning model that can predict the emergence of any technology through 

freely available patent data. 

An explanation for the preference of expert-centric approaches (e.g., the Delphi technique) may be that 

there is a lack of people with data analytical skills. By 2018, the United States was estimated to be short 

of 1.5 million managers and analysts with knowledge of how to leverage big data analyses in order to 

make effective decisions (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). As mentioned earlier, this thesis also serves as a 
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guide on how to implement machine learning into technological forecasting and convey this in a way 

understandable to the average business manager. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

With section 1.1 and 1.2 in mind, the thesis aims to answer the following main research question: 

 

1.3.1 Research Questions 

To answer the problem statement, we pose the research questions: 

1. Which theories and methods exist for technological forecasting? 

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of quantitative and qualitative forecasting methods? 

3. What is an emerging technology and how is it measured using patent data? 

4. What are the advantages and disadvantages of different machine learning algorithms? 

5. How can companies predict emerging technologies using machine learning algorithms? 

6. What machine learning algorithm yields the highest prediction accuracy? 

7. How can companies utilize the results? 

1.4 The Hype Cycle 

1.4.1 Trajectory of Emerging Technologies 

To identify technologies of interest, we use Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies 

(GHCET). The company Gartner Inc. was founded in 1979, and is the research, advisory, and infor-

mation technology company behind the well-known Hype Cycle. As seen in the figure below, the 

GHCET is a combination of two distinct equations, that is the hype level curve and the traditional         

S-curve which illustrates and predicts the maturity of a technology (Dedehayir & Steinert, 2016). Gen-

erally speaking, the GHCET aims to describe the path that an emerging technology takes in terms of 

expectations (y-axis) in relation to time (x-axis). The GHCET is released every year including both new 

and similar technologies to the year before, and is derived from surveys, forecasts as well as expert 

judgement (Gartner Inc., 2018).  

How can companies predict emerging technologies using machine learning algorithms? 
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Figure 1: Components of the Hype Cycle. Source: Gartner (2018). 

GHCET divides the process from when a new or existing technology first gains popularity until it is 

acknowledged, into 5 different phases: Innovation trigger, peak of inflated expectations, trough of dis-

illusionment, slope of enlightenment, and plateau of productivity (Gartner, 2021). The phases are de-

picted in figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 2: The generic course of development of emerging technologies as laid out by the Hype Cycle. Source: Gartner (2018).  
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Innovation Trigger. The first phase of the cycle is initiated when a technology first gains public interest 

i.e., the initial breakthrough. The technology may be at any point in the development phase, O’Leary 

(2008) exemplifies: “The breakthrough could take any of a number of different formats. There might 

be a prototype of the technology that is substantial enough to capture the public's imagination”. 

Peak of Inflated Expectations. During the second phase, over-enthusiasm towards the technology rises 

but the limitations are rarely elucidated, as the technologies have rarely been employed in practice 

(O’Leary, 2008). 

Trough of Disillusionment. Because of the inflated expectations in the previous phase, once the limi-

tations present themselves e.g., when implementing or testing the technology, disappointment spreads. 

Subsidies continue only “if the surviving providers improve their products to the satisfaction of early 

adopters” (Gartner, 2001).  

Slope of Enlightenment. Here, data regarding the technology starts accumulating and real assessments 

of its capabilities can be initiated (O’Leary, 2008). When a technology first reaches this point, there is 

an estimated adoption rate of as little as 5 percent (Blosch & Fenn, 2018). 

Plateau of Productivity. At this stage, both advantages and disadvantages associated with the technology 

have been presented. Potential adopters are thereby able to make more informed decisions. Compared 

to the previous point, the adoption rate has four or even six-doubled to between 20 and 30 percent 

(Blosch & Fenn, 2018).  

To explore sample Hype Cycles, we refer to appendix A, where GHCETs from 2007 to 2020 are 

displayed. 

1.4.2 Critiques of the Hype Cycle 

As we discuss in the next subsection, the Hype Cycle has been criticized widely; even its title, as ‘hype’ 

is considered an excessively loaded word (Voiovich, 2019). We do not advocate against this consensus, 

but instead justify using the Hype Cycle, as it enables us to test the accuracies of our machine learning 

algorithms. To elaborate, consider the technology Cloud Computing. It first entered the Hype Cycle 

in 2008 and disappeared in 2015. Therefore, we extract data at two different points in time: (a) up until 

2007 i.e., while it was non-emerging and (b) from 2008 to 2015 i.e., when it was emerging (Zhou et al., 

2020). Hence, we test how well our model predicts one year ahead; will the technology be emerging or 

non-emerging.  
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In extension hereto, it may be asserted that measuring how well machine learning algorithms perform 

by relating them to something that is rebuked i.e., the Hype Cycle, is faulty. This is where abductive 

reasoning, a combination of inductive and deductive reasoning, comes into play (Mitchell, 2018). Alt-

hough our research approach is mainly deductive as discussed in section 2.2, abductive reasoning is 

deployed as a supplement because neither the abductive nor deductive approaches are able to explain 

the complexity behind our choice of GHCET for identifying the relevant technologies. Abductive rea-

soning is a pragmatist perspective that pieces together incomplete empirical data and experiences, to 

obtain a “best” answer and most logical inference given the nature of the problem at hand (Mitchell, 

2018). This will be further elaborated in the following subsection. 

A final point to highlight it that because we occupy ourselves with predictions, we have already accepted 

the risk of misguided results attributable to the inevitable element of randomness embedded in fore-

casts. We accept this error margin as a given, by applying the concept of falsification from critical ra-

tionalism. This allows us to discriminate between different machine learning algorithms and thereby 

identify the most suitable i.e., the one with highest accuracy. This will be elaborated in section 2.1.  

1.5 Delimitations and Assumptions 

Quantitative analysis has many facets, also within technological forecasting. Lee (2021) outlines ten 

different approaches for facilitating technological forecasting and their associated methods and models: 

(I) text analysis, (II) stochastic modelling, (III) association, (IV) dimension reduction, (V) clustering, 

(VI) classification only, (VII) regression only, (VIII) classification and regression, and (IX) outlier de-

tection, and (X) network analysis (Lee, 2021). Among these approaches, we elected an excerpt of ma-

chine learning algorithms consisting of Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machines, Decision Trees, 

Random Forest, and K-Nearest Neighbors, which means that we operate within the approaches (VI), 

(VII), and (VIII) as set out by Lee (2021). Thus, when we mention technological forecasting throughout 

the thesis, it mainly relates to these supervised learning algorithms.  

The remaining part of section 1.5 will be devoted to discussing the delimitations and assumptions that 

arise in our data gathering and our excerpt of machine learning algorithms. 

1.5.1 Data Gathering 

When we conduct technological forecasts, they are performed on the evolution of specific technologies. 

Thus, where Duus (2016) describes forecasting on micro, meso (i.e., industry), and macro level, this 

thesis is occupied with meso-level forecasts. To identify the technologies of interest, we use Gartner’s 
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Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies as described in the previous section. The Hype Cycle was 

chosen because of its innate ability to combine S-curves and the human-centric, hype dimension (De-

dehayir & Steinert, 2016). However, three potential limitations associated with the Hype Cycle and our 

methodology should be emphasized: (I) insufficient empirical evidence supports it (Victoir, 2020), (II) 

to be adopted by companies, the model must be revisited iteratively (by design), and (III) it presents a 

static, extrapolative picture of technology emergence. 

Regarding the first issue, we refer to abductive reasoning, as mentioned in section 1.4.3: Although there 

is no guarantee that a technology appearing in the Hype Cycle is intrinsically emerging or conversely, 

that a technology that does not appear in the Hype Cycle is intrinsically either non-emerging or unno-

ticed, it remains the most logical inference. That is, the most logical inference given our frame of refer-

ence (Mitchell, 2018). As with statistical models, we do not reject that some algorithm or model can be 

found or made that predicts the advancement of new technologies better than Gartner’s Hype Cycle. 

For instance, such an algorithm was developed by Kyebambe et al. (2017). However, because incorpo-

rating this would be excessively time-consuming, it is considered out of scope for this thesis. Hence, 

GHCET enables us to produce the best prediction of the truth given our circumstances (Mitchell, 

2018). 

The second issue, which is especially problematic for stakeholders seeking long-term investment op-

portunities, is that the models we create, must be updated iteratively. In theory, the model that we 

propose later in this paper can be updated whenever a new patent is created for the technology of 

interest or whenever an existing patent is cited in a new patent. Since the predictions have one-year 

horizons, companies that desire long-term investments must revisit the model at least once per year, 

which implies that they must re-allocate their investments if the outcome of the model changes along 

the way. To exemplify the issue in a managerial perspective, if the model predicts that a technology is 

emerging in 2022 i.e., one year from now, but changes its prediction to non-emerging when updated 

along the way. 

Risks and forecasting emerging technologies go hand in hand. Given the high cadence and volatility 

associated with emerging technologies, it is moreover dubious that a longer time horizon would improve 

the model. For instance, forecasting electricity consumption with an hourly or daily horizon was shown 

to yield better results (Amjady & Keynia, 2009). In the other end of the spectrum, Lee, Kwon, Kim, & 

Kwon (2018) produce 3, 5, and 10-year technological forecasts. The bottom line is that (I) industries 

have been shown to differ in complexity and (II) stakeholders must be aware of the high risks linked to 
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investing in emerging technologies, which has the potential upside of reaping supernormal profits and 

the downside lose the invested sum or more – although the undesirable outcome is far more probable 

(Tvede, 2020). 

The third issue is addressed by Denton (2007) who argues that the single trajectory proposed in 

GHCET misses three types of companies (translatable to technologies), for which he proposes three 

distinctive Hype Cycles (see appendix A.1). For fast expanders like Google, he proposes an “unstop-

pable” cycle, for firms that die off and require a long time to have their breakthrough e.g., Open Table, 

he suggests a “back from the dead” cycle, and for firms like Second Life that do not meet the initial 

hype, he proposes a “flameout” cycle (Denton, 2007; Bresciani & Eppler, 2010). While this argument 

is reasonable, a general and official framework like GHCET offers a long range of technologies vali-

dated by experts (Gartner, 2018). Therefore, we are able to establish when different technologies first 

emerged and use this for our data retrieval as described in section 4.2. For instance, 5G technology 

made its first entry in the Hype Cycle in 2017 (see appendix A), which means that data-retrieval for 5G 

will be from this year and onward. This would not be possible, had we used the Hype Cycles suggested 

by Denton (2007). 

Lastly, relying on the GHCET naturally limits our timespan to 2007-2020, rendering technologies that 

emerged prior to this point out-of-scope. 

1.5.2 Model Excerpt 

Looking at our machine learning algorithms in isolation, our excerpt includes several limitations for 

our data-processing section per se, as we through inclusion of only supervised learning models exclude 

the unsupervised and semi-supervised. Examples of the former include clustering, text analysis, and 

network analysis, while the latter typically includes enhanced clustering and anomaly detection (Lee, 

2021). In practice this means that we reveal the class labels of 70 percent of the data in a training set 

and test the ability of the model to classify the remaining 30 percent of the data i.e., the test set. The 

semi-supervised algorithms also partition the dataset into training and test sets but not all class labels 

are known. Unlike the other two methods, unsupervised learning typically does not partition the data, 

and the class labels are unknown for all observations.  

Additionally, models stemming from other branches of statistics are excluded although frequently used 

in the field of econometrics e.g., multiple linear regression, panel data regression, and instrumental 

variable regressions. However, the reason these models were excluded is key to the foundation of the 
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thesis. That is, we concern ourselves with predictions of and not causality of variables as the aforemen-

tioned econometric models do. This distinction is crucial, as a study of causality would be highly com-

plex unlike prediction of outcomes. Armstrong (2001) stresses the work of Dewey & Dakin (1947) who 

believed in discovering patterns and projecting these without questioning why they exist. Evidently, these 

findings go back a long time, but we share the essence of this belief, as we acknowledge that implemen-

tation of a causality model would require the thesis to revolve solely around the quantitative approach. 

Having said that, we still draw on more recent, relevant literature when conducting our research. 

On a final note, traditional models such as the Delphi Method and trend extrapolation are excluded 

from the thesis despite appearing frequently in technological forecasting literature e.g., Lee (2021) and 

Coates et al. (2001). Although we do not employ the Delphi Method ourselves, we introduce it in 

section 3.4.2.1, and further touch on it in connection with our interview with Lasse Jonasson from 

Copenhagen Institute for Futures Studies, when we discuss implementation of our algorithms in prac-

tice (see appendix C). 

1.6 Choice of Methods 

The choice of methods for this thesis will largely be based on the scope of the paper and the research 

philosophy. As we have discussed this leaves out regression and expert-centric approaches, however, 

we will still discuss these methods in order to gain a better understanding of the limitations of the chosen 

methods. Other common models within supervised learning such as Naïve Bayes and Stochastic Gra-

dient Descent (i.e., neural networks) were left out of consideration as they are too complex for this 

paper. By doing so, we are also inviting other researchers and managers to conduct further research 

where these methods are applied. 

To analyze our final dataset, we use Rstudio which is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 

for the programming language, R. It is a strong tool commonly used for statistical computing and visu-

alization, and it offers a variety of packages for supervised learning algorithms. 

1.6.1 Patent Data 

In short, a patent is a property right that protects an invention such as a novel product or process 

(Schilling, 2016). The use of patent data for large scale economic analysis and technological monitoring 

have been around since the 1960s when Schmookler as one of the first authors assigned patent counts 

to different industries. However, in earlier studies, most researchers relied solely on patent counts as 

indicators of innovation or economic output. Since then, other and more useful measures have been 
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developed such as the number of forwards citations. This wide-spread applicability is mainly caused by 

the rich source of technological and commercial information that patents provide (Hall et al., 2001). 

According to Lee et al. (2011) approximately 80 pct. of all technological knowledge can be found in 

patent documents. In terms of monetary value, patent information is rather useful for measuring the 

present and future economic value of a patent or technology (Lee et al., 2018). For example, in a study 

of 50 German mechanical engineering companies, it was revealed that essential patent applications lead 

to a subsequent increase in sales approximately two to three years after the filing data (Ernst, 2003). 

The technological breadth of a patent which is often measured as the number of IPC codes have also 

been found to significantly affect the valuation of a firm (Squicciarini et al, 2013). Furthermore, patent 

publications offer extensive information on the technology, domain, inventors, applicants, etc. which is 

available through public databases. This was made possible during the 1990s when much of the tech-

nological data like patent documents and scientific publications became digitalized through the ad-

vances in computer and database technology. Patent data is also screened and held to high and inter-

national standards by professionals which ensure reliability and consensus across borders (Ernst, 2003). 

One of the limitations of patent data is that not all technologies or R&D results are patented, but rather 

kept as trade secrets. Patent applications are essentially a trade-off; by receiving monopoly rights to an 

invention, the inventor is also required to disclose detailed information about an innovation (Popp, 

2005). Lastly, patent data can be obtained in large quantities which is necessary in order to model 

statistical relationships. With the above in mind, patent data is a stable and valid information source in 

terms of our objective, and thus, it has been the foundation of this thesis. 

1.7 Choice of Theory 

In the third part of the thesis, we introduce the theories and concepts that will be used throughout the 

project. Here we will place the topic of technological forecasting within the broader area of strategic 

management and forecasting. Although we are not involved with a specific company, we still strive to 

encourage firms to introduce technological forecasting into their business strategy. Therefore, strategy 

inevitably becomes a cornerstone throughout the thesis, and we regard it as crucial to devote time to 

explain and elaborate the strategic schools before we dive into the more specific literature of predicting 

emerging technologies. We will primarily focus on the early prescriptive schools since our work relates 

to quantitative analysis and implementation hereof into decision-making. Furthermore, the existing lit-

erature will also help guide the data collection in terms of relevant input i.e., redundant variables. We 

will follow the philosophical principle of Occam’s razor which states that “the simplest explanation is 
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the best explanation” (Skiena, 2017). Although it is not as big of a problem for the non-parametric 

models, unnecessary predictors for the logistic regression can cause the estimated coefficients and p-

values to be inflated or misleading (Burnham & Anderson, 2002). The common denominator for all 

models though, will be that time saved by avoiding measuring unessential variables. 

1.8 Thesis Structure 

The structure of the thesis is inspired by the Six-Step Research Process which consists of: 1) Problem 

Definition, 2) Research Objectives, 3) Research Design, 4) Data Gathering, 5) Data Analysis and Inter-

pretation, and 6) Presenting the Results (Polonsky & Waller, 2021). In the project we have included a 

literature review to achieve a precise and feasible statistical model; otherwise, we risk being bogged 

down by too many predictors that all attempt to explain a complex system such as emerging technolo-

gies. In section 4, we also provide a comprehensible walkthrough of the data gathering. 
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Figure 3: Structure. Source: Own adaption 
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2. Methodology 

In this section, we will focus on describing the methodology i.e., how we will undertake the research in 

order to answer the problem statement. As depicted in figure 4, the structure of section 2 follows the 

so-called research onion. This model describes the different methodological aspects of a project that 

the researcher needs to consider such as the philosophical foundation and the data collection tech-

niques (Saunders et al., 2019). Moreover, the model will help maintain coherence throughout the re-

search design. The specific layers (or ovals) will be discussed in their respective chapters. 

  

Figure 4: The “research onion”. Source: Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill (2019) 
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2.1 Research Philosophy 

At the outer layer of figure 4, we encounter the research philosophy which is a crucial aspect of a project 

because it will shape the methodological decisions that we make later. More specifically, the term refers 

to the “system of beliefs and assumptions about the development of knowledge”, and these are useful 

for understanding how we perceive and behave towards the subject of technological forecasting (Saun-

ders et al., 2019). Throughout the thesis we have also explained our choices to prove that our research 

is credible. 

To distinguish between the different research philosophies, we introduce three types of assumptions: 

ontology, epistemology, and axiology (Saunders et al, 2019). The former refers to the perception of 

reality that the researcher adopts i.e., how the world and its objects are viewed and studied. At one end 

of the spectrum, we find the objectivists, who believe that the world consists of facts which persist inde-

pendently of the perceiver. Thus, the scientific ideal seeks to discover and model patterns and regular-

ities in pursuit of a truth that is observed in the same way for other social actors (Arbnor & Bjerke, 

2009; Saunders et al., 2019). The opposing point of view is subjectivism which regards the objects of 

research as directly created by the scientific observation; reality does not consist of objects and individ-

uals, but only of social constructions (Saunders et al., 2019). In between these contrasting realities, we 

discover what Arbnor & Bjerke (2009) defines as the systems view. Here, reality contains elements of 

both subjectivity and objectivity which implies that singular facts cannot be interpreted separately, rather 

they must be interpreted through their context. 

The underlying mode of thinking in this thesis has an emphasis on the objective view, but it will also 

draw methodologies of the subjectivists to a lesser extent. The objective is to discover a data analytical 

forecasting model that can most accurately predict whether a technology will be emerging. In stating 

this, it is expected that one of the models is more correct than the others. This judgement will be based 

on statistical analyses and will ultimately be an objective fact. Here, the subjective view is already out of 

the question as our conception of reality is realistic and our knowledge-ideal objective. Moreover, when 

conducting a forecast, we decompose reality into fragments i.e., variables which are used as inputs in 

the models. Nevertheless, we intent to use unstructured interviews and technological forecasting litera-

ture to achieve a broader methodological foundation. While this is not in compliance with research 

philosophies such as realism or positivism, it is not a violation since we do not compromise with the 

assumption of facts being accumulative. This also means that while we borrow the methodology from 

subjectivism, the mode of thinking is still prescribed as objective. 
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With the above in mind, the development of knowledge throughout this thesis will be based on critical 

rationalism. This research philosophy is similar to positivism because they share the belief of a realistic 

ontology and an objective epistemology i.e., objectivity is achievable (Saunders et al., 2019). The reason 

we have chosen critical rationalism is its criterion of falsification. Positivism builds on the assumption 

of verification, which implies that knowledge is true and only remains true, if it can be proved empiri-

cally (Holm, 2018). In this thesis, we do not expect to find a model with perfect accuracy; we expect 

some error margin related to the element of randomness addressed in the problem statement. This 

would be difficult for a positivist to accept. A critical rationalist, on the other hand, has a less rigorous 

criterion for what knowledge is due to its falsification principle. This means that the forecasting models 

remain legitimate and acceptable until they are disproved. This is a useful attribute since we consider 

multiple models: It allows us to discriminate among them based on their accuracies while still allowing 

for some error margin in the final model. 

Aside from critical rationalism, the subject of technological forecasting is also viewed through Kuhn’s 

paradigm theory. Technological forecasting has evolved since its first appearance in 1935 (Lee, 2021). 

It was initially used for military and political purposes e.g., predicting new inventions but in a less so-

phisticated manner, which Coates et al. (2001) refer to as technology assessment. Since, it has become 

more data driven. Qualitative and quantitative methodologies like the Delphi technique, trend extrap-

olation, and machine learning algorithms emerged, as the approach became increasingly data based, 

and these are still used to this date (Lee, 2021). Thus, the increased availability of data served as a 

scientific revolution, where technology assessment became inadequate, leading to a paradigm switch 

from technology assessment to technological forecasting (Arbnor & Bjerke, 2009; Coates et al., 2001). 

However, the common practice of technological forecasting today includes two paradigms: The quali-

tative and quantitative. In this context, we wish to advocate that the two paradigms can coexist and 

complement each other. In other words, that no scientific revolution occurred within the field after the 

advancement from technology assessment to technological forecasting. 

2.2 Research Approach 

After settling on critical rationalism as our research philosophy, we need to elaborate the theory devel-

opment of the thesis. Overall, we distinguish between three approaches of reasoning: Induction, de-

duction, and abduction. The former method starts the process by collecting a series of empirical obser-

vations after which the researcher attempts to formulate a general theoretical hypothesis of the phe-

nomenon. This type of conclusion is not valid by reason, unlike the deductive approach which, based 
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on existing theory, formulate and test hypotheses (Saunders et al., 2019). Thus, the research either 

confirms or denies these hypotheses, and possibly revises the validity of the theory. A third, and less 

known approach is abduction. It can be described as a combination of the two aforementioned (Saun-

ders et al., 2019). For a more elaborate explanation, we refer to section 1.4.3. 

In this thesis, we work primarily according to the deductive approach which is due to the previous 

choice of critical rationalism as our research philosophy. As mentioned, this view is rooted in the prin-

ciple of falsification, and takes a rational theory as a starting point (i.e., a priori), after which we empir-

ically test whether this statement says something correct about the world. Although we do not specifi-

cally formulate any hypotheses that we wish to prove or disprove, the models are evaluated and “re-

jected” according to their performance. Furthermore, we will also be able to conclude whether a tech-

nology can be forecasted as emerging through machine learning and data science – at least under our 

circumstances. This leads us to another characteristic of the deductive method that also presents itself 

in this paper; that is, the fact that the observations and results should be reproducible by other research-

ers to ensure visibility and reliability (Saunders et al., 2019). We will achieve this through detailed de-

scriptions of search criteria in the database, Lens.org, examples and statistics of the observations as well 

as the attached R code used to estimate different classification models. 

2.3 Research Design 

With the exception of the last layer, the remaining layers of the research onions are all related to the 

specific research design which is the overall plan of action to undertake and answer our problem state-

ment (Saunders et al., 2019). Here, we will describe and discuss the overall elements that relate to the 

research design, i.e. methodological choice, strategies, and time horizon. 

The purpose of this thesis can be described as a combination of exploratory, explanatory, and evaluative 

studies (Saunders et al., 2019). First and foremost, we wish to investigate the different ways in which 

quantitative methods and machine learning can be used to predict emerging technologies. This requires 

an extensive investigation of the current literature as well as informal interviews with patent data expert, 

Erik Sonne from Copenhagen Business School. Second, the thesis will be explanatory in the sense that 

it attempts to explain if the problem of forecasting technologies via certain data is possible. Third, we 

will evaluate and discuss the proposed models along with their uses in companies. 
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2.3.1 Research Methods 

The methodology and type of data needed is guided by the research statement and the philosophical 

foundation (Polonsky & Waller, 2020). Given our objective nature, we do not wish to interact or inter-

fere with our research subjects; thus, the data for the forecasting models will be purely quantitative. 

Furthermore, we have attempted to build a statistical model which means that the data is required to 

be numeric as well as measurable and operationalized (see section 2.2). By correctly choosing machine 

learning and predictive analytics as our forecasting tool, we ensure validity. Validity concerns whether 

our data and methods accurately measure what is intended, thereby answering the problem statement 

(Carmines & Zeller, 1979). It should be noted a study cannot be perfectly valid nor reliable. If, for 

example, we applied regular multiple linear regression, the research question would not be answered 

in a valid and logical manner because the method simply measures causal relation-ships rather than a 

binary outcome (Polonsky & Waller, 2020). Including other relevant literature beforehand also im-

proves the internal validity of the report because previous research papers already have studied the 

causal relationship between patent data and emerging technologies (Olsen & Pedersen, 2003). 

All data collected in the thesis is generated by others than the researcher outside of the organization of 

interest which is described as external secondary data. This type of data is often less time- and cost-

effective and can act as a solid information base to fill gaps of knowledge (Saunders et al., 2019). More-

over, secondary data comes in greater volume which is necessary in the process of statistical analysis, 

thus increasing the reliability of the paper. The reliability refers to the reproducibility of the results. For 

an analysis to be reliable, the data gathering must yield the same results on repeated trials (Carmines & 

Zeller, 1979). The use of secondary data also reduces any bias because the scientific investigator is not 

involved in the data creation process, and therefore, will not influence the research subject. On the 

other hand, this also means that the collected data is not entirely suited for our research purpose, but 

is merely an approximation (Hox & Boeije, 2005). In our case this is not a concern as the collected 

data does not lead to any changes; rather the research purpose remains consistent throughout. 

More specifically, the data fed into the predictive model comes from Lens.org which is a collection of 

patents from different patent-offices such as the World Intellectual Property Organization or the United 

States Patent and Trademark Office. The patents are not only reviewed by experts to determine if they 

meet certain requirements, in most cases, they have also been filed with legal assistance (USPTO, 2020). 

Thus, our data will possess a high level of reliability (Polonsky & Waller, 2020). However, to download 

relevant information from Lens.org, we will develop specific search criteria based on an unstructured 
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interview with expert, Erik Sonne and search term strategies. Due to the comprehensive nature of our 

data collection, we have dedicated all of chapter 4 to this process. 

2.3.2 Research Strategy 

A proper research strategy should exhibit coherence with the chosen research philosophy and approach 

(Saunders et al., 2019). In our case, we rely on the assumptions and beliefs of critical rationalism which 

is within the realm of natural sciences. For social sciences like business, management and economics, 

laboratory-based settings are difficult to obtain because they are often unethical, non-executable or time 

consuming and expensive. As in our case, the researcher must rather rely on observational data e.g., 

historical records, telephone surveys, etc. which can be analyzed through econometric and statistical 

models (Stock & Watson, 2015). As we have mentioned in chapter 1, quantitative methods are also 

exceptionally good at recognizing patterns and relationships between groups for extremely large data 

sets – something that humans will be inferior at (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2017). Although we do not 

specifically investigate causal changes as in regression analysis, the research strategy for the thesis can 

still be categorized as the experiment form. For the experiment strategy, the research questions have 

been replaced with hypotheses of whether a relationship between two variables exists (Saunders et al., 

2019). To prove these, we introduce statistical tests and measures such as the popular p-value which 

should be less than a predetermined significance level (typically 0.05) in order for the researcher to 

reject the hypothesis that the variable effect is not equal to zero (Stock & Watson, 2015). A similar 

threshold does not exist for the evaluation of a classification model. Instead, we introduce a range of 

different metrics later in this chapter that will guide us to select the most appropriate classifier. 

The experimental designs used within this type of research strategy include classical experiments, quasi-

experiments, and within-subject designs (Saunders et al., 2019). For our machine learning problem, we 

will apply an approach that is similar to the former. The fundamental idea of randomly assigning sub-

jects to either the experiment or control group is to test the effect of an intervention all else being equal 

(Saunders et al., 2019). As we will explain in detail in section 2.4, machine learning addresses problems 

analogously by dividing the sample into a train and test set of which the latter is used to control the 

performance of the classifier. 

2.3.3 Time Horizon 

In our research we will use cross-sectional data which is described as observations of different entities 

at a single point in time – unlike longitudinal studies which use repeated data to observe the same group 

(Stock & Watson, 2015). Therefore, the order of the final data in each group, i.e. emerging and non-
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emerging, could be represented arbitrarily as the element of time does not carry any weight. Generally, 

the purpose of cross-sectional data is to learn about the relationships among variables by analyzing the 

differences across entities. The same applies to machine learning, but rather than concentrating on the 

interrelated effects of the explanatory variables, we want the models to determine the different charac-

teristics between an emerging and non-emerging technology – if such even exists (Stock & Watson, 

2015). The specific time periods and labeling of the data is presented in section 4.2.2. 

2.4 Research Techniques 

In the following two sections, we will break down the process of classification which is the overall pro-

cedure used for machine learning methods, and the purpose of the exploratory interviews. For more 

in-depth explanations of the data gathering and specific algorithms used for modelling we refer to chap-

ter 4 and 5 respectively.  

2.4.1 Machine Learning and Classification 

2.4.1.1 Supervised Learning and Prediction Models 

Classification, or prediction, revolves around the area of data science called supervised learning. In 

contrast to unsupervised learning, each observation is associated with a target value. Moreover, the aim 

of supervised learning methods is also to accurately predict future outcomes or better understand the 

relationship between the predictors and response measurement (James et al., 2016). A classic example 

of a supervised problem is credit scoring in which the lender wishes to predict whether a customer will 

be able to pay back a loan based on characteristics such as debt history, expected income, etc. (Provost 

& Fawcett, 2013). Regression analysis is also part of supervised learning; however, it is inherently distinct 

from classification because the target variable is numerical or continuous while classification is categor-

ical (typically binary) (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). Within classification, we can further divide the models 

into parametric or non-parametric methods. The former is characterized by a two-step model-based 

approach. First, we need to assume the functional form e.g., a linear relationship. Then, we must apply 

a procedure that fits the observations to the explanatory variable such as ordinary least squares (OLS) 

(James et al., 2016). Logistic regression, which we will apply in this thesis, or linear discriminant analysis 

are examples of parametric classifiers. Although it is much simpler to calculate a set of parameters, we 

risk choosing a functional form that does not match the true nature of the data. To overcome this 

problem, we can apply more flexible models such as non-parametric methods that do not make any 

prior assumptions about the function (James et al., 2016). These methods include k-nearest neighbors, 
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support vector machines and random forests, and have the advantage of potentially fitting more accu-

rately to a much wider range of functional shapes. However, the number of observations required for 

these approaches are considerably larger compared to parametric models, and due to their complexity, 

they may suffer from a phenomenon known as overfitting (James et al., 2016). Overfitting simply de-

scribes the tendency of estimating a model too similar to the trained data, meaning that the model will 

not be able to generalize to unseen data (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). 

By including both classification approaches, we can fully hedge against the disadvantages that were pre-

sented above. This decision is further supported by the scope of the thesis; we are less interested in the 

interpretability which differs across models. For example, the random forest and support vector ma-

chine may yield a higher prediction accuracy than the decision tree, but they are not as easily inter-

preted. In our case, a misclassification of a technology’s growth could lead to wrong investment predic-

tions, and thus, we prioritize the accuracy. This distinction, however, is not to be confused with the 

statement that we made in section 1.6 about Occam’s razor. For example, we would, at any time, prefer 

the logistic regression model with fewer input variables compared to a more complex one that only 

yields a slightly better accuracy. 

2.4.1.2 Classification Process 

In the figure below, we have presented the general process for classification – regardless of the algo-

rithm. The first step, after gathering the data as needed, is to divide the observations into a training and 

test set. As mentioned in the previous section, this is done to avoid overfitting the model. There is no 

definitive answer on the size of the train/test ratio, however, many practitioners of machine learning 

commonly divide the data into 70 pct. for training and 30 pct. for testing (Said & Torra, 2019). Before 

this process, we shuffle or randomize the data in order to eliminate any bias which could lead to mis-

leading results. For instance, if the data is ranked by date or country and has not been shuffled before 

dividing the data into training and test sets, the model will be built on training data that is not repre-

sentative of the testing observations. 

Then, the desired classification algorithms are applied to the training data which outputs an estimated 

model. Several techniques such as Lasso regression or pruning can be applied later on to either increase 

the accuracy or prevent overfitting, but these methods will be explained further in later sections. 
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Figure 5: Classification Process. Source: Own adaption 

2.4.1.3 Model Performance 

At the final step of figure 5, we calculate the prediction accuracy of the chosen models in order to 

compare as well as select the best-performing algorithm for our problem. This is done by dividing the 

number of correct classifications (TP+TN) by the total number of predictions. 

  Predicted Class 

  1 0 

Actual Class 

1 
# of True Emerging Technolo-
gies (TP) 

# of False Non-Emerging 
Technologies (FN) 

0 
# of False Emerging Technolo-
gies (FP) 

# of True Non-Emerging 
Technologies (TN) 

Table 1: Confusion matrix. Source: Skiena (2017). 

There are other metrics, however, that allow the researcher to gain a better understanding of the models 

and how they perform. Precision describes how often the estimated model correctly predicts positive 

classes and is calculated by dividing TP by the sum of TP and FP. Recall, on the other hand, is a 

measure of the number of positive predictions that the classifier missed. A high recall means that the 

model had few false negatives (Said & Torra, 2019). 
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Although every predictive modelling problem is unique, we can still develop two baseline models that 

will be compared to our final model; it is crucial to establish by how much we beat these. The first one 

is called the monkey, and will randomly guess on each instance (Skiena, 2017). This means that the 

expected accuracy of the monkey will be 0.5 since we have two class labels i.e., emerging or non-emerg-

ing, which is also the equivalent of flipping a coin. The second baseline classifier is called the sharp, 

and exclusively selects the overrepresented class in our sample – if such exists. For example, if 75 out 

of 100 samples were emerging technologies, the classifier would be correct 75 pct. of the time by always 

guessing that a technology would be emerging (Skiena, 2017). For a balanced dataset with an equal 

number of observations for each class, the monkey and the sharp would achieve the same accuracy. 

We discuss how to overcome an imbalanced training set in later chapters. The accuracy of these two 

provide the bedrock for the lowest acceptable performance of a classification model on our specific 

data set. In case our model achieves a performance below the baseline classifiers, the model may not 

be appropriate for the problem of technological forecasting or an error within the code e.g., a bug, 

could be present. 

2.4.2 Exploratory Interviews 

During this paper we will conduct two unstructured interviews; one before and after the analysis, and 

each with a distinct purpose. Given the COVID-19 pandemic, both interviews were conducted online. 

 
Figure 6: Purpose of interviews. Source: Own adaption. 

As depicted in figure 6, the first interview is used to facilitate the data-gathering process. Here we contact 

patent expert, Erik Sonne, from Copenhagen Business School whose area of expertise lies within re-

trieval of patent data in Derwent Innovation Index and search optimization. Despite his lack of 

knowledge about Lens.org, certain elements remain the same across databases, e.g. patent classification 

codes or Boolean operators and database logic. After the analysis, we contacted the director & head of 

advisory service at Copenhagen Institute for Future Studies (CIFS), Lasse Jonasson. This interview was 

aimed at providing information about the implementation and limitations of our proposed model as 

well as strategic forecasting in general.  

An unstructured interview is defined by its informal character. This means that no specific agenda is 

determined before the interview and the interview itself is reminiscent of a conversation (Wilson, 2014). 

Interview 
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Sonne

Data 
Collection Analysis
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Discussion
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Stavnsager et al. (2006) also refer to this as the “good interview” in which the interviewer and respondent 

are having a dialogue rather than a question-and-answer session.  

We have chosen to incorporate these types of interviews because several of its counterparts e.g., semi-

structured and structured interviews oftentimes create a staged atmosphere where both interviewee and 

interviewer are restricted in their expression (Wilson, 2014). This creates a risk of missed opportunity 

for discovering important aspects previously unknown to us (Saunders et al., 2019). Moreover, the 

formal interview types are highly time-consuming which is undesirable since the qualitative aspect is a 

small fraction of the aggregated analysis in the thesis. Thus, the unstructured interview is an advanta-

geous tool. In conclusion, the strengths of unstructured interviews outweigh the weaknesses given our 

limited focus on qualitative methods. The interviews were all recorded and transcribed and can be 

found in appendix B and C. 

2.4.2.1 Evaluation of Qualitative Methods 

A potential source that could affect our reliability is the fact that we have only collected a single interview 

for both the data-gathering process and the discussion of the results. Thus, we are limited to the views 

of a single individual (Magnusson & Marecek, 2015). However, both Erik Sonne and Lasse Jonasson 

are considered to be experts within their respective fields which mean that we are able to explore most 

aspects. Furthermore, the purpose of the interviews are exploratory, and therefore, a single interview 

will not be a significant concern (Magnusson & Marecek, 2015). 

In order to increase, or at least maintain a high level of validity, the unstructured interviews will be 

conducted with prior knowledge and overall themes. This way we can steer the conversation in the right 

direction. 
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3. Literature review 

The purpose of this chapter is to outline the strategy schools related to pertinent literature of strategic 

and technological forecasting as well as the recent practices within these respective fields. In the end, 

we discuss and evaluate these in terms of their limitations and how they can be applied in order to give 

the firm a competitive advantage. Despite the focus on machine learning, the thesis will also describe 

other methods such as econometric models and qualitative models in order to answer research question 

2. 

3.1 Corporate Strategy 

Strategy is one of the most important aspects of a business as it sets direction and focuses effort of the 

organization. The more formal theories for business strategy rose to prominence during the 1960’s, 

and were inspired by military practice (Lasserre, 2012). This is also evident in what Mintzberg et al. 

(2009) describes as the design school which was one of the earliest frameworks of strategic management. 

In total, the authors define ten different strategy schools of which the remaining nine are: The Planning 

School, The Positioning School, The Entrepreneurial School, The Cognitive School, The Learning 

School, The Power School, The Cultural School, The Environmental School, and The Configuration 

School (Mintzberg et al., 2009). Out of these, the first two as well as the design school constitute the 

prescriptive styles of management whereas the latter seven constitute the descriptive schools. The pre-

scriptive schools focus on how strategies should emerge as opposed to the descriptive schools that are 

concerned with describing how a strategy actually emerges (Mintzberg et al., 2009). The more recent 

descriptive schools are not as impactful for this thesis as they relate to company-specific studies of cul-

ture and management (Duus, 2016). The prescriptive schools, on the other hand, can be adapted more 

easily to suit our demand, as they relate more to constituting regularities and building schemes based 

on quantitative data (Mintzberg et al., 2009). 

Moussetis (2011) creates a continuum of environmental turbulence in industries ranging from 1-5 where 

5 is highly turbulent and unpredictable. To place the prescriptive schools in relation to each other, he 

claims that the three prescriptive schools relate to the first three levels. The design school where the 

pace suffices is anticipatory i.e., a focus on marketing and thus implementation of classical models like 

the SWOT (Moussetis, 2011). The planning school represents formal, future-oriented strategy in which 

forecasting, and scenario planning are prominent tools as formulated by Ansoff (Martinet, 2010). All 

three schools perceive internal processes as rational rather than natural. Lastly, the positioning school 

also operates on the first three levels with emphasis on standardization, differentiation, and focused 
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strategies here with Porter as a main figure with his Five Forces framework. Like the design school, this 

necessitates a relatively stable environment with focus on cost-based and differentiated environments 

(Moussetis, 2011). 

Although technological forecasting is neither a linear nor slowly expanding exercise as the planning 

school prescribes, its foundation is. That is, trend extrapolation, time series analysis, and machine learn-

ing are all based on a supposition that some underlying growth rate or pattern exists and that this can 

be modelled or planned. Therefore, we focus our attention on the prescriptive schools in our work 

with emphasis on the planning school. 

3.2 Forecasting 

In order to understand the theories and methods for technological forecasting, we will shortly summa-

rize the basics of forecasting. As business conditions have been subject to an increase in turbulence, 

high-quality forecasts from the early strategic schools are becoming more and more important to the 

success of the firm (Duus, 2016). 

Overall, forecasting is the process of estimating what will happen in the future (Goodwin, 2020). Alt-

hough the manager does not think about it consciously, the process of forecasting is the foundation for 

all decisions made within the company. For example, a company that produces cars must generate 

several forecasts; how much should we produce, what markets should we enter, what suppliers are 

available, etc. In fact, most decisions cannot be made without predicting future events (Sanders, 2015). 

As illustrated by the manufacturer of automobiles, forecasts also impact different organizational levels 

(e.g. product development, marketing, sales) and time frames, i.e. short-term and long-term. Thus, 

forecasting is highly valuable and critical for planning and decision-making. An important distinction to 

make is that between forecasting and strategic planning which are often confused. Unlike forecasting, 

planning deals with preparing for the future, not predicting it. A business may predict higher demand 

for one of its products, however, they prepare by ordering more items to stock (Sanders, 2015). Yet, 

the two processes are closely related because forecasting is an essential instrument for strategic planning 

– this is particularly true for long-range planning (Savio & Nikolopoulos, 2013). 

The need for forecasting is only present under circumstances associated with uncertainty about the 

future. As Armstrong (2001) states, there is no need to forecast whether the sun will rise tomorrow as 

this is predictable. Similarly, events that can be controlled or hedged against which is the case for insur-

ance, uncertainty is also eliminated or at least mitigated substantially (Armstrong, 2001). 
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3.3 Strategic Forecasting 

The term strategic forecasting was first coined by Capon & Hulbert (1985), and is inherently different 

from traditional forecasting and strategic planning which deals mostly with operational and tactical de-

cision-making within the firm. According to Duus (2016) strategic forecasting is said to have the follow-

ing characteristics: 

• The term should not be seen as a specific set of methods, but rather a way of thinking that 

incorporates both techniques, models and theories. 

• The manager should not attempt to predict the future due to its complexity, but should instead 

attempt to understand it better than competitors. 

• Moreover, the manager should focus on strategy and general business conditions, i.e. the macro- 

and meso-levels, surrounding the firm, and allocate less attention to internal issues. 

• Long term strategies should be prioritized over short-term decisions. 

Strategic forecasting consists primarily of three main areas of research; futures research, strategic warn-

ing, and business cycle forecasting (Duus, 2016). The former, which is also referred to as “strategic 

foresight”, is the focal point of this thesis. More specifically, strategic foresight revolves around under-

standing the future, and how insights can be applied to a firm’s strategy and decision-making processes 

(Iden et al., 2017). It can also be described as a dual process consisting of 1) observing or capturing 

factors that have the ability to change the future, and 2) managing these change with the appropriate 

organizational responses. The current literature, however, lacks a theoretical foundation. Most of the 

articles identified by Iden et al. (2017) apply either strategic management, strategic thinking, strategic 

planning, or organizational theory. Strategic foresight includes methods such as expert panels, demo-

graphic analysis, and technological forecasting (Duus, 2016). Some of the methods within the field can, 

nonetheless, also be found in the literature of technological forecasting. Compared to forecasting, stra-

tegic foresight does not give definitive answers to how the future will look; it presents a range of scenarios 

that stakeholders should consider (OECD, 2021). 

3.4 Technological Forecasting 

Technological forecasting is a subset of strategic foresight or futures research, and relates to all system-

atic attempts to predict as well as understand the possible direction, rate, characteristics or effects of 

technological change (Firat et al., 2008). The process of technological forecasting comes in all shapes 
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and sizes such as competitive technical intelligence (CTI), impact assessment or road mapping (Roper 

et al., 2011). In this thesis, the analysis and subject will mostly revolve around the area of CTI. This 

field emphasizes applications within corporations or private sectors, and often apply quantitative ana-

lytics to open-source data and “grey” literature (Roper et. 2011).   

Over the years many different methods for technological forecasting have been developed. Firat et al. 

(2008) identify a total of nine distinct methods which we will further categorize into two categories; 

qualitative and quantitative approaches. The most common quantitative methods are trend analysis (e.g. 

curve-fitting) and statistical learning (e.g. regression analysis and machine learning) while qualitative 

techniques include expert opinions (e.g. Delphi). In order to choose an appropriate method, the fore-

caster should consider three factors and their combinations: (I) the availability of data, (II) data validity, 

and (III) the degree of similarity between the target technology and existing technologies. For example, 

if a company wish to forecast a certain technology that shares no similarity to existing ones and only has 

access to a small amount of data with low validity, the recommended approach would be to consult a 

panel of experts. On the other hand, if said technology possess high similarity followed by large amounts 

of highly valid data, correlation analysis might be more appropriate (Firat et al., 2008). By utilizing these 

approaches together, the researcher can also mitigate weaknesses that each individual method may 

possess. Another important factor to consider that may seem self-evident, is the objective of the analysis 

(Lee, 2021). For scenario analysis, the researcher should proceed with latent semantic analysis while 

technology and business opportunity analysis should be paired with principal component analysis. Lee 

(2021) also agrees that the available data types and outcomes (i.e., validity) needs to guide the choice of 

approach. The quality of a forecast largely depends on proper selection of relevant methods.  

3.4.1 Qualitative and Quantitative Methods 

In the following sections, we will go over some of the most widely used methods within technological 

forecasting, the Delphi technique, curve-fitting, and machine learning (i.e. classification). 

3.4.1.1 Delphi Technique 

Unlike curve-fitting and machine learning, the Delphi technique is a widely used qualitative forecasting 

tool which has been around since the 1950s. The term refers to the town of Delphi in ancient Greece 

from which Apollo conveyed his prophecies, and it is attributed to the RAND Air Force Corporation 

(Wakefield & Watson, 2014). At its core, the Delphi method is a systematic and iterative process of 

which panelists’ responses are collected and shared between each other after which the interviewees 

have the opportunity to adjust their answers according to the provided “group response” (Firat et al., 
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2008). There is no single prescription of how to conduct the process, however, most researchers adhere 

to the following approach: (I) selection of experts, (II) determination of the number of rounds, (III) 

development of instruments, (IV) handling of responses and participation, (V) analysis of data, and (VI) 

completion of the final report (Wakefield & Watson, 2014). Overall, the main objective for the Delphi 

method is for experts to work toward consensus through the process of sharing, reflecting and discuss 

different views. Although, the panelists may not reach mutual agreement, the outcome can still be 

thought of as successful. In this case, however, it is crucial that the “holdouts” (i.e. those who still disa-

gree with the majority opinion) are given a way of expressing their persisting reasoning as well as being 

included in the final report (Wakefield & Watson, 2014). The fact that the answers are prepared indi-

vidually also eliminates possible behaviors such as the halo or bandwagon effect which could potentially 

skew the opinions of others, and thus, affect the results. 

One of the advantages of the Delphi method is its ability to produce large and long-range forecasts as 

opposed to data analytics which lacks reliable methods for long-term forecasting (Huang et al., 2019; 

Lee, 2021). Moreover, it can be characterized as a flexible method since it does not rely on the assump-

tion that the future is partly determined by previous patterns such as curve-fitting or machine learning 

(Mauksch et al., 2020). This also allows the method to deal with rather complex issues that are less 

quantifiable. 

Downsides. A disadvantage of the Delphi method, and qualitative forecasts in general, that we have 

already discussed, is the time aspect and potential bias. In contrary to quantitative methods, the Delphi 

approach cannot be fully automated across the pipeline due to the need for intensive labor and the 

interpretation of answers. Some methods such as the e-Delphi method have attempted to mitigate these 

downsides by allowing participants to enter opinions and data via a computer which are then digitally 

processed (Fink-Hafner et al., 2019) Another risk is the potential misunderstanding of the question-

naires due to linguistic or cultural barriers. This applies particularly to the case of global issues such as 

international trade or technological life cycle of an industry (Wakefield & Watson, 2014). The specialty 

of panelists, i.e. the amount and field of expertise, have also been found to affect the outcome while 

other characteristics of participants were non-significant (Humphrey-Murto & Wit, 2019). Therefore, 

proper selection of panelists or expert is a crucial element of the forecasting accuracy. 

3.4.1.2 Curve-fitting techniques 

Another popular method within technological forecasting as well as forecasting in general, is trend ex-

trapolation which use statistical tools to predict future outcomes via the continuation of historical data 
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(Firat et al., 2008). Popular techniques within this are include regression, time series analysis and growth 

curve fitting. These are primarily used for technology life cycle analysis which is a critical part for in-

vestment related activities for governments and companies. Here, growth curve fitting is often the most 

applied approach (Lee et al., 2016). 

Growth curve forecasting works by estimating the parameters of a technology’s life cycle curve and 

projecting those beyond the range of the time series in order to obtain its future prospects (Lee et al., 

2016). Every technology typically has a life cycle composed of four overall distinct stages: (I) initial 

adoption, (II) growth, (III) maturity, and (IV) decline. With the help of curve-fitting, the researcher can, 

not only, calculate the bottom or peak level of growth, but also when a technology will reach the differ-

ent stages of the life cycle (Adamuthe & Thampi, 2019). According to the literature, most growth pat-

terns follow an S-curve that maps the performance or output over time. Sales data and market revenue 

are suitable proxies for capturing the performance of a technology, but due to the lack of accessibility, 

many papers use the number of publications or patents, survey feedbacks, bibliometrics etc. as indica-

tors instead (Adamuthe & Thampi, 2019). Among the most common growth curves are the logistic and 

Gompertz functions. These two generate similar curves, but when Y (i.e., the performance or output) 

is low, the latter grows more quickly, and vice versa, when Y is large, the Gompertz model grows (Panik, 

2014).  

  
Figure 7: Logistic (left) and Gompertz growth curves (right). Source: (Panik, 2014). 

Downsides. Trend analysis and growth curve forecasting, however, does come with several disad-

vantages. First of all, most techniques rely on the use of a single performance indicator such as the 

number of forward citations or granted patens. The second, and presumably the most essential flaw is 

the necessity of making assumptions about pre-determined growth curves such as the ones in figure 7 

(Lee et al., 2016). These premises can easily create inaccurate forecasts if they are not met, due to 

changes in the market or complementary technologies. Even firms themselves also have the ability to 
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alter the shape of the s-curve through development efforts. For example, IBM chose to abandon the 

disc-drives as they thought the density limit had been reached, but later Hitachi and Fujitsu developed 

densities that were eight times greater (Schilling, 2016). Finally, in the same way as unsupervised learn-

ing, the results of curve-fitting can be ambiguous and still requires expert judgements at some points 

(Lee et al., 2016).  

Stochastic models. To combat the assumption of a fixed growth pattern, Lee et al. (2016) have proposed 

an approach called stochastic modelling which estimates the probability of a technology being at a cer-

tain stage of the life cycle. This was achieved by measuring significant changes in the mean of patent 

indicators using a hidden Markov model (HMM). Furthermore, the approach can be fully automated 

as it does not require the same level of interpretation as curve-fitting models. 

3.4.1.3 Machine Learning 

The use of machine learning within technological forecasting is a well-established field, and in most 

studies, authors have applied some form of supervised learning algorithm to patent data in order to 

identify emerging technologies (Zhou et al., 2020). For example Kreuchauff & Korzinov (2015) devel-

oped a support vector machine model from robotics patents to forecast the early development of a 

technology. Other known studies include Lee et al. (2018), Kyebambe et al. (2017) and Zhou et al. 

(2020). The literature produced by these authors will help guide the process of selecting the correct 

data source as well as significant variables. Previous approaches have also relied heavily on unsupervised 

learning, however, this does not allow for the incorporation of external domain knowledge nor full 

automation of the process, and the output requires interpretation from professionals (Kyebambe et al., 

2017; Zhou et al., 2020). 

In the literature, the concept and idea of an emerging technology has been around since the 1960 and 

its use increased rapidly during the 1990s. Despite the popularity, the definition is highly discussed and 

varies throughout the years; some authors even avoid clarifying it (Cozzens et al., 2010). A few scholars, 

however, have taken the time to conceptualize emerging technologies and outline its characteristics. 

Some of the traits that reappear are fast recent growth, unexploited market or economic potential, and 

increasingly science-based, i.e. innovations come from advances in science (Cozzens et al., 2010). Fi-

nally, Rotolo, Hicks & Martin (2015) organized and summarized the dispersed literature into five key 

characteristics of emerging technologies. These are 1) radical novelty, 2) fast growth, 3) coherence, 4) 

prominent impact, and 5) uncertainty and ambiguity. Translating such multi-facet traits into variables 

that can be quantified and analyzed is a task linked with problems, e.g. uncertainty, unreliability, etc., 
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and may have been the reason why a large part of technological forecasting in practice have relied on 

expert-centric approaches (Lee et al., 2018). 

Fortunately, economic and innovation literature have provided a range of patent indicators that capture 

the characteristics of emerging technologies. Despite the varying number of variables across articles, 

most studies employ at least one or two indicators within each of the five main categories which are 1) 

novelty, 2) science-intensity, 3) growth-speed, 4) scope and coverage, and 5) development effort and 

capabilities (Zhou et al. 2020). 

Novelty. This term describes the degree to which a technology is a function of how different it is from 

earlier work and the audience’s prior experiences (Schilling, 2016). To measure the novelty, we intro-

duce prior knowledge which represents the relationship between a patent and all related prior publica-

tions and patents. This is also referred to as backward citations, and can be found for every filed appli-

cations due to patent laws (Lee et al., 2018). According to previous studies, patents with a large number 

of backward citations tend to have a relatively low novelty and economic value (Zhou et al., 2020). 

Therefore, the number of backward citations will be applied as a proxy for novelty. 

Science-Intensity. A basic assumption for this characteristic is that more scientific knowledge contained 

in a patent, will lead to the development of a more innovative and influential technology (Zhou et al., 

2020). This can be measured through the number of non-patent literature (NPL) citations of a patent 

which include references to scientific articles, conference papers, books, etc. The literature suggests 

that the number of NPL citations is closely related to the value of the corresponding invention (Lee et 

al., 2018). 

Growth Speed. For a technology to be classified as an emerging technology, it needs to exhibit relatively 

fast growth in comparison to non-emerging technologies. This, however, poses a problem since growth 

speed is difficult to observe at the initial stages of technology development (Rotolo et al., 2015). To 

overcome this problem, Lee et al. (2018) proposes to measure the technology cycle time (TCT) of an 

invention which measures the speed of progress. More specifically, it is calculated by taking the mean 

age (in years) of patents cited by the target patent. A small value of TCT implies that the progress for a 

generation of technology is rapidly changing, i.e. quick advancements from old to new (Kyebambe et 

al., 2017). 

Scope and Coverage. For the scope and coverage of a patent or technology, we present three indicators. 

The first is the number of claims which essentially describe what is claimed by the invention. This is 
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done in a rigorous and technical manner so infringers can understand what is and is not protected, and 

therefore, it is often referred to as the most important part of a patent document (The Lens, 2021b). 

Studies have found a positive relationship between the legal protection and the value of a patent; for 

new and influential inventions with high potential, the inventors tend to file several claims in order to 

protect the patent as much as possible (Lee et al., 2018; Kyebambe et al., 2017). The second indicator 

is the number of classes for a patent which represents the scope of the technological fields, and is 

measured by counting the number of distinct International Patent Classification (IPC) codes (Zhou et 

al., 2020). Lastly, to measure the commercial scope, we introduce the family patent size which relate to 

the number of times the same invention has been registered in other countries. This indicator reveals 

crucial information about the economic and technical significance of an invention (Lee et al., 2018). 

Development Effort and Capabilities. The final main characteristic of an emerging technology is devel-

opment effort and capabilities. An indicator of the former is collaboration, and can be measured by the 

number of assignees of a patent. The assignee, or applicant, as they are called outside of the U.S., is the 

legal owner of a patent, and correlates positively with the value of an invention (The Lens, 2013; Lee 

et al., 2018). Previous studies have also shown that patents with more than one inventor are more 

influential compared to inventions with a single inventor. The third and final feature which capture the 

development capabilities is forward citations. More specifically, it measures the number of times that 

the target patent has been cited by other patents (Zhou et al., 2020). 

Here, the underlying technological relationship is that highly cited patents tend to hold technological 

information of great importance. This representation can take two overall forms: 1) similarity of appli-

cation and 2) similarity of technology (Jaffe, Trajtenberg & Fogarty, 2000). The first describes that the 

invention in patent X does the same as a previous citing patent, but in an alternative manner, and the 

second possibility is to use the same technology in order to achieve a different outcome. Such inventions 

or patents are often cited by later patents, and thus, form the basis of future innovations (Breitzman & 

Thomas, 2015). However, this does not mean that less cited patents are irrelevant to new inventions. 
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Categories Feature 

Novelty Backward citations 

Science-Intensity Technology cycle time (TCT) 

Growth Speed Number of non-patent literature (NPL) citations 

Scope and Coverage Number of claims 

Family patent size 

Number of International Patent Classification (IPC) codes 

Development Effort and Capabilities Collaboration 

Inventors 

Forward citations 

Table 2: Patent indicators. Source: Own adaption. 

3.4.2 Discussion of Theory 

One question that arises from the literature review above is whether to use qualitative or quantitative 

methods for technological forecasting. As we have already discussed, the chosen approach should be 

an individual decision based on factors such as the scope of the analysis or the amount of data available 

to the forecaster. Furthermore, both the qualitative and quantitative approaches have received criticism 

in the literature and no true winner seems to exist. The large majority of the literature of also points 

towards a combination of both techniques as the ideal. Lee (2021) for example emphasizes that quali-

tative methods are equally important for successful forecasting and that different approaches should be 

utilized together to compensate for weaknesses in any one method. Both Junior et al. (2018) and Huang 

et al. (2019) support this view while Lee & Lim (2018) recommends to build expert analysis based on 

quantitative findings.  

In the table below, we have provided a set of authors that have attempted to predict emerging technol-

ogies using different algorithms as well as the corresponding accuracies. The articles are somewhat 

different, yet the overall scope of analysis is quite similar, i.e. to predict whether a technology will be-

come emerging in the future, and therefore, we will use these to compare and discuss our own out-

comes. 
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Author 

Algorithm 

Zhou et al. (2020) Kyebambe et al. (2017) Lee et al. (2018) 

Support Vector Machine 65.2 70.6 90.8 

Naïve Bayes 69.6 59.0 - 

Random Forest 56.5 56.6 91.0 

GAN-Deep Neural Network 77.4 - - 

Artificial Neural Network - 54.2 91.0 

Logistic Regression - 57.0 - 

Random Tree - 60.0 - 

Table 3: Technological Forecasting of Emerging Technologies. Source: Zhou et al. (2020), Kyebambe et al. (2017), Lee et al. (2018).  
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4. Data Preparation and Collection 

This section of the thesis will thoroughly describe the process of gathering and preparing data for the 

modelling later. As described in the CRISP data mining process by Provost & Fawcett (2013), we will 

also dedicate a substantial amount of space to present topics such as the database, labelling, the search 

strategy, etc. in order to get an in-depth understanding of the data. Thereby, the strengths and limitations 

of the collected data may be discussed in a much more clear and concise way, furthermore allowing for 

corrections if needed. 

Throughout the section, the principle of garbage in, garbage out (GIGO), will serve as our way of think-

ing as well as a motivation. This adage means that our analysis will only be as good as the information 

that goes into the model; no sophisticated algorithm will be able to save messy and poorly collected 

data (Baesens, 2014). 

 
Figure 8: Overall Data Process. Source: Own adaption. 

 

Step 1: Labeling ET and NET Samples

Step 2: Data Gathering
1) Define search terms for samples

2) Download patent features to csv file

Step 3: Clean Data
1) Assemble data files  for all technologies

2) Remove unwanted variables

Step 4: Data Set Construction
1) Calculate the number of IPC codes, inventors, and assignees

2) Calculate average of feature for technology
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4.1 Data Preparation 

4.1.1 Labelling the Data 

As described earlier, the dependent variable needs to be labelled as a binary variable i.e., either emerg-

ing or non-emerging. This leaves us with the challenge of measurement. How can we measure these 

metrics in order to classify and label emerging technologies accordingly? As we briefly mentioned in 

section 2.2, applying a transparent and consistent process of data collection ensures reliability. Manual 

labelling and identification of emerging technologies is often subject to incomplete knowledge or bias, 

and thus, we need to rely on a quantitative set of rules (Meisner, Gokhberg & Saritas, 2019). Rotolo et 

al. (2015) have identified five overall groups for 155 publications that operationalized the term of emerg-

ing technologies, but many of these will be too complex for this thesis such as clustering of articles and 

patents or cosine similarity between documents. Instead, we will draw on the labelling technique applied 

by Zhou et al. (2020) which use The Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies (GHCET) as a 

way of classifying the emerging and non-emerging samples. 

In the article by Zhou et al. (2020), the GHCET was utilized as a cutoff point, i.e., knowing the specific 

point of time in which a technology became emerging or non-emerging, and thus, the data that corre-

sponds to each sample. According to the Gartner Inc., a technology that enters the GHCET has started 

to gain attention and demonstrated traits of an emerging technology. On the other hand, if it leaves the 

cycle, the interest is declining, and the emerging characteristics have begun to vanish. More specifically, 

this means that a technology is labelled an emerging technology the year that it first appears, and non-

emerging the year that it exits the GHCET (Zhou et al., 2020). For a better understanding of the label-

ling process, we can use Internet of Things (IOT) as an example which acts as both an emerging and 

non-emerging sample. IOT first entered the hype cycle in 2011 which means that it should be labelled 

an emerging sample in that year. Later, in 2016, IOT disappeared from the GHCET indicating that its 

influence started to dwindle. Thus, the technology is labelled as a non-emerging sample in 2016. This 

process was re-applied to all of the GHCETs in appendix A, and resulted in the following tables: 
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Name of technology Year Name of technology Year Name of technology Year 

2-Way BMI (Brain Machine Interface) 2020 Digital Twin 2017 NFC 2012 

AI Augmented Development 2020 Edge Computing 2017 Silicon Anode Batteries 2012 

AI-Assisted Design 2020 Serverless PaaS 2017 Text Analytics 2012 

Authenticated Provenance 2020 4D Printing 2016 Volumetric and Holographic Displays 2012 

Biodegradable Sensors 2020 802.11ax 2016 "Big Data" and Extreme Information Processing and Management 2011 

Bring Your Own Identity 2020 Blockchain 2016 3D Bioprinting 2011 

Carbon-Based Transistors 2020 Cognitive Expert Advisors 2016 Consumerization 2011 

Citizen Twin 2020 Commercial UAVs (Drones) 2016 Context-Enriched Services 2011 

Composable Enterprise 2020 Context Brokering 2016 Gamification 2011 

Composite AI 2020 Conversational User Interfaces 2016 Group Buying 2011 

Data Fabric 2020 Data Broker PaaS (dbrPaaS) 2016 Hosted Virtual Desktops 2011 

Differential Privacy 2020 Enterprise Taxonomy and Ontology Management 2016 Image Recognition 2011 

Digital Twin of the Person 2020 General-Purpose Machine Intelligence 2016 In-Memory Database Management Systems 2011 

DNA Computing and Storage 2020 Gesture Control Devices 2016 Internet of Things 2011 

Embedded AI 2020 Nanotube Electronics 2016 Machine-to-Machine Communication Services 2011 

Generative AI 2020 Neuromorphic Hardware 2016 Natural Language Question Answering 2011 

Health Passport 2020 Personal Analytics 2016 NFC Payment 2011 

Low-Cost Single-Board Computers at the Edge 2020 Smart Data Discovery 2016 QR/Color Code 2011 

Multiexperience 2020 Software-Defined Anything (SDx) 2016 Social TV 2011 

Ontologies and Graphs 2020 Advanced Analytics With Self-Service Delivery 2015 Video Analytics for Customer Service 2011 

Packaged Business Capabilities 2020 Autonomous Field Vechicles 2015 Virtual Worlds 2011 

Private 5G 2020 Citizen Data Science 2015 4G Standard 2010 

Responsible AI 2020 Cryptocurrency Exchange 2015 Activity Streams 2010 

Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) 2020 Digital Dexterity 2015 Autonomous Vehicles 2010 

Self-Supervised Learning 2020 IoT Platform 2015 Biometric Authentication Methods 2010 

Social Data 2020 Machine Learning 2015 Broadband Over Power Lines 2010 

Social Distancing Technologies 2020 Micro Data Centers 2015 Cloud/Web Platforms 2010 

3D Sensing Cameras 2019 People-Literate Technology 2015 Computer-Brain Interface 2010 

Adaptive ML 2019 Software-Defined Security 2015 Consumer-Generated Media 2010 

AR Cloud 2019 Volumetric Displays 2015 Extreme Transaction Processing 2010 

Augmented Intelligence 2019 Wearables 2015 Gesture Recognition 2010 

Decentralized Autonomous Organization 2019 3D Bioprinting Systems 2014 Interactive TV 2010 

Decentralized Web 2019 Connected Home 2014 Internet Micropayment Systems 2010 

DigitalOps 2019 Cryptocurrencies 2014 Media Tablet 2010 

Edge Analytics 2019 Data Science 2014 Mobile Application Stores 2010 

Emotion AI 2019 Digital Security 2014 Pen-Centric Tablet PCs 2010 

Explainable AI 2019 Smart Advisors 2014 Predictive Analytics 2010 

Generative Adversarial Networks 2019 Smart Robots 2014 Private Cloud Computing 2010 

Graph Analytics 2019 Smart Workspace 2014 Social Analytics 2010 

Immersive Workspaces 2019 Software-Defined Anything 2014 Speech-to-Speech Translation 2010 

Light Cargo Delivery Drones 2019 Virtual Personal Assistants 2014 Tangible User Interfaces 2010 

Low-Earth-Orbit Satellite Systems 2019 Affective Computing 2013 Terahertz Waves 2010 

Nanoscale 3D Printing 2019 Bioacoustic Sensing 2013 3D Flat-Panel Displays 2009 

Next-Generation Memory 2019 Biochips 2013 E-Book Readers 2009 

Personification 2019 Brain-Computer Interface 2013 Home Health Monitoring 2009 

Synthetic Data 2019 Consumer 3D Printing 2013 Human Augmentation 2009 

Transfer Learning 2019 Content Analytics 2013 Internet TV 2009 

AI PaaS 2018 Electrovibration 2013 Mesh Networks: Sensor 2009 

Autonomous Driving Level 4 2018 Enterprise 3D Printing 2013 Online Video 2009 

Autonomous Driving Level 5 2018 Location Intelligence 2013 Over-the-Air Mobile Phone Payment Systems, Developed Markets 2009 

Autonomous Mobile Robots 2018 Mobile Health Monitoring 2013 Quantum Computing 2009 

Biotech - Cultured or Artificial Tissue 2018 Neurobusiness 2013 Social Software Suites 2009 

Blockchain for Data Security 2018 Prescriptive Analytics 2013 Speech Recognition 2009 

Carbon Nanotube 2018 Quantified Self 2013 Video Search 2009 

Conversational AI Platform 2018 Smart Dust 2013 Wireless Power 2009 

Deep Neural Nets (Deep Learning) 2018 Virtual Reality 2013 Augmented Reality 2008 

Deep Neural Netword ASICs 2018 Wearable User Interfaces 2013 Basic Web Services 2008 

Edge AI 2018 3D Scanners 2012 Cloud Computing 2008 

Exoskeleton 2018 Application Stores 2012 Context Delivery Architecture 2008 

Flying Autonomous Vehicles 2018 Audio Mining/Speech Analytics 2012 Corporate Blogging 2008 

Knowledge Graphs 2018 Automatic Content Recognition 2012 Erasable Paper Printing Systems 2008 

Mixed Reality 2018 Big Data 2012 Green IT 2008 

Self-Healing System Technology 2018 BYOD 2012 Microblogging 2008 

Smart Fabrics  2018 Complex-Event Processing 2012 Public Virtual Worlds 2008 

5G 2017 Consumer Telematics 2012 Service-Oriented Business Applications 2008 

Artificial General Intelligence 2017 Crowdsourcing 2012 Social Computing Platforms 2008 

Augmented Data Discovery 2017 Gesture Control 2012 Solid-State Drives 2008 

Cognitive Computing 2017 HTML5 2012 Surface Computers 2008 

Deep Learning 2017 Hybrid Cloud Computing 2012 Tablet PC 2008 

Deep Reinforcement Learning 2017 In-Memory Analytics 2012 Virtual Assistants 2008 

Table 4: ET Samples. Source: Appendix A 
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Name of technology Year Name of technology Year 

3D Sensing Cameras 2020 Speech-to-Speech Translation 2016 

5G 2020 Wearables 2016 

AI PaaS 2020 3D Scanners 2015 

AR Cloud 2020 Activity Streams 2015 

Augmented Intelligence 2020 Big Data 2015 

Autonomous Driving Level 5 2020 Cloud Computing 2015 

Autonomous Driving Level 4 2020 Complex-Event Processing 2015 

Biochips 2020 Consumer Telematics 2015 

Biotech - Cultured or Artificial Tissue 2020 Content Analytics 2015 

Decentralized Autonomous Organization 2020 Data Science 2015 

Decentralized Web 2020 Gamification 2015 

DigitalOps 2020 In-Memory Analytics 2015 

Edge AI 2020 In-Memory Database Management Systems 2015 

Edge Analytics 2020 Machine-to-Machine Communication Services 2015 

Emotion AI 2020 Mobile Health Monitoring 2015 

Flying Autonomous Vehicles 2020 NFC 2015 

Graph Analytics 2020 Prescriptive Analytics 2015 

Immersive Workspaces 2020 Quantified Self 2015 

Knowledge Graphs 2020 Software-Defined Anything 2015 

Light Cargo Delivery Drones 2020 Speech Recognition 2015 

Low-Earth-Orbit Satellite Systems 2020 Volumetric and Holographic Displays 2015 

Nanoscale 3D Printing 2020 Wearable User Interfaces 2015 

Next-Generation Memory 2020 3D Bioprinting 2014 

Personification 2020 Biometric Authentication Methods 2014 

Synthetic Data 2020 Electrovibration 2014 

Transfer Learning 2020 Location Intelligence 2014 

4D Printing 2019 Mesh Networks: Sensor 2014 

Artificial General Intelligence 2019 Mobile Robots 2014 

Augmented Reality 2019 Predictive Analytics 2014 

Autonomous Mobile Robots 2019 3D Printing 2013 

Biochips  2019 Application Stores 2013 

Blockchain 2019 Audio Mining/Speech Analytics 2013 

Blockchain for Data Security 2019 Automatic Content Recognition 2013 

Brain-Computer Interface 2019 BYOD 2013 

Carbon Nanotube 2019 Consumerization 2013 

Connected Home 2019 Crowdsourcing 2013 

Conversational AI Platform 2019 Home Health Monitoring 2013 

Deep Neural Nets (Deep Learning) 2019 Hosted Virtual Desktops 2013 

Deep Neural Netword ASICs 2019 HTML5 2013 

Digital Twin 2019 Idea Management 2013 

Exoskeleton 2019 Internet TV 2013 

IoT Platform 2019 Media Tablets 2013 

Mixed Reality 2019 Mobile OTA Payment 2013 

Neuromorphic Hardware 2019 NFC Payment 2013 

Quantum Computing 2019 Private Cloud Computing 2013 

Self-Healing System Technology 2019 Silicon Anode Batteries 2013 

Silicion Anode Batteries 2019 Social Analytics 2013 

Smart Dust 2019 Text Analytics 2013 

Smart Fabrics  2019 Virtual Worlds 2013 

Smart Robots 2019 Wireless Power 2013 

Smart Workspace 2019 "Big Data" and Extreme Information Processing and Management 2012 

Virtual Assistants 2019 Cloud/Web Platforms 2012 

Volumetric Displays 2019 Computer-Brain Interface 2012 

Augmented Data Discovery 2018 Context-Enriched Services 2012 

Autonomous Vehicles 2018 E-Book Readers 2012 

Cognitive Computing 2018 Gesture Recognition 2012 

Cognitive Expert Advisors 2018 Group Buying 2012 

Commercial UAVs (Drones) 2018 Image Recognition 2012 

Connected Home  2018 Location-Aware Applications 2012 

Conversational User Interfaces 2018 Media Tablet 2012 

Deep Learning 2018 Mobile Application Stores 2012 

Deep Reinforcement Learning 2018 Natural Language Question Answering 2012 

Edge Computing 2018 QR/Color Code 2012 

Enterprise Taxonomy and Ontology Management 2018 Social TV 2012 

Human Augmentation 2018 Video Analytics for Customer Service 2012 

Machine Learning 2018 3D Flat-Panel Displays 2011 

Nanotube Electronics 2018 4G Standard 2011 

Serverless PaaS 2018 Broadband Over Power Lines 2011 

Software-Defined Security 2018 Consumer-Generated Media 2011 

Virtual Reality 2018 Context Delivery Architecture 2011 

802.11ax 2017 Electronic Paper 2011 
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Affective Computing 2017 Extreme Transaction Processing 2011 

Context Brokering 2017 Interactive TV 2011 

Data Broker PaaS (dbrPaaS) 2017 Internet Micropayment Systems 2011 

General-Purpose Machine Intelligence 2017 Microblogging 2011 

Gesture Control Devices 2017 Pen-Centric Tablet PCs 2011 

Micro Data Centers 2017 Public Virtual Worlds 2011 

Natural-Language Question Answering 2017 Tangible User Interfaces 2011 

Personal Analytics 2017 Terahertz Waves 2011 

Smart Data Discovery 2017 Video Search 2011 

Software-Defined Anything (SDx) 2017 Video Telepresence 2011 

Virtual Personal Assistants 2017 Behavioral Economics 2010 

3D Bioprinting Systems 2016 Corporate Blogging 2010 

Advanced Analystics With Self-Service Delivery 2016 Green IT 2010 

Autonomous Field Vechicles 2016 Online Video 2010 

Bioacoustic Sensing 2016 Over-the-Air Mobile Phone Payment Systems, Developed Markets 2010 

Citizen Data Science 2016 RFID (Case/Pallet) 2010 

Consumer 3D Printing 2016 SOA 2010 

Cryptocurrencies 2016 Social Network Analysis 2010 

Cryptocurrency Exchange 2016 Social Software Suites 2010 

Digital Dexterity 2016 Surface Computers 2010 

Digital Security 2016 Tablet PC 2010 

Enterprise 3D Printing 2016 Web 2.0 2010 

Gesture Control 2016 Wikis 2010 

Human Augmentation  2016 Basic Web Services 2009 

Hybrid Cloud Computing 2016 Erasable Paper Printing Systems 2009 

Internet of Things 2016 Service-Oriented Business Applications 2009 

Neurobusiness 2016 Social Computing Platforms 2009 

People-Literate Technology 2016 Solid-State Drives 2009 

Smart Advisors 2016   

Table 5: NET Samples. Source: Appendix A 

For duplicates such as Hybrid Cloud Computing or similar technologies such as 3D bioprinting systems 

and 3D Bioprinting Systems for Organ Transplant or 3D Flat-Panel Displays or 3D Flat-Panel TVs 

and Displays, the labelling was done as a whole which means that we removed the duplicate the first 

time it appeared, and when the duplicate exits, this is the non-emerging sample for the technology. 

Hybrid Cloud Computing for example, became an emerging technology in the years 2012 and 2014, 

and disappeared in 2013 and 2016 according to the labelling method. Therefore, the ET and NET 

samples are 2012 and 2016, respectively. 

4.1.2 Database 

After identifying a total of 410 emerging and non-emerging technologies, the next step will be to collect 

the patent data corresponding to each individual technology. The database from which we will collect 

the features is called the Lens (lens.org) and was primarily chosen due to its user-friendly interface and 

the fact that it has an immense amount of data. At its core, the Lens is an aggregator of data, meaning 

that it collects, cleans, and merges patents from several sources including the United States Patent and 

Trademark Office (USPTO) and European Patent Office (EPO). In total it provides more than 225+ 

million scholarly works, 127+ million global patent records, and more than 370+ million patent se-

quences (The Lens, 2021a). For the reliability of the data, we refer to section 2.3.1., however, it should 

be added that the Lens is part of Cambia which is a non-profit international research organization and 

social enterprise registered at the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) (Cambia, 2021). 
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Figure 9: Snippet of the interface at Lens.org. Source: Lens.org 

4.1.3 Search Strategy 

Another important aspect of the data collection is the search strategy that will be applied to every tech-

nology. If, for example, we do a simple search for the technology 5G in lens.org, the page will return 

all of the patent documents that contain the word 5G. The search term could also be mistaken for the 

abbreviation of “5 kilogram” which is common within chemical and biological patents. This would 

reduce the validity of the thesis since the method we have chosen no longer provides data that will 

measure what we wish to measure (Polonsky & Waller, 2021). It is therefore crucial that we develop 

and overall search strategy and familiarize ourselves with the terminology. Firat et al. (2008) defines 

three essential criteria for developing a good search strategy: (I) knowledge of the subject under study, 

(II) knowledge of the database to be used and, (III) knowledge of patent information. While the second 

criteria was discussed in the prior subsection, the latter was covered as part of the exploratory interview 

with Erik Sonne as well as during the literature review. The first criteria, however, is more difficult to 

manage due to the large number of technologies to investigate. 

In the following section we will describe the approaches that we have taken in order to obtain patent 

documents that relate the most to the given technology: 

 Technology terms: these describe the words that lens.org will search for within a specified field. 

According to the unstructured interview with patent database expert, keywords or technologies 

will often be written in full (see appendix B). This implies that technologies such as tablet pc or 

internet tv should be written both as “tablet pc” or “tablet personal computer” and “internet tv” 

or “internet television” (see lower row in table 6). 
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Search field(s) Search query 

All Fields → ("tablet pc") OR ("tablet personal computer") 

Title, Abstract, 

Claims → 

(title:("tablet pc") OR abstract:("tablet pc") OR claims:("tablet pc")) OR (title:("tablet personal com-

puter") OR abstract:("tablet personal computer") OR claims:("tablet personal computer")) 

Table 6: Example of a search query. Source: lens.org 

 Search fields: this describes the fields within a patent document that lens.org will search for a 

specific term (the one from above). These include title, inventors, extended family jurisdiction, 

and many more, and will look like the search in the upper row of table 5. This type of search is 

also called a full text search and can be difficult to control for the same reasons as above, which 

is why we limit the fields to only include title, abstract and claims (see appendix B). The second 

field gives a short presentation of the invention that is contained within the document, and as 

stated by the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO), it should enable the reader to quickly 

gain an overview of the character of the subject matter regardless of knowledge of patents 

(WIPO, 2017).  

 Boolean operators and exact phrases: these are specific tools for clarifying your searches within 

a database. The first tool refers to the words “AND”, “OR”, and “NOT”, and is used to exclude 

or include search terms. For example, as the lower row in table 5 illustrates, the query will search 

for patent documents that contain either “tablet pc” or “tablet personal computer” in either the 

title, abstract or claims. If, instead, we replaced all of the “OR” operators with “AND”, the 

patent documents that we retrieved would have to contain both terms in the specified fields. 

We will use the “OR” operator as it is good for synonym searches (De Brún & Pearce-Smith, 

2014). The second method is a way of searching for terms in a certain order and is especially 

useful when searching for technologies (De Brún & Pearce-Smith, 2014). Thus, searching for 

“tablet pc” without the quotation marks, will return patent documents that contain both the 

terms, but not necessarily in that order. Furthermore, adding quotation marks will also solve 

the problem that arise with terms that have different endings e.g., “5G network(s)”, “5G net-

work(ing)”. 

During the search process we did not exclude any jurisdictions (e.g. China, Europe, etc.) or type of 

documents (e.g. granted patent, limited patent, etc.). In terms of dates, the earliest patents were gathered 

from 2000-01-01, and the latest were collected from 2019-12-31. 
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4.2 Data Collection 

4.2.1 Data Gathering 

The search strategy and criteria above were all applied throughout the data collection. In order for our 

machine learning models to find the relationship between the historical patent data, and the ET or 

NET samples, we need to specify the time period from which the data should be collected. The pur-

pose of the thesis is to be able to forecast whether a technology will become emerging one year later. 

As a result, year T represents the point in time at which a technology becomes either an ET or NET 

sample, and T–1 corresponds to the patent data that is collected up until (Zhou et al., 2020). For tech-

nologies that become emerging and non-emerging later, the data collection will look a little different 

and to illustrate, we provide an example. Cloud Computing became an ET sample in year 2008 (ac-

cording to section 4.1.1) and a NET sample in year 2015, i.e., the year that it disappeared from the 

GHCET. Thus, up until 2007, we collected data for the ET sample, and from 2008 to 2014 for the 

NET sample (Zhou et al., 2020). 

The search strategy and approach above were both applied throughout the data collection. This resulted 

in almost 400.000 patent documents across 261 distinct technologies. Some search queries such as 

Private 5G or Composite AI gave no results, and thus, were not included in the final data set. In total, 

we identified 141 emerging and 120 non-emerging technologies. 

4.2.2 Patent Features 

For each of the downloaded patents, we obtain information on 30 features which are both numerical 

and categorical. As mentioned in section 3.4.2.3, the features of interest are Backward Citations, Tech-

nology Cycle Time, Number of Non-Patent Literature Citations, Number of Claims, Family Patent 

Size, Number of International Patent Classification Codes, Collaboration, Inventors, and Forward Ci-

tations. Despite the number of claims being available for each specific patent in Lens.org, we were not 

able to extract this information, meaning that the feature will not be included as a variable. As the 

literature have reported, the number of claims hold valuable information about the state of a technol-

ogy. This could potentially mean that our models will be subject to omitted variable bias which occurs 

when the omitted variable, i.e. number of claims, is correlated with the dependent variable as well as 

another independent feature (Stock & Watson, 2015). If this is the case, the assumption of an error 

term that is uncorrelated with an independent variable is violated which at the end may induce an 

estimation bias, i.e. the expected value of the estimator is no longer equal to the true value of the pa-

rameter being estimated (Stock & Watson, 2015).  
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The full list of patent features can be found in appendix D. Afterwards, we calculate an 8-dimensional 

vector for each technology by taking the average value of the above-mentioned features (see figure 8 

below). 

 
Figure 10: Calculation of Patent Features. Source: Own adaption. Source: Appendix D. 

4.3 Descriptive Statistics 

This subsection lays out the general characteristics associated with the data when considering the emerg-

ing and non-emerging technologies as two distinct samples. Initially, the following summary character-

istics will be printed: Number of observations, minimum, mean, maximum, and standard deviation. 

These roughly outline differences and resemblances in the two samples and allow us to visualize the 

data quality. 

Features Observations Minimum Mean Maximum Standard Deviation 

Cites Patent Count 120 0.000 10.239 80.263 8.807 

Cited by Patent Count 120 0.000 14.680 201.000 21.082 

Simple Family Size 120 1.000 6.076 31.308 4.137 

Extended Family Size 120 1.000 12.309 157.899 16.605 

NPL Citation Count 120 0.000 2.067 21.187 3.055 

Number of IPC Codes 120 0.777 1.235 2.000 0.233 

Number of Applicants 120 1.000 1.673 5.300 0.604 

Number of Inventors 120 1.000 2.913 6.508 0.869 

Table 7: Descriptive Statistics of the Non-Emerging Technology sample. Source: Appendix H. 
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Features Observations Minimum Mean Maximum Standard Deviation 

Cites Patent Count 141 0.000 8.844 35.667 6.185 

Cited by Patent Count 141 0.000 25.610 140.800 26.558 

Simple Family Size 141 1.000 5.954 26.750 4.085 

Extended Family Size 141 1.000 12.465 133.326 15.224 

NPL Citation Count 141 0.000 1.365 16.500 1.929 

Number of IPC Codes 141 0.000 1.219 2.000 0.251 

Number of Applicants 141 1.000 1.704 8.000 0.720 

Number of Inventors 141 0.000 2.878 7.000 0.908 

Table 8: Descriptive Statistics of the Emerging Technology sample. Source: Appendix H. 

As tables 7 and 8 display, the emerging technology sample consists of 120 and the non-emerging tech-

nology sample of 141 observations which is equal to a 54/46 distribution. Therefore, the two baseline 

classifiers from section 2.4.1.3, the monkey and the sharp, are equal to 50 and 54 pct. respectively, i.e., 

prediction accuracies below the latter will not be acceptable for our models. In case of a highly imbal-

anced dataset, the machine learning models will render useless. Although the number of class labels is 

slightly skewed, the imbalance is of marginal character, and therefore, not considered critical. In case 

of highly imbalanced data, one can apply up- or downsampling using statistical software. 

The main discrepancies between the two samples depicted in tables 7 and 8 can be observed in the 

maximum values of the variables. The emerging technology sample contains more extreme outliers 

e.g., Cites Patent Count and Cited by Patent Count with respective maxima of 80.263 and 200.000. In 

the non-emerging technology sample, the maxima of the variables are 35.667 and 140.800. As for the 

mean values of the features for the two samples, these are very similar except for Cited by Patent Count 

whose mean is approximately 11 points greater for the non-emerging sample.  

Figure 11 shows the correlations between the included features. If some of the variables exhibit multi-

collinearity, it may disturb the models used later. For instance, regression-based models e.g., logistic 

regression are particularly susceptible to multicollinearity because the effects of the highly correlated 

features are difficult to separate, which can ultimately reduce model accuracy (James et al., 2013). As a 

threshold for when multicollinearity become problematic, two values may be considered (I) variance 

inflation factor (VIF) and (II) feature intercorrelations (James et al., 2013). While the ladder simply 

measures how closely two variables relate to each other, the former more sophisticatedly calculates how 
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inflated regression coefficients are, resulting from multicollinearity. It is computed by running an auxil-

iary regression using only the independent variables:  

VIF�βȷ� � =
1

1 − RXj|X_ j
2  (4.3) 

Where 𝑅𝑅𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗|𝑋𝑋−𝑗𝑗
2  is the 𝑅𝑅2 obtained from regressing an independent variable, Xj onto the remaining 

(James et al., 2013). As 𝑅𝑅𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗|𝑋𝑋−𝑗𝑗
2  approximates 1, the expression increases drastically. Intuitively, this 

means that when the regressor Simple Patent Size is used as a response variable in the auxiliary regres-

sion, the R2 should be as low as possible. Since R2 estimates how much of the variance in the regressors 

is explained by Simple Patent Size, this enables us to estimate the degree of multicollinearity among the 

features. As a rule of thumb, James et al. (2013) propose that a VIF exceeding 5 or 10 should be viewed 

as problematic.  

To obtain VIF values, we thus computed the following auxiliary regression:  

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆�

= 𝛽𝛽1𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵𝐹𝐹 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

+ 𝛽𝛽3𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝛽𝛽4𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

+ 𝛽𝛽5𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 + β6𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

+ 𝛽𝛽7𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶 + 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 

(4.3.1) 

After estimating the regression from equation 4.3.1, we used the R package ‘car’ which conducts the 

post-regression calculations for us. The results are depicted in table 9. Here, we see that no VIF values 

exceed 2. Given the threshold of 5 or 10, this is thus a clear indication that multicollinearity is not a 

problem in the data. However, the correlation coefficients of the variables will also be computed to 

confirm the findings. 

Features Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) 

Cites Patent Count  1.877 
Cited by Patent Count  1.171 
Extended Family Size  1.134 
NPL Citation Count  1.665 
Number of IPC Codes  1.066 
Number of Applicants 1.333 
Number of Inventors 1.345 

Table 9: VIF scores for different features. Source: Appendix H.1. 
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According to Tay (2012), correlation thresholds typically range from 0.6 to 0.8 as indicators of multi-

collinearity. Two variables, Simple Family Size and Extended Family Size display an intercorrelation of 

0.61. If one elects a low threshold value as laid out by Tay (2012), this is a modest breach and thus not 

critical.  

 

 
Figure 11: Feature correlations. Correlation magnitudes displayed as areas (top) and absolute terms (bottom). Source: Appendix H.1. 
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Thus, we investigated whether excluding one of the variables would contribute to a better model, or if 

both add value in conjunction. The results were inconclusive as excluding either of the variables im-

proved some models while aggravating others (see appendix H). As seen in section 4.2.2, the two vari-

ables are similar, but not equal: Simple Family Size consists of “applications covering the same technical 

content” whereas Extended Family Size applications that cover similar technical content (EPO, 2021). 

For this reason, the two variables are both considered interesting. Moreover, the fact that the VIF indi-

cated no multicollinearity issues, disregarding the feature on the grounds that the correlation coefficient 

marginally violates the lowest threshold proposed by Tay (2012), is unjustified.  
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5. Algorithm Background 

The objective of this chapter is to stipulate the supervised machine learning algorithms introduced in 

the thesis. As the goal is to maximize the accuracy with which we can predict emerging technologies, we 

set out the uses of the different models and their associated advantages and disadvantages. The follow-

ing algorithms are considered: 

 Logistic Regression 

 Support Vector Machines 

 Decision Trees 

 Random Forest 

 K-Nearest Neighbors  

These are first compared based on their accuracy-interpretability trade-off in the following subsection 

before we dive into dissection of each algorithm. 

5.1 Comparison of Algorithms  

Now that the assumptions, strengths, and weaknesses of the included algorithms have been listed, they 

are compared visually below based on their relative accuracy and interpretability trade-off. Here, it is 

important to stress the no-free lunch theorem of statistics stating that no all-around optimal algorithm 

exists (James et al., 2013; Morocho-Cavamela et al., 2019). Some suit specific underlying data-generat-

ing processes (i.e., the intrinsic, unobserved data-generation) better than others. Still, figure 12 finds it 

application as a general framework (Morocho-Cavamela et al, 2019). 
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Figure 12: Accuracy and interpretability trade-off for the employed algorithms. Source: Adapted from Morocho-Cayamcela et al. 

(2019). 

As depicted in figure 12, the random forest algorithm, with its bagging and tree decorrelation compu-

tation is the most complex, but most accurate among the included models. As mentioned, our interest 

is rooted in finding the most accurate model. Figure 12 helps us form an a priori expectation that the 

logistic regression may not yield the highest accuracy, but we include it (I) in case it suits our data better 

and (II) as a benchmark for comparison against the other algorithms. 

5.2 Logistic Regression 

When we estimate a logistic regression to perform technological forecasting, it means that we predict a 

binary response, emerging or non-emerging. Therefore, this construction does not model the causality 

between dependent Y and independent variables X. Instead, it models the probability that the response, 

Y, falls into the emerging or non-emerging category (James, Witten, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2013). 

With the dataset used in this thesis, the logistic regression thus estimates the following expression:  

𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 1 | 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶) (5.1) 

That is, the probability of a new technology emerging given the number of patents incurred in the target 

period. The advantage to this compared to more common regression methods e.g., linear regression, 

is that the linear regression line can contain negative probabilities and exceed 1 while the outcomes of 

the logistic regression are always between 0 and 1 (James et al., 2013). To express this visually, consider 

figure 10 below.  
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Figure 13: Classification using linear (left) versus logistic regression (right). Source: James et al. (2013). 

5.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Function 

To compute probability calculations, the logistic function uses the Maximum Likelihood Function. 

This entails assigning a given technology either the emerging or non-emerging class-label based on 

which has the highest likelihood of occurring. In other words, equation 5.1 is calculated such that when 

substituting a new technology into the equation it yields an outcome close to one, when the technology 

is emerging and 0 if it is non-emerging. This corresponds to the following maximization task (James et 

al., 2013): 

ℓ(β0,β1) = � p(xi) � (1 − p(xi′))
i′:yi

′=0i:yi=1

 (5.2) 

Where Π denotes the products, of the probabilities for 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 and 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖′
  respectively. 

5.2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages  

Among the included algorithms, the logistic regression is one of the fastest to compute and thus highly 

flexible. This is especially advantageous for firms where results are needed promptly, and models cre-

ated in hundreds or even thousands. Moreover, it is less complex and thereby more intuitive than the 

other algorithms. 

A weakness to the logistic regression is its susceptibility to overfitting. This issue may arise from two 

sources: (I) if one or more of the included features are irrelevant, the model will still consider it on the 

same terms as the significant variables (Said & Torra, 2019) and (II) as the logistic regression uses a 

linear function to predict the log-odds, data of higher dimensionality tends to be overfitted (Subrama-

nian & Simon, 2013). To address this issue, the two forms of regularization, Ridge and Lasso, are 
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introduced. The former engages only in shrinkage while the ladder engages in both shrinkage and sub-

set selection. 

5.2.3.1 The Ridge 

The following two regularization models (Ridge and Lasso) most frequently used in relation to the 

Ordinary Least Squares model which is common in econometrics, economics, and statistics. However, 

since our quantitative interest in this paper is rooted in machine learning, we use apply both extensions 

to our logistic regression instead, to obtain two versions of Regularized Logistic Regressions: The ℓ2 

(i.e., the Ridge) and ℓ1 (i.e., the Lasso) regularizations.  

The idea behind the Ridge model is that it shrinks the coefficients towards zero by introducing a penalty-

parameter, λ. The advantage to this procedure is that it reduces overfitting, which the logistic regression 

is otherwise prone to. Put mathematically, applying Ridge-extension to the logistic regression, can be 

expressed as follows by Hastie et al. (2017): 

max
𝛽𝛽0,𝛽𝛽

���𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖(𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖) − log�1 + 𝑆𝑆𝛽𝛽0+𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖�� − 𝜆𝜆
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

�𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗2
𝑝𝑝

𝑗𝑗=1

�       , 𝜆𝜆 ≥ 0 (5.4) 

Where the Ridge procedure constitutes only the last part of equation i.e., −𝜆𝜆∑ 𝛽𝛽2𝑝𝑝
𝑗𝑗=1  and λ is a tuning 

parameter, whose magnitude determines the penalty applied to the coefficients (i.e., the smaller the 

value of λ, the smaller the coefficient). Moreover, it is given that when λ = 0, the results produced by 

the ridge model are equivalent to those produced by the logistic regression (James et al., 2013). 

Although the Ridge adds some desirable dynamics to the logistic regression e.g., minimizing the mag-

nitude of outliers in the data, reducing the standard deviation, and thereby reduces model complexity, 

it comes with a drawback: While the model shrinks coefficients to approximate zero, they never exactly 

equal zero, unless � = ∞. Therefore, the Ridge regression cannot be used for subset selection. This is 

where the Lasso finds its application. 

5.2.3.2 The Lasso  

The purpose of introducing the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (Lasso), is to utilize 

its shrinkage and subset selection attributes. Where the Ridge regression displayed equation 5.4 en-

gaged only in shrinkage and only sets coefficients to 0 if λ is ∞, the Lasso takes the absolute value of βj  

in equation 5.4 instead of the second power, a procedure named the ℓ1-norm, as opposed to the ℓ2 

norm found in the Ridge. We are once again using the Lasso extension to our logistic regression which 
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is similar to equation 5.4, the only difference being the slightly altered right-hand side (Hastie et al., 

2017):   

−λ� |βj |
𝑝𝑝

𝑗𝑗=1

 (5.5) 

This means that the Lasso constructs more sparse models as β-coefficients can take on values of 0 and 

thus be omitted (James et al., 2013). Thus, the Lasso naturally shrinks coefficients derived in the model 

towards 0 in the same manner as the Ridge, but also removes insignificant coefficients simultaneously. 

5.3 Support Vector Machines 

Where logistic regression assigned class-membership based on the Maximum Likelihood Function, 

Support Vector Machines use a hyperplane to perform this task. Since it is a supervised learning task 

cf. section 2.4.1.1, the model uses a training set consisting of 70 percent of the observations where the 

class membership, whether the technology is emerging or not, is known. The model then develops an 

optimal hyperplane to separate the data into emerging and non-emerging technologies, which is stored 

and used to classify the remaining 30 percent of the data set i.e., the test set.  

 
Figure 14: Hyperplanes and their margins. Source: Hastie et al. (2009). 

Evidently one can draw an almost infinite number of hyperplanes, but the optimal one, the maximal 

margin hyperplane, is characterized by having the “farthest minimum distance to the training observa-

tions” (James et al., 2013). This can also be seen to the left in figure 14 where the solid line represents 

the margin, and the two dashed lines are the support vectors, equidistant from the center. Determining 

the maximal margin hyperplane, allows for separation of the data into the two most dissimilar sets 

among all the plausible hyperplanes which will decrease the rate of miss-classifications. It moreover 
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appears that the width of the margin, M, is given as 
1
‖β‖

. Here, ‖β‖ is the Euclidean norm of β calculated 

as β = �β12 + β22 which denotes the distance from the center to M. Therefore, obtaining the maximal 

margin hyperplane i.e., maximizing M, conveniently corresponds to minimizing the denominator, ‖β‖ 

which is formulated by Hastie et al. (2009) as: 

min
β,β0

‖β‖ (5.5) 

Subject to  yi�xiTβ + β0� ≥ 1, i = 1, … , N  

Where xiTis a transposed vector of the different features and yi is a vector of the class memberships 

(Hastie et al., 2009). 

5.3.1 Hard and Soft Margin 

An issue that emerges when considering margins is whether a hard or soft margin should be imposed. 

The former allows for no observations inside of the margins. That is, all plausible hyperplanes that 

either correctly classify an emerging technology but breach the boundaries of the margin or incorrectly 

classify emerging technology as a non-emerging technology or vice versa, will be disregarded under the 

hard margin. The latter relaxes the strictness imposed in the hard margin by including a slack variable, 

𝜉𝜉. The value of 𝜉𝜉 determines the degree of misclassification allowed for in the model. When � = 0, all 

observations are correctly classified, when 0 < � ≤ 1, the individuals are on the correct side of the hyper-

plane but may lie within the boundaries of the margin, and when � > 1 the observations can be miss-

classified which is the case portrayed to the right in figure 11, where some observations are misclassified. 

Thus, the total distance of misclassified observations can be expressed as (Hastie et al., 2009):  

�ξ
j

∗
 (5.6) 

The advantage of introducing 𝜉𝜉 in the model relates to an argument stated multiple times throughout 

the thesis: It is not expected that the model is perfect. Therefore, electing the nature of the margin 

becomes a trade-off between fitting the model too closely to the data and decreasing its generalization, 

versus underfitting the model which also implicates low generalizability (Hastie et al., 2009). In practice 

this is achieved by introducing a tuning parameter, C:  
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min
 β,β0

1
2
‖β‖2 + C�ξi

N

i=1

 (5.7) 

C adjusts the impact of 𝜉𝜉𝑖𝑖 such that low values of C penalize outliers and larger values increase the 

tolerance for misclassified observations (James et al., 2013). 

The paragraphs above all assume that the hyperplanes are linear. However, it is more often the case 

that the data is not linearly separable, in which case a different kernel should be used. Kernels are dot-

products between the included features 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖  and 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗. The linear kernel is defined by James et al., (2013) 

as: 

K(xi, xi′) = � xijxi′j

p

j=1

 (5.8) 

Where K is a kernel and 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖  and 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖’  are the inner products of the training data. 

5.3.2 Linear, Polynomial, and Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernels 

In the case that no linear separation of the data is possible, the training set must be transformed accord-

ing to its dimensionality. This can be achieved through several different types of kernels. In this thesis, 

we consider polynomial and Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels to compare their relative fits to the 

underlying data. 

To recognize polynomial relationships in the data, a polynomial kernel can be used. It is expressed as 

follows and will be used along with the RBF kernel (Livi & Rizzi, 2013): 

(〈𝐸𝐸, 𝑆𝑆〉 + 𝐼𝐼)𝑑𝑑 (5.9) 

Where x and z are vectors of individual features e.g., Cites Patent Count, and Cited by Patent Count d 

is the polynomial degree of the data.  

However, if the true dimensionality of the underlying data is unknown, the RBF kernel imposes a tuning 

parameter, γ to detect its nature. The RBF kernel is more sophisticated than the other kernels and 

allows for relationships in potentially infinite dimensions (Cao et al., 2008). This implies that dimen-

sionality does not have to be prespecified unlike the linear and polynomial kernels, but will be captured 

in the following expression (Livi & Rizzi, 2013): 
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exp(−𝛾𝛾‖x − z‖2) , 𝛾𝛾 > 0 (5.10) 

Where ‖x − z‖2 is the distance of the vectors of features x and z.  

When γ is small, equation 5.10 increases i.e., each datapoint plays a larger role in determining the class 

of a newly introduced datapoint. Conversely, for large values of γ, the expression decreases implying 

that the influence of each datapoint becomes smaller (Scikit-Learn, 2021). When γ = 0, the expression 

converges to 1, which renders the RBF inconsequential; therefore, the constraint of γ > 0 is necessary.  

The tuning parameters discussed, the cost parameter C, which is always present, regardless of kernel 

type, and the additional 𝛾𝛾, which is only relevant for the RBF kernel, will both be optimized automati-

cally in the R-software through k-fold cross validation. This involves testing the plausible values of C 

and 𝛾𝛾 when introducing new observations, the test set, to the model and thereby determining what 

values of the parameters lead to the highest accuracy. In practice, the sample is partitioned into k iden-

tically sized subsamples out of which k-1 of the subsamples are used as training data and the remaining 

as test data. This procedure is then repeated k times (Vanschoren et al., 2013). Setting K = 5 or 10 is 

common practice in machine learning because setting it to n is computationally complex and requires 

several days to compute. Hence, we use 10-fold cross validation which is more thorough than 5-fold 

cross validation, while being less computationally complex than n-fold cross validation (James et al., 

2013). 

5.3.1 Advantages and Disadvantages  

Because it uses kernel functions, the algorithm can be easily adapted to fit the dimensionality of the 

data, which often implies that its predictions generally exhibit high accuracies. As for the disadvantages 

of the support vector machine they are highly complex to compute: Tuning the parameters can take 

hours depending on the breadth and depth of the data, which would be an issue if firms were to adopt 

the algorithm. Moreover, support vector machines are difficult to interpret, and visualization of models 

fitted to data of higher dimensionality is inconsequential. 

5.4 Decision Trees 

To assign class-membership, decision trees (or classification trees) split the data progressively based on 

the attributes (i.e., variables) in the data set. The first split of the data i.e., the entire data set occurs at a 

root node which thus divides the data into two subgroups as depicted in figure 15 based on the values 

of the attribute, in this hypothetical case, the number of patents. The first split in figure X shows that 
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the data is initially partitioned by some threshold value (here 50) of the root node. Thus, data on either 

side of the threshold are comminuted into two different subgroups each purer i.e., more similar than 

the former; technologies with less than 50 patents are immediately classified as non-emerging technol-

ogies i.e., a terminal node or leaf node, is reached. Conversely, technologies with 50 or more patents 

descend into a decision or interior node which is another attribute whose value is used to further parti-

tion the data (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). The idea behind classifying the data in this way is to obtain the 

two purest partitions of emerging and non-emerging technologies when aggregating the leaf nodes. 

 
Figure 15: Classification tree. Source: Own adaptation. Note that the values and attributes in the figure are hypothetical. 

5.4.1 Splitting and Stopping Criteria 

To elect what attributes to use at the different splits, the relative importance of each attribute inde-

pendently must be obtained. This score can be computed in several different ways among which the 

most common are the Gini index, entropy, and misclassification error. They are all computed every 

time a node is split and measure how well-represented one class is (the purity) in the split in slightly 

different manners. In this thesis, we use the ‘tree’ package in the R software to which uses the Gini 

index to create splits in the classification tree. Hence, this will be used as the splitting criterion and is 

calculated as (Ripley, 2019; James et al., 2013): 

G = � p�mk(1 − p�mk)
K

k=1

 (5.11) 
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Here, k are the different classes, m the nodes, and �̂�𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 the proportion of observations from class k in 

node m (James et al., 2013). A small value indicates a purer node. This allows for ranking of the attrib-

utes such that the one exhibiting highest importance will be used as a root node, because it separates 

the data into the two most dissimilar sets among all attributes.  

Like the splitting criterion, a similar concern is when to stop the tree-splitting. Splitting the tree exces-

sively causes overfitting if the split yields no real value: Every time a split occurs, the dataset shrinks so 

eventually, it becomes a trade-off between complexity and robustness (Song & Lu, 2015). To decide 

whether to further split the tree, Song & Lu (2015) highlight three guidelines: “(a) the minimum number 

of records in a leaf; (b) the minimum number of records in a node prior to splitting; and (c) the depth” 

and add that each leaf node should have between 0.25 and 1 percent of the training data could be used 

as a rule of thumb. 

5.4.2 Tree Pruning 

In general, decision trees tend to become excessively deep and complex, which can ultimately aggravate 

what the algorithm otherwise thrives at: Its interpretability. This is an unfortunate attribute as it also 

promotes overfitting. To combat this issue, some the least informative splits can be removed; this is 

pruning (James et al., 2013). This can be done in two ways, pre- and post-pruning. The former poses 

restrictions on the number of leaves or number of observations per split before building the model. 

The latter involves eliminating splits that yield low information scores after growing the tree (Müller & 

Guido, 2016).  

5.4.3 Advantages and Disadvantages  

Decision trees offer a great visual presentation of how the data is classified and are quickly computed. 

Additionally, they have been shown to reflect human decision-making to a greater extent than other 

algorithms (James et al, 2013). However, they typically do not yield the highest model accuracies, and 

as a result hereof, we do not expect a priori that the decision tree grown in the analysis, produces the 

best accuracy among the different models (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). Instead, we expect it to produce 

a comprehensible, visual comparison of the features and their relative importance.  

Moreover, the stopping rule may also cause issues if the tree is excessively complex if, for instance, it 

contains only entirely pure leaf nodes, the complexity is too large and the tree too deep. This leads to 
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poor generalizability and promotes overfitting (Song & Lu, 2015). One way to accommodate this short-

coming is to prune the tree. This entails elimination of low information nodes such that the complexity 

is reduced while the information gain is preserved.  

To retain the tree-based structure while preventing the limitations of decision trees, one can use the 

random forest approach, which will be discussed in the next subsection.  

5.5 Random Forest 

Random forest is very similar to the classification trees described above, but instead of a single tree; it 

contains an entire forest of trees. In practice, a wide range of classification trees averaged which ad-

dresses the lack generalizability, variability, variance, and the tendency to overfit associated with classi-

fication trees. This is accomplished through the procedures called bagging and decorrelation of trees. 

5.5.1 Bagging 

Relative to the classification tree, the random forest algorithm utilizes bagging which refers to aggrega-

tion of bootstrapped training samples. These are different draws from the training data set which are 

used to shock test the model. To show why this is advantageous and how it lowers variance, consider a 

set of n observations Z1, … , Zn all with variance σ2. The variance of the mean of the excerpt can then 

be calculated as �̅�𝑍 = 𝜎𝜎2/𝐶𝐶. This shows that averaging the set of observations decreases the variance, 

which was one of the critiques raised against classification trees (James et al., 2013). 

In our case, we want to feed our model with as many observations as possible which complicates the 

procedure explained above. This is where bootstrapping and aggregation hereof is employed. By taking, 

say 200, different draws from the training data (with replacement) and making predictions with every 

sample, many slightly different Random Forest predictors are built. Taking the average of these 200 

samples allows for a more robust model which is more flexible when introducing unknown data (i.e., 

observations from the test set). This is computed as follows:  

f̂bag(x) =
1
B
� f̂ ∗b(x)
B

b=1

 (5.12) 

Where B are the different draws from the training set and f̂ ∗b are the predictions made for every draw, 

b.  

The rationale behind this can be illustrated through an example: If 200 arbitrary draws are made from 

the data and used to build models, averaging these 200 predictions will yield a more generalizable and 
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flexible model, than simply creating a single model with the entire training data. This is a desirable 

dynamic when introducing the model to unknown data as it shock-tests and thereby reinforces the 

different models. Aside from bagging, another dynamic that separates the random forest algorithm from 

the classification tree, is decorrelation of trees to prevent reminiscence in the bagged trees. 

5.5.2 Decorrelation of Trees 

While bagging is a powerful tool for decreasing the variance, it does not consider the trees relative to 

each other. Therefore, the random forest algorithm additionally employs tree decorrelation. To elab-

orate on what this technique provides, consider the following example: Say that 200 are created using 

the bagging procedure. All these trees are built using the most informative variable according to the 

Gini index in the top split which means that the 200 final trees are correlated, as they create similar 

splits. This shortcoming is accounted for by restricting the number of variables taken into consideration 

at each split. Let m denote this excerpt of variables while p denotes the total available variables. Then, 

one typically considers an excerpt of 𝑆𝑆 ≈ �𝑆𝑆 features at each split (James et al., 2013). In our case, we 

have 8 total features thus, at each split, we consider approximately √8 ≈ 3 features. Building the tree 

with different foundations, allows for dynamics in the trees that are achievable otherwise. Without 

decorrelation, all the bagged trees are built using the most important feature in the top splits resulting 

in a long range of correlated, bagged trees (James et al., 2013). 

5.5.3 Feature importance 

Out of the draws made during the bagging procedure described in section 5.5.1, the observations that 

were left out in each draw are permuted in out-of-bag (OOB) samples (James et al., 2013). These serve 

as validation for the Random Forest classifier. To compare relative feature importance, the power of 

every feature used to create splits is evaluated using the final model and validated by introducing the 

OOB samples. We use Mean Decrease Gini and Mean Decrease Accuracy, automatically computed 

by the package ‘randomForest’ in the R-software, to measure feature importance. Simplified, the scores 

are generated by randomly permuting the OOB sample into a perturbed OOB (equivalent to cross 

validating the OOB sample) and subtracting the error rate from the perturbed OOB from that of the 

regular OOB (Genuer & Poggi, 2019). On this basis, the average decrease in node impurity across all 

trees is calculated for every feature i.e., Mean Decrease Gini. Additionally, this procedure calculates 

the accuracy loss associated with leaving a feature i.e., Mean Decrease Accuracy.  
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When comparing these metrics, we look for the features that exhibit the highest scores as these will be 

the most important features in the tree.  

5.5.4 Advantages and Disadvantages  

Compared to the decision tree, the Support Vector Machine algorithm is unintuitive. Since it builds an 

entire forest of decision trees, visualizing it is not appropriate. Evidently, building hundreds of trees 

requires more computational sophistication than simply building one. The upside to this is that it im-

proves the generalizability of the model, renders it less prone to overfitting, and generally yields a higher 

accuracy. 

5.6 K-Nearest Neighbors 

The Nearest Neighbor algorithm assigns class-membership by considering the attributes of the neigh-

boring, k, datapoints in the training set for each feature. When a value of K is chosen and a model is 

built on the training set, datapoints from the test set are introduced. Subsequently, the classifier will 

label the unknown data according to the dominant class among the K-nearest neighbors. Thereby, the 

quality of the model given a certain value of K may be evaluated. This procedure is illustrated in figure 

16. It appears that when K = 3, the newly introduced data point i.e., the star-shaped object, will be 

classified as ‘black’ because the majority of the three adjacent points are black. Conversely, when K = 

5, the point is classified as ‘red’ instead.   

 
Figure 16: The K-Nearest Neighbor classifier. The red and black dots represent two different classes, while the star-shaped object is a 

newly introduced data point. Source: Adapted from Uddin et al. (2019). 
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To determine the proximity of data points, the algorithm employs the Euclidean distance measure 

which was introduced in the section on Support Vector Machines. Here, the distances between points 

are evaluated based on all variables for every observation, denoted by Provost & Fawcett (2013) as: 

𝐶𝐶(𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵, … ,𝑍𝑍) = �(𝐶𝐶1,𝐴𝐴 − 𝐶𝐶1,𝐵𝐵 − ⋯− 𝐶𝐶1,𝑍𝑍) + (𝐶𝐶2,𝐴𝐴 − 𝐶𝐶2,𝐵𝐵 − ⋯𝐶𝐶2,𝑍𝑍) (5.13) 

In its simplicity, the direct distance between two points is calculated as one would compute the hypot-

enuse of a right-angled triangle as proposed by the Pythagorean Theorem. The procedure is illustrated 

below. 

 
Figure 17: Euclidean distance. Source: Provost & Fawcett (2013). 

The nearest neighbor algorithm thus assigns class-membership based on the Euclidean distance from 

each point to the k adjacent points. To exemplify, when we introduce a data point from the test set, the 

trained model will do the following: Assuming a K of 5, if 3 of the neighboring points are labelled as 

emerging while 2 are labelled non-emerging then the technology will be labelled as emerging. In this 

manner, K becomes a tuning parameter that adjusts model-complexity: The smaller the value, the more 

complex the model (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). This leaves a crucial question: What value of K should 

be used. This will be addressed in the following subsections. 

5.6.1 Value of K 

The smaller the K, the higher the complexity. For instance, setting K = n will simply return the average 

of all data points, since the entire dataset is considered when introducing new data points (Provost & 

Fawcett, 2013). In other words, there is a bias-variance trade-off: Low values of K will yield more flexible 

models with low bias but high variance (James et al, 2013). Conversely, high values of K will increase 

the bias while lowering the variance. We accommodate this trade-off by letting K take on values of [1; 
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30] and estimating accuracies of the different KNN models to find the most optimal model. In practice, 

the R package ‘FNN’ does this for us by running looped values of K and comparing accuracies.  

For high dimensionality datasets (i.e., datasets with many features), the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm 

may fall victim to what Chen (2014) denotes as the curse of dimensionality. This states that “the number 

of objects in the data set that need to be accessed grows exponentially with the underlying dimension-

ality” (Chen, 2014). In this case, the algorithm will perform poorly because it will not capture the un-

derlying dynamics in the dataset well. 

5.6.2 Advantages and Disadvantages 

Overall, the algorithm is interpretable relative to both Support Vector Machines and Random Forest, 

while generally constructing high-performance models (James et al., 2013). However, when the dimen-

sionality of the dataset becomes too high, its classifications may become blurred. Moreover, outliers 

can complicate classification, an effect that will compound if present. 

5.7 Algorithm Comparison 

Now that the elected excerpt of machine learning algorithms has been disclosed, their relative strengths 

and weaknesses are compared in the table below, before moving on to their application in section 6. 

 Strengths Weaknesses 

(5.2) Logistic Regression       

XXXXXXX 

Intuitive, interpretable, and can be com-

puted/trained quickly. 

Prone to overfitting. Strictly linear. 

DD 

(5.3) Support Vector Machine Kernels can capture high-dimensionality 

dynamics. Generally good performance. 

High computational complexity, 

low interpretability, and difficult to 

grasp. Susceptible to outliers. 

(5.4) Classification Tree High interpretability, can be visualized. 

Low computation time. Robust to outli-

ers. Handles missing values well. 

Often requires pruning. Generally 

poor performance. Prone to over-

fitting.  

(5.5) Random Forest Less prone to overfitting than decision 

trees and generally shows better perfor-

mance. Does not require pruning. 

Unintuitive and high computa-

tional complexity. Poor interpreta-

bility. 

(5.6) K-Nearest Neighbors More interpretable than Random Forest 

and Support Vector Machines while gen-

erally producing high accuracy models. 

Handles missing values well. 

Susceptible to outliers and per-

forms poorly on high-dimensional 

data. Poor inter-pretability. 

Table 10: Relative strengths and weaknesses of each included algorithm. Source: Own adaptation with insights from Hastie et al. 

(2017).  
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6. Analysis and Results 

The main assumptions, strengths and weaknesses associated with the different machine learning algo-

rithms were outlined in the previous section. This section presents the different models obtained within 

every algorithm and discusses how we discriminate between models. After this section, we will be able 

to compare the accuracies of the best models from every algorithm and thereby identify the most accu-

rate.  

6.1 Logistic Regression 

6.1.1 Regression Output 

We use the function ‘glm’ in the R-software to compute the logistic regression stated below: 

𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅𝐅 𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋 𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐋𝐋𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐑𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐋𝐑𝐑: pr(y = 1)

=
1

1 + exp (−(𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 +
𝛽𝛽3𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽4𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝛽𝛽5𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

+𝛽𝛽6𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽7𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝛽𝛽8𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶𝐼𝐼𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶))

 (5.3) 

Where pr(y = 1) denotes the probability that a technology is emerging one year from now. Although 

we are concerned with model predictions, we will elaborate on the results stemming from the logistic 

regression estimator to explain the intuition behind the algorithm. Therefore, the coefficient estimates, 

their standard errors, Z-values, and their associated significance are reported in table 11. 

 Coefficient Estimate Std. Error Z-value Pr(>|z|) Significance 

Intercept -.098 1.067 -.092 .927  

Cites Patent Count -.063 .0322 -1.951 .051 . 

Cited by Patent Count  .022 .009 2.314 .021 * 

Extended Family Size  .004 .012 .360 .719  

Simple Family Size -.010 .046 -.237 .813  

NPL Citation Count  -.021 .078 -.272 .786  

Number of IPC Codes  .187 .682 .274 .784  

Number of Applicants .033 .261 .127 .899  

Number of Inventors .066 .217 .304 .761  

*** = .001, ** = .01, * = .05, ‘.’ = .10      

Table 11: Preliminary regression output. Source: Appendix I. 
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Note that, in contrast with linear regressions, interpreting the coefficients depicted in table 10 does not 

yield meaningful conclusions, as the results are not linearly separable. To obtain the ceteris paribus 

marginal effects known from linear regression, the coefficients must be transformed to odds-ratios 

which is achieved by exponentiating the coefficients. For instance, the odds ratio for the feature Cited 

by Patent Count would be computed as 𝑆𝑆 .023 = 1.023. Interpreting insignificant coefficients is meaning-

less and as it appears from table 10, only two variables (i.e., Cites Patent Count and Cited by Patent 

Count) are significantly different from zero at the .10 level, while the rest are insignificant. Therefore, 

including them in the prediction simply adds unnecessary noise to the model. Thus, we employ back-

ward selection as described in section 5.2. 

The most optimal model i.e., the one exhibiting the lowest AIC value turned out to be a model con-

sisting of an intercept, Cites Patent Count, and Cited by Patent Count. The regression estimates and 

expression appear below in equation 5.4 and table 11. 

 Coefficient Estimate Std. Error Z-value Pr(>|z|) Significance 

Intercept .361 .293 1.230 .219  

Cites Patent Count -.067 .027 -2.514 .012 * 

Cited by Patent Count .023 .009 2.491 .013 * 

*** = .001, ** = .01, * = .05, ‘.’ = .10      

Table 12: Final (condensed) logistic regression output. Source: Appendix I. 

Firstly, the interpretation of the Cites Patent Count coefficient is that when a patent cites one additional 

patent, the odds of the technology being emerging one year from now (as opposed to being non-emerg-

ing) decrease by a factor of 0.935 on average. Secondly, for Cited by Patent Count, the intuition is that 

a one unit increase in number of patent citations for a given technology, will increase the odds of the 

technology being emerging one year from now (as opposed to being non-emerging) by a factor of 1.023 

on average.  

6.1.2 Prediction Power 

The logistic regression is a natural choice as our response variable can be easily converted to a binary 

variable: Emerging = 1 and non-emerging = 0. We first estimated a model consisting of all variables in 

the dataset. Subsequently, we removed insignificant variables successively (i.e., backward selection) and 

compared the different models based on their respective goodness-of-fit measured by their Akaike 

Information Criterion (see formula in appendix O) scores; the best model exhibiting the lowest score.  
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As with all other machine learning algorithms, the logistic regression is estimated on the trained data 

and then evaluated using the testing dataset. Given the 70/30 split, the testing dataset constitutes of 78 

observations, where the model obtained after performing backward selection has the following proper-

ties: 

  Predicted Class 

  1 (Emerging) 0 (Non-emerging) 

Actual Class 
1 (Emerging) 20 (TP) 13 (FN) 

0 (Non-emerging) 16 (FP) 29 (TN) 

Table 13: Confusion matrix. Source: Appendix I. 

As table 13 shows, this entails a model accuracy of 62.821 percent which is not ostentatious, but gives 

an indication that the model is more qualified than predicting only the majority class i.e., the sharp 

which, given the nature of the test set (36 non-emerging and 42 emerging technologies) would yield an 

accuracy of 53.846 percent. An arbitrary guess (i.e., the monkey) on the other hand, always has an 

accuracy of 50 percent; thus, the logistic regression performs 8.975 percentage points better than the 

sharp and 12.821 percentage points better than the monkey (Skiena, 2017). 

As explained previously, there are other ways to evaluate and assess the predictive power of a model 

than the accuracy. These measures are all computed by considering the four prediction classes made 

in table 13 i.e., true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), false negatives (FN), and true positives (TP). 

To recap, the four metrics are briefly outlined below (Skiena, 2017): 

 Accuracy is simply the sum of total correct predictions i.e., the sum of the true positives and 

true negatives divided by all predictions, in this case 32/52.  

 Precision displays the proportion of predicted positives that are true positives. 

 Recall displays the proportion of true positives that the model captures.  

 F-score balances the two previous metrics and thus suffers if any of the two is weaker than the 

other. 
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For the logistic regression, they are computed as follows (Skiena, 2017):  

 Accuracy = 
20+29

20+13+16+29
 = 0.628 

 Precision = 
TP

(TP + FP)
=

20

(20 + 16)
 = 0.556 

 Recall = 
TP

(TP + FN)
=

20

(20 + 13)
 = 0.606 

 F-score 2 ∙ 
Precision ∙ Recall

Precision + Recall
=

2 ∙ 0.556 ∙ 0.606

0.556 + 0.606
 = 0.580 

While accuracies are easily interpreted, they do not reveal whether the model is better at predicting 

one class than the other. This is a shortcoming as predicting only the dominating class will always yield 

an accuracy of at least 0.5. In our case, our classifiers would automatically have an accuracy of 0.538, if 

they label all observations emerging; however, they would not have discovered a single non-emerging 

technology. Therefore, the precision and recall measures establish how well the model the rate of type 

I and II errors (i.e., false positives and false negatives), the models produce. The final judgement of 

model quality will thus come down to a combination of the F-score, which balances precision and recall, 

and accuracy. 

As established, the classifier possesses a higher recall than precision. This implies that our classifier is 

better at detecting true negatives (in approximately 61 percent of the cases) i.e., emerging technologies 

than true positives (in approximately 56 percent of the cases) i.e., non-emerging technologies. Moreo-

ver, the F-score turned out to be in between the two other measures. As this is the weighted harmonic 

average of the recall and precision measures (Goutte & Gaussier, 2005), this is a more balanced meas-

ure to consider. Given the marginal difference in the number of emerging and non-emerging technol-

ogies in our sample, this is a desirable attribute. The F-score of 0.580 reveals the marginal difference in 

predictive power that the classifier displays; it predicts emerging technologies more correctly. Possibly, 

rebalancing the dataset to have equal class-numbers might improve its predictive power but as discussed 

in section 4.3, we value more observations higher than an exactly balanced dataset, since the imbalance 

is marginal.  

Having summarized the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-score of the developed logistic regression 

classifier, we can conclude that our model with its accuracy of 0.628 beats both the monkey and the 

sharp. Moreover, the model performs better when classifying emerging than non-emerging technologies 
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as can be observed from its precision and recall scores of 0.556 and 0.606, respectively. This discrep-

ancy is reflected in the F-score of 0.580.  

6.2 Support Vector Machines 

To obtain the maximal margin hyperplane to separate emerging and non-emerging technologies, we 

compared the relative performances of linear and RBF kernels on our dataset, imposing 10-fold cross 

validation to tune the parameters C and/or γ. The tuning of the parameters was carried out using the 

package ‘e1071’ in the R-software. The next subsections will lay out the results from the two optimal 

models: The optimal one derived with a linear kernel and with an RBF kernel.  

6.2.1 Linear Kernel 

The linear kernel assumes that the data is linearly separable i.e., that the maximal margin hyperplane 

is a straight line. Because it is the simplest kernelized model, it includes only a cost parameter, C. As 

explained in section 5.3.2, C adjusts the penalty that the model issues to misclassifications. To ensure 

that as C=10-12:12 to compare as many values of C as possible. This means that all values of C from 

10−12 to 1012 are plugged in and tested to compare model fit. In 15, model errors are presented along 

with their associated cost parameter values. The values of the cost parameter are specified in scientific 

notation such that 1∙10-2 = 0.01. Although the changes in the model errors appear marginal, they affect 

the accuracy of the final model which, as discussed in our research philosophy, is our criterion of truth 

and is thus deemed crucial. The optimal value of the cost parameter turned out to be 1∙107 which 

yielded a model error of 0.437. Because C is large, the model severely penalizes misclassifications, 

which unintuitively means that the maximal margin hyperplane will have small margins as this separates 

the data better than a large one.  

Value of Cost Parameter, C Model Error 

1∙10-12 0.459 

1∙10-11 0.459 

… 

1∙10𝟕𝟕 0.4368 

Table 14: Model errors given sample values of the cost parameter C. Optimal value marked in bold. Source: Appendix J.1. 

We thus conducted predictions using a cost parameter of .437 with which the model classified 42 tech-

nologies as emerging and 36 as non-emerging. The predictions relative to the actual classes were dis-

tributed as depicted in table 15. 
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  Predicted Class 

  1  0  

Actual Class 
1  17 (TP) 14 (FN) 

0  19 (FP) 28 (TN) 

Table 15: Confusion matrix. Source: Appendix J.1. 

This yields the following precision, recall and F-scores: 

 Accuracy = 0.577 

 Precision = 0.472 

 Recall = 0.548 

 F-score 0.507 

All scores are low relative to the logistic regression presented in the previous subsection. The precision 

metric is particularly low: 0.472 versus 0.566 in the logistic model. This reveals a high false positive rate 

in comparison to the logistic model. Moreover, the accuracy of 0.577 is lower than that obtained in 

logistic regression, although it outperforms the sharp (=0.541). This is not the most desirable outcome, 

which indicates that the data may not be linearly separable and that the RBF kernel may capture the 

underlying dynamics better.  

6.2.2 RBF Kernel 

Aside from the cost parameter, C, which was introduced with the linear kernel in the previous section, 

the RBF kernel tunes an additional parameter, �. Where C tunes the penalty for misclassifications, γ 

adapts the inclination of the support vectors i.e., it adjusts how much impact adjacent points have when 

classifying new datapoints. Here, small values of γ imply high impact and vice versa. 

C is still tuned as 10-12:12 but γ is tuned with less complexity as 2-12:12 to avoid an excessively expensive 

computation. Because tuning of the two parameters involves an excessive number of plausible combi-

nations, only an excerpt is presented in table 17. As with the linear kernel, the parameters are both 

cross-validated in the R-software. Table x+3 shows that the optimal parameter values were γ = 0.002 

and C = 1 ∙ 1010, which in conjunction yield the lowest model error of 0.327. 
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Value of γ Value of C  Model Error 

2.441 ∙ 10-4  10−12 0.459 

4 ∙ 103 10−9 0.459 

… 

3,1∙ 10-1 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟐 0.332 

Table 16: Model errors given different values of 𝛾𝛾 and C. Optimal value marked in bold. Source: Appendix J.2. 

With the optimal parameter values, the RBF kernel labeled 42 of the test data points as emerging and 

36 as non-emerging as shown in table 18. 

  Predicted Class 

  1  0  

Actual Class 
1  26 (TP) 18 (FN) 

0  10 (FP) 24 (TN) 

Table 17: Confusion matrix. Source: Appendix J.2 

This gives the SVM classifier with an RBF thus displays an accuracy of 0.641 along with the metrics: 

 Accuracy = 0.641 

 Precision = 0.722 

 Recall = 0.591 

 F-score 0.650 

The classifier outperforms the logistic regression and the linear kernel SVM. The RBF kernel is en-

cumbered with more type II errors than I implying that it predicts true positives with higher accuracy. 

This also means that the classifier outperforms both the monkey and the sharp. Moreover, with its 

superiority in accuracy, recall, and F-score, it proves more appropriate than the SVM model with linear 

kernel.  

6.3 Decision Trees 

Decision trees come in two shapes: Pruned and unpruned. This section compares the results stemming 

from both methodologies based on their accuracies, precision, recall, and F-scores. Moreover, the in-

dividual splits will be evaluated based on the criterion of their respective Gini-coefficients. As previously 
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mentioned, we expect a priori that the algorithm overfits the data to some extent at the expense of 

model accuracy, rendering it a worse alternative to the Random Forest algorithm. 

6.3.1 Unpruned Decision Tree 

The Gini index is used as the splitting criterion measuring the probability that a node contains a given 

class e.g., emerging technologies. It ranges from 0 to 1 where a Gini-index of 0 denotes complete node 

purity i.e., that all observations in the node belong to one class and a value of 1 indicates that the classes 

are randomly distributed in the node (Tyagi, 2020; James et al., 2017). Evidently, a Gini-index value 

close to 1 implies that the split is excessive as it does not add value to the model, conversely, it leads to 

overfitting. Therefore, the feature with the lowest Gini-index value will be used to perform a given split 

and any feature that does not yield any meaningful value, will be disregarded in the classification trees. 

To grow classification trees, the ‘tree’ package in the R-software is used. This conveniently allows us to 

automatically perform K-fold cross-validation with K = 10 being the default. Moreover, it enables grow-

ing and visual comparison of pruned and unpruned classification trees (Ripley, 2019; appendix L.1).  

As we saw in section 5.4, decision trees build on if-statements such that observations containing feature 

values surpassing a given threshold will grouped. This process is repeated until a leaf node i.e., a class-

membership is reached. This implies that the features with the highest information yield are used fur-

ther up the tree, the root node i.e., the initial split, being most important. The unpruned classification 

tree is illustrated below: 
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Figure 18: Unpruned Decision Tree. Class-memberships marked in red. Source: appendix L.1 

Here, the root node i.e., the most important feature used at the initial split, is Cited by Patent Count 

where the data is split at a value of 20.3353 as depicted in figure 18. Moving down the tree it is clear 

that many potentially excessive splits occur, which will be evaluated through tree pruning to compare 

model fits. As previously mentioned, we employ post pruning as we restrict depth of the pruned tree 

after evaluating the visual performance of the unpruned tree. The performance of the unpruned tree is 

depicted below in table 18.  

  Predicted Class 

  1  0  

Actual Class 
1  26 (TP) 18 (FN) 

0  16 (FP) 18 (TN) 

Table 18: Confusion matrix of unpruned decision tree. Source: appendix L.1. 

Therefore, the unpruned algorithm possesses the following metrics: 

 Accuracy = 0.564 

 Precision = 0.619 
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 Recall = 0.591 

 F-score 0.605 

As seen in appendix L.1, the training accuracy is approximately 30 percentage points higher than the 

test accuracy. This is an indication that the model is overfitting because the imposed rules are too com-

plex. As mentioned, overfitting can be combatted by pruning the tree. This will be done in the following 

section after which we compare the two decision trees. 

6.3.1 Pruned Decision Tree 

Pruning is applied to prevent overfitting and can be carried out by restricting tree depth, the number of 

leaves, or requiring a minimum number of observations per split. Here, the restrictions are imposed 

before growing the tree (referred to as pre-pruning). Its counterpart, post-pruning, involves eliminating 

splits that yield low information scores after growing the tree (Müller & Guido, 2016). Although applied 

to combat overfitting, pruning may not improve prediction accuracy of all models: While it lowers the 

variance and increases interpretability, it tends to induce bias (Hastie et al., 2017). This section formally 

tests this.  

Below is the pruned classification tree the confusion matrix of the algorithm. Comparing it to the un-

pruned tree, the visual interpretability of the pruned tree is superior. Only the two most informative 

features are used to create splits: Cited by Patent Count and Cites Patent Count where the unpruned 

tree used all nine. This is not a surprising finding when related to the literature, where these features 

are specifically promoted by Ernst (2003) and also frequently used by scholars with a similar research 

design e.g., Zhou et al. (2020).  

 
Figure 19: Pruned Decision Tree. Class-memberships marked in red. Source: Appendix L.2. 
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When comparing figure 18 and 19 it is evident that the complexity and amount of splits of the former 

exceed those in the latter. The confusion matrix derived from the predictions from the pruned tree are 

depicted in the table below. 

  Predicted Class 

  1  0  

Actual Class 
1  30 (TP) 20 (FN) 

0  12 (FP) 16 (TN) 

Table 20: Confusion matrix of unpruned decision tree. Source: Appendix L.2. 

 Accuracy = 0.590 

 Precision = 0.714 

 Recall = 0.600 

 F-score 0.652 

As we can derive from table 20, the pruned decision tree has an accuracy of 0.590, which is higher than 

the unpruned tree along with higher precision, recall, and F-scores. As expected, the pruned tree is 

significantly better at predicting both true positives and negatives. This finding disproves the initial no-

tion that pruning would decrease model fit. 

In this context, one could test if increasing tree depth slightly and thereby increasing the excerpt of 

features taken into consideration, would improve model fit.  However, using the accuracy as the deter-

mining factor (as per our problem statement) we can conclude that the pruned tree fares better with the 

data. The next algorithm, Random Forest, will increase the sophistication behind the model estimation 

compared to the decision tree. This typically improves model fit, but if the rules imposed are too com-

plex or the underlying data unsuitable for such a model, it may worsen model fit in specific cases (Hastie 

et al., 2017). 
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6.4 Random Forest  

Although similar to the classification tree, the random forest algorithm offers a more sophisticated way 

of growing not just one, but an entire forest of trees. Given its less pedagogical nature, the random forest 

cannot be visualized in a meaningful manner. Instead, we consider its ranking of variable importance 

measured by their respective Gini-indices and the mean decrease in model accuracy that leaving the 

features out, entails. 

Figure 20: Mean Decrease in Gini-Index by feature. Source: Appendix M. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 21: Mean Decrease Accuracy by feature. Source: Appendix M. 

As shown, Cited by Patent Count decreases the Gini-index the most among the variables. This variable 

also possesses the largest Mean Decrease Accuracy-value, which entails that exclusion of this variable, 

decreases the classification accuracy the most and is hence more ‘expensive’, than exclusion of any 

other (Breiman, 2001). Therefore, this feature will most accurately predict whether a technology is 
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emerging or non-emerging and will be used to perform the first split at the root node. Conversely, we 

see that Number of Applicants is the least significant feature in terms of both measures and will thus be 

used least frequently to create splits. The fact that both Number of Applicants and Extended Family 

Size have negative Mean Decrease in Accuracy certifies that omission of these features may improve 

model accuracy. Thus, we ran the following restricted versions of the Random Forest classifier: (I) 

without both of the two variables, (II) excluding only Number of Applicants, and (III) excluding only 

Extended Family Size (see appendix M.2). The first model yielded an accuracy of 0.564 and the second 

and third an accuracy of 0.577 which is equivalent to that of the unrestricted model.  

Since the accuracy of classifiers (II) and (III) are equivalent to that of the unrestricted model, we com-

pared their F-scores in appendix M.3, to discriminate between the models. Although their relative per-

formances are highly similar, we found that the Random Forest model without Extended Family Size 

had the highest F-score due to its higher true positive rate. Therefore, it is excluded in the reported 

confusion matrix and performance measures found below. 

  Predicted Class 

  1  0  

Actual Class 
1  29 (TP) 20 (FN) 

0  13 (FP) 16 (TN) 

Table 21: Confusion matrix of the unrestricted Random Forest model. Source: Appendix M. 

 Accuracy = 0.577 

 Precision = 0.690 

 Recall = 0.592 

 F-score 0.637 

Compared to the decision trees, the random forest algorithm outperformed the unpruned tree in all 

metrics. Reversely, relative to the pruned tree, the random forest algorithm showed inferiority in all 

metrics. With the a priori expectation that the random forest algorithm would significantly outperform 

the decision trees, this finding is counter intuitive. To touch on the cause, it likely relates to a point 

made previously: The algorithm is imposing too complex rules and thereby overfits. Moreover, it in-

cluded a wider excerpt of features than the pruned decision tree, which only considered two. This 
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finding can thus have multiple implications: (I) some features should be excluded as they are essentially 

noise or (II) the underlying data-generating process is better captured by a decision tree. 

Whether issue (I) or (II) is in play requires further investigation but as described previously in relation 

to issue (II), some models fare better with specific data than others. This is something statisticians and 

data-scientists encounter occasionally (James et al., 2013; Morocho-Cavamela et al., 2019). 

6.5 K-Nearest Neighbors 

For the final classifier, we will first compare looped values of K to determine the most optimal (i.e., the 

one granting the highest accuracy). As discussed previously, selecting the optimal K is a trade-off be-

tween bias and variance, where lower values lead to lower bias but higher variance and vice versa. When 

letting K take on values of [1; 30], accuracies range from .525 to .667 with the optimal value achieved 

with K = 20 (See figure 19). Thus, when the training data is presented with observations from the test 

data, it considers the twenty nearest neighbors of every data point before classifying them. 

 
Figure 22: Comparing values of K. Source: Appendix K. 

Building the model by considering the 20-nearest neighbors, the confusion matrix and model-quality-

measures look as follows: 
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  Predicted Class 

  1  0  

Actual Class 
1  32 (TP) 16 (FN) 

0  10 (FP) 20 (TN) 

Table 22: Confusion matrix of unpruned decision tree. Source: Appendix K. 

 Accuracy = 0.667 

 Precision = 0.762 

 Recall = 0.667 

 F-score 0.711 

That is, the K-Nearest Neighbor classifier shows superiority in all parameters when compared to the 

previous models; no single algorithm outperforms it in any metric. In spite hereof, it is crucial to notice 

the difference of almost 10 points in its precision and recall score which indicates that the model per-

forms relatively better when predicting emerging technologies. 

6.6 Results Overview  

To summarize, the highest prediction accuracy was achieved with the K-nearest neighbor algorithm 

(approximately 67 percent), which was superior in all other metrics i.e., precision, recall, and f-score 

simultaneously. The runner-up was the support vector machine algorithm with an RBF kernel and the 

rest of the algorithm metrics are depicted in the table below: 

Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-score 

Logistic Regression .628 .556 .606 .580 

Support Vector Machine - Linear kernel .577 .472 .548 .507 

Support Vector Machine - RBF kernel .641 .722 .591 .650 

Classification Tree - Unpruned .564 .612 .591 .605 

Classification Tree - Pruned .590 .714 .600 .652 

Random Forest .577 .690 .592 .637 

K-Nearest Neighbor .667 .762 .667 .711 

Table 23: Performances of the included machine learning algorithms. Source: Appendices I-M. 
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6.7 Unstructured Interview with Representative from Copenhagen Institute for Future Studies 

To explore how firms typically utilize and implement forecasting and thus, how the model proposed in 

the previous section can be used in practice, we reached out to director and head of advisory service at 

Copenhagen Institute for Future Studies (CIFS), Lasse Jonasson (see appendix C). He revealed a skep-

ticism towards the conventional forecasting discipline in general:  

“(…) when we say forecasting, it is a word that gives most people ticks, because we generally do 

not believe very much in the discipline of forecasting when looking further ahead. We would 

never come up with a one-sided analysis of what the world will look like in 10 years. We would 

focus on the uncertainties”. (See appendix C) 

That is, where conventional forecasts predict specific outcomes, CIFS only employs strategic foresight. 

The distinction between forecasting and foresight lies in the fact that the latter does not give definitive 

predictions of the future; instead, it suggests several different scenarios as we mentioned earlier (OECD, 

2021). Very much in line with this definition, Jonasson defines CIFS’ objective and success criterion 

when conveying insights to their clients: 

“Well, we do not come up with anything that you can implement outright. We come with an 

idea of how the future may look. So, it is a foundation that you can base your strategic develop-

ment on. Sometimes we also help them develop strategic undertakings that are adapted to the 

reality or analysis we have made”. (See appendix C) 

This is particularly important as it shows that CIFS’ work is not directly comparable to the methodology 

and results uncovered in this thesis. For instance, given the uncertainty associated with strategic fore-

sight, CIFS refrains from attaching probabilities to the established scenarios because, as Jonasson 

stresses, their key tasks are to open the clients’ eyes to multiple potential futures (see appendix C). 

However, it shows that their underlying beliefs are similar to ours. More specifically, we share the belief 

that the future should be anticipated, but Jonasson and CIFS accept a larger degree of ambiguity. Alt-

hough a great deal of CIFS’ work relies on their own abundant strategic and economic knowledge 

combined with relevant research, they use economic models such as the SMILE-model to support their 

reasoning (see appendix C). To clarify, the SMILE-model predicts population and other demographics 

on a municipal level (DREAM, 2021). Although their budget is mostly too constrained to develop their 

models, they thus draw on existing frameworks and models (see appendix C). Hence, when conveying 

insights from strategic foresight to clients, Jonasson stresses the importance of including qualitative 
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measures (e.g., expert-centric knowledge), used in conjunction with quantitative calculations or models. 

During the interview, we pointed out that our research design was strictly quantitative and that more 

qualitative approaches had been used in the literature. Following this statement, he replied: 

“That is how the real world is. It would be good to look at that model. To know what input 

factors are involved in making such a decision. For example, I was talking about the DREAM 

model. In order for me to put an analytical layer on top of that, I need to know what the as-

sumptions are”. (See appendix C)  

Therefore, the main implication from the interview is that for implementation purposes, quantitative 

models such as ours, should not be used as definitive tools for companies or other stakeholders. In-

stead, they should be employed to support sound, strategic reasoning and therefore, knowledge, expert-

judgement, and experiences should be of primary importance while quantitative models should be used 

as supportive tools (see appendix C). 
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7. Discussion 

In the previous section we presented an optimal machine learning algorithm to predict technology 

emergence given our dataset. Here, we begin by positioning the implications of our findings in relation 

to the current research and its impact on managerial operations. The results also posed some limitations 

that we discuss, and encourage further research to address.  

7.1 Implications of Results 

7.1.1 Research Implications 

Throughout section 6 the algorithms predicted emerging technologies better than non-emerging, giving 

them generally high precision but low recall scores (see table 23). The issue may be rooted in firstly, 

the models, secondly, the data, and/or thirdly, the underlying data generating process.  

The first issue relates to the no free lunch theorem which states that all optimization algorithms perform 

equally well on average (Adam et al., 2019). Moreover, the fact that statistical models are simplifications 

of reality, and their individual assumptions may thrive better under certain circumstances, means that 

it is possible that some non-included model would surpass the accuracies produced by the ones in-

cluded here, because it captures the dynamics in the data better. Whether this intrinsically better model 

is supervised or unsupervised, we cannot claim to have built the universally best model given our da-

taset; we can only appoint an optimal model among the included algorithms. 

The second issue concerns the data-gathering process and its foundation. That is, we were naturally 

limited in the length of our dataset as Gartner’s Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies first appeared 

in 2007, which means that we included as many technologies as possible. Moreover, our feature selec-

tion was based on several scholars’ work. Here, we extracted as many significant features as possible 

but since we, as students, do not have the prior knowledge required nor access to the sophisticated 

patent datasets used by Zhou et al. (2020), Lee (2021), and Kyebambe (2017), we were forced to leave 

out potentially important features such as number of patent claims and technology cycle time (TCT). 

Patent claims, for instance, turned out to be one of the most important characteristics when determining 

the value of a patent. Add discussion of data length (i.e. 2000-2019). 

The third point is that the true data generating process underlying technological forecasting is too com-

plex for the models to reach higher accuracies. This invites a discussion of small edges enabling un-

tapped profits. Like the stock market, if one can produce an educated guess of a future stock price, an 

upper hand can be ensured in the mid-to-long-run. This has been attempted in the finance literature 
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for instance in the Capital Asset Pricing Model (Sharpe, 1964), Fama & French’s three-factor model 

(Fama & French 1993), and Carhart’s four-factor model (Carhartt, 1997). A common factor to these 

models is that despite the financial markets being efficient to some extent, they build on the notion that 

a range of tangible variables have some sway on stock prices. This can be sufficiently translated to 

predicting the emergence of technologies. Therefore, companies can benefit from the models pre-

sented in this thesis, if they undertake technologies with potential i.e., technologies that emerge in one 

year. Conversely, if investments into technologies predicted non-emerging by our proposed algorithm 

have previously been pursued, companies can reallocate their financial commitments in time. In section 

7.3 we discuss additional measures that companies can take to improve the time horizon and credibility 

of our model.  

From our proposed models, the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm turned out optimal with an accuracy of 

0.667, while the other algorithms produced accuracies ranging from [0.577;0.641]. Zhou et al. (2020) 

who also predicted the emergence of technologies using Gartner’s Hype Cycle, used, among other 

algorithms, Support Vector Machine and Random Forest. The former achieved an accuracy of .652 

and the latter an accuracy of .565. While their Support Vector Machine algorithm generated a higher 

accuracy than ours, their Random Forest did not. This is an indication that all three issues may be in 

play: (I) the dataset used by Zhu et al. (2020) was better classified by the Support Vector Machine 

algorithm relative to ours, while our dataset was better captured by Random Forest than theirs, (II) the 

fact that Zhou et al. (2020) had access to the number of patent claims and TCT may improve their 

prediction accuracy relative to ours, and/or (III) the data-generating process contains an element of 

randomness that the models do not capture. A definitive answer to this problem, would require further 

insight into the dataset used by Zhou et al. (2020). 

7.1.1.1 External Validity 

An important aspect to discuss for every statistical analysis is the concept of external validity. This term 

describes the situation in which we are able to generalize our findings to other populations and settings 

than the one studied (Stock & Watson, 2015). There are mainly two threats towards the external validity 

of a study: Differences in settings and populations. The setting refers to the institutional, legal, social, 

and economic surroundings (Stock & Watson, 2015). Overall, our findings are fairly generalizable in 

terms of both parameters. The Lens.org database contains 95 percent of patents documents and schol-

arly literature across the globe (Saheb & Saheb, 2020). New input data encountered by our models 
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from global patent databases will most likely be similar to the data that was used in our analysis. Geo-

graphical differences are typically of concern for external validity, however, as we described in section 

4.1.3, all jurisdictions were included in our machine learning models. To support the argument further, 

most patents are standardized and filed in a similar fashion across borders (Ernst, 2003). This means 

that a patent filed at the WIPO resembles a patent application at the USPTO.  

7.1.2 Managerial Implications  

In the last part of the CRISP process, the results from the predictive models are deployed and put into 

real use (Provost & Fawcett, 2013). In our case, it is difficult to directly implement the models because 

of the low accuracies that we achieved. This makes it challenging for companies or governments to 

develop a proper understanding of the technologies that emerge and which do not. If low accuracies 

are a problem, the assessment depends on the length of the forecast. Essentially, it is a trade-off; the 

longer the forecast, the lower the accuracy we accept, and vice versa (Firat et al., 2008). In our case, we 

can only predict one year ahead with an accuracy of 67 percent which is not considered sufficient. 

Conversely, the parts that the company can improve are also reflected by the poor prediction ability; 

include missing features, other models such as neural networks, etc. Another key point from the CRISP 

framework as well as Lee (2021) is that data analytics in technological forecasting should be an iterative 

process in which the model and data is revisited frequently. 

Assuming that the final user is capable of improving the accuracy, the managerial implications will be 

plenty. However, as mentioned in section 6.7, most of the proposals will be of supportive character, i.e. 

companies cannot solely rely on our predictive models for technological forecasting, but are forced to 

introduce other techniques into the process. The beneficiaries of our findings are governments and 

companies as both entities are subject to technological changes. Identifying and anticipating emerging 

technologies with our machine learning model is an excellent monitoring tool for preliminary research. 

Especially firms that conduct large amounts of R&D or have moderately, capital intensive manufactur-

ing such as Kodak, have the possibility of gaining value due to the many uncertainties that they encoun-

ter (Martino, 1993; Firat et al., 2008).  

One headache that the model proposed in section 6.7 will likely cause companies, relates to the innate 

issue that it must be updated iteratively. Suppose a firm undertakes investments in a technology pre-

dicted as emerging one year from now. If the model in the subsequent month predicts that the technol-

ogy will be non-emerging instead, should the company’s commitments be withheld or withdrawn? 
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When using quantitative models for decision making, whether that is machine learning algorithms, time 

series analyses, or regression models, this issue will be present.  

To address this issue, we highlight the interplay between our research philosophy and the insights 

gained from the interview with Lasse Jonasson. Initially, we sought to analyze the relationship between 

the two paradigms (cf. Kuhn’s paradigm theory), quantitative and qualitative methods within the field 

of strategic foresight and examine whether a paradigm switch occurred from qualitative to quantitative 

or if both paradigms were able to coexist. The interview supported our initial notion that the two para-

digms are only optimal when used in conjunction. However, in contradiction to our a priori expecta-

tions, Jonasson stressed that sound, strategic reasoning and expert-judgement (i.e., qualitative analyses) 

should be of primary importance when conducting strategic foresight. One way of incorporating expert-

judgement commonly used in forecasting is the Delphi technique. However, as we discussed in section 

3.4.1.1, the Delphi technique has the potential downside of being encumbered with bias. Although we 

suggest methods like the e-Delphi to mitigate this shortcoming, a more relevant and convenient work-

around is to use the Delphi technique in conjunction with our proposed machine learning algorithm. 

In this manner, the machine learning algorithm becomes a supportive tool for the expert-centric Delphi 

technique, an approach that meets the insights gained from the interview (see appendix C). This would 

evidently increase the workload as it requires interviews with several experts within a certain technology. 

However, it comes with the benefits of (I) adding a qualitative layer to our proposed model and (II) 

potentially extending the forecasting horizon. Supposing a company were to adopt a technology sug-

gested by our model, the panel of experts could contribute with strategic reasoning. This may also 

extend the one-year horizon of our model, if the experts see potential in the technology. On the other 

hand, many industries such as electronic or pharmaceutical products are characterized by short life 

cycles (PLC) which means that it would not be logical to forecast 10 to 15 years into the future by fitting 

a pre-determined growth-curve (Chen & Shao, 2020). It is also worth mentioning, that technologies with 

short PLCs may not appear in the patent data dues the time that it takes a patent application to be 

accepted and because they are easily imitated (Yoon & Lee, 2012; Hricik, 2018). Therefore, companies 

may rely on other strategies such as trade secrets, as we have already discussed. If this is the case, our 

proposed research methods would have low validity since we are no longer measuring the technological 

change through patent data. Hricik (2018) also point out that a number of U.S. legislations have been 

passed in recent years which has discouraged inventors to file for patent protection. 
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7.2 Limitations 

As a consequence of the methodological choices and delimitations that were made throughout the 

paper, we can effectively identify the limitations of our research. These boundaries are crucial for the 

applicability of our findings as well as the further research. 

A limitation related to the modelling and data collection is the immobility of our final model(s). Fun-

damentally, we believe that it is possible to model some pattern in the data, and that the relationship 

will continue to exist in the future, thus being able to predict the emergence of new technologies. How-

ever, as we have already discussed, patent features related to each document change over time. For 

example, as new applicants cite earlier patents their forward citations will change which is not captured 

in our model that only relies on a “snapshot” of time. Ultimately, the true relationship may change 

between the number of forward citations and the emergence of a technology which makes our proposed 

models less reliable for prediction. To solve this issue, the models should be revisited at least every 

year. A more sustainable solution, which unfortunately is out of our scope, could be to introduce an 

application programming interface (API). An API is an intermediary that enables two software pro-

grams to exchange information (Boateng et al., 2019). In fact, The Lens has an API which could be 

connected to Rstudio such that the process of updating and training models becomes automated. This 

solution would also mitigate the involvement of researchers and potential for human errors. 

7.3 Further Research 

Besides adding the missing variables, claims and TCT, for improving the model performance, other 

potential and external data sources may also be included. Many authors such as Breitzman & Thomas 

(2015), Li et al. (2019) and Albert et al. (2015), to name a few, all advocate the use of social media data 

for analysis of expectations and maturity for emerging technologies. This type of data has previously 

proven useful for stock price predictions, forecasting election outcomes, preventing epidemics, etc. (Li 

et al., 2019). During the early stages of an emerging technology, public responses, expectations, or 

anticipations on platforms such as Twitter or LinkedIn can drive other opinions which can further affect 

the behavior of stakeholders in these emerging technologies. Ultimately, information on social media 

can slow down or accelerate the trajectory of an emerging technology (Li et al., 2019). The low number 

of papers that relied on data from social network services for technological forecasting can also serve as 

a motivation for further investigation (Lee, 2021). More specifically, future models could include the 

average number of times a technology or firm associated with said technology is mentioned, average 

number of retweets, etc. 
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For further research, it would also be relevant to investigate the differences and changes across time, 

geography, and industries through the use of dummy variables or longitudinal data i.e., each entity has 

been observed at two or more periods of time (Stock & Watson, 2015). For example, the category 

computer technology accounted for 7.3 percent of all patent applications in 2018, followed by electrical 

machinery and measurement, and among the fastest growing fields are machine tools, chemical engi-

neering, and other special machines (WIPO, 2020). Such information could possibly reveal new infor-

mation about the commercial scope of an emerging technology, conceivably improving the model per-

formance (Lee et al, 2018). Hall et al. (2001) also point out that the effect of features such as the number 

of citations may differ across time or technological areas. A patent that received ten citations in 2001 

may not hold the same weight as a patent in 2018 that has only been cited five times. If such circum-

stances are not accounted for, the true impact of the predictor variables may be incorrect, however, this 

would require further research. 
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8. Conclusion 

This thesis identifies an excerpt of five different machine learning models, Logistic Regression, Support 

Vector Machines, Decision Trees, Random Forest, and K-Nearest Neighbors, for companies to predict 

emerging technologies. With the assistance of Gartner’s Hype Cycle, we identified technologies of in-

terest, and used patent data as model features. It was established that the K-nearest neighbor algorithm 

most accurately predicted the emergence of technologies one year ahead.  

Our data-driven approach was initially motivated by the increased focus on quantitative methods in 

forecasting, offset by a continuous rise in data-availability. In this context, machine learning algorithms 

have previously provided competent solutions to classification problems in the literature. Given the 

high degree of sophistication associated with extraction of patent data exhibited in e.g., Zhou et al. 

(2020), Lee et al. (2018), and Kyebambe (2017), our aim was to offer companies a less demanding 

methodology for using patent data to conduct technological forecasting. The forecasting literature posed 

a range of different methods for conducting forecasts which can be classified into quantitative and qual-

itative and can be further comminuted into methods such as curve-fitting, machine, and the Delphi 

technique (i.e., qualitative). While the Delphi technique generally allows for long-range forecasts non-

dependent on past occurrences, it can induce bias. On the other hand, quantitative forecasts bring the 

advantage of being automated and based on large quantities of data. Some of their drawbacks were that 

they rely on simplified assumptions of the future and extrapolations of the past.  

It was moreover concluded that a K-Nearest Neighbor model fared best with the dataset, achieving an 

accuracy of approximately 67 percent, when classifying the emergence of technologies one year ahead. 

Companies can adopt this model to assess potential or existing investments. Relative to alternative mod-

els in the literature that predicted specific technologies (e.g., Lee 2021), our model spans a long range 

of technologies. It was also developed without prior knowledge of patent terminology which means that 

it offers a comprehensible framework for companies. Through the use of Lens.org, it also ensures a 

high data quality as it merges patents from several sources including USPTO and EPO. However, a 

few crucial limitations to the models were discovered and discussed: (I) the necessity of revisiting the 

model iteratively and (II) the urgency of including expert-centric knowledge in forecasts as suggested by 

Lasse Jonasson (see appendix C), and (III) the procedure was excessively time-consuming.  

Therefore, further research should consider the qualitative aspect in conjunction with the proposed 

model. The contributions of our research should be used interdependently with expert knowledge for 
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an improved result. Addressing the second limitation could moreover extend the one-year horizon of 

the predictions and thus eliminate or reduce the magnitude of the first limitation. Moreover, to combat 

the highly time-consuming process of data gathering, we suggested using an API for data retrieval and 

automation of the analytical processes.    
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Appendices 

Appendix A: The Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies (2007-2020) 
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Appendix A.1 Alternative Hype Cycles 

 

Source: Denton (2007). 

Appendix B: Unstructured Interview with Patent Database Expert from Copenhagen Business 

School, Erik Sonne 

Because the interview was conducted in Danish, we present both the Danish and English versions to 

eliminate the risk of losing some of the essence in the translation process. 

Appendix B.1: Interview with Erik Sonne - English 

Interviewee: You have been looking around for the right databases? 

Interviewer: It has been difficult to find what we need. 

Interviewee: But do you think the [data] base you referred to at the end is the best? 
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Interviewer: Yes, it gives a lot of good information on each patent, so that is probably the one we end 

up going with. In terms of when you pull the data, we like to narrow the search as much as possible 

beforehand. So we'll have these 450 or so technologies. To narrow the search, we would like to have 

something that applies to all 450 technologies, so you could narrow it that way. 

Interviewee: When you say technologies, are they patents or fields? 

Interviewer: Fields. For example, 5G. Mostly in terms of search terms, whether you use an asterisk (*) 

at the end; how you search, in the title or abstract, etc. 

Interviewee: I also think it is complicated with patents also because you are often in some areas where 

you lack technological terms. My best guess is really, when you say that 450 technologies, do they have 

to have something in common, or do they just have to be 450 random technologies? 

Interviewer: We have identified them through the Gartner Hype Cycle, so these are some technologies 

that we are looking up to, they became part of the Gartner Hype Cycle, so that is been the criterion. 

Interviewee: Okay, but then those are criteria you put down over that. 

Interviewer: Exactly. Our challenge is that we have to do these data pulls 450 times, and that is what it 

is, but it would be nice not to have to spend too much time on each technology to narrow down and 

delineate the searches. 

Interviewees: I would say the database I know best is the Derwent Innovation Index, but you couldn't 

get the right data from that could you? 

Interviewer: No. 

Interviewee: Well there are different options for searching with delimiters for example filters with clas-

sification codes and chronology, asignee and what they are all called. In addition, you can also search 

with Boolean operators, what you call truncation, what you call asterisk (*).  I do not know the other 

database [Lens.org] that well, but if I had to do it, I would base it on classification codes. I know it can 

be difficult, so for example when I looked at 5G, there were a lot of derivative technologies, as you 

mentioned. But you can delimit on many things, for example IPC, a classification code system. 5G is 

not a classification code, but belongs to something with broadband or network. But that is where you 

can put your template down, in terms of what you think about future technologies - I guess. Because in 

Derwent you can do a, and I think you can also do in Lens, reasonably intelligent search or optimise 
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your searches using Boolean operators, but what you can also do in that database is you can delimit or 

combine classification search with topic search, where it is more keywords, what in our world we would 

call free subject words, some descriptive words that you have put down. When you then combine that 

with a classification code that you have within a technology that you have found via classification code. 

Interviewer: If you go in there, you can actually narrow it down quite a bit, so category "C" for example 

is chemistry. 

Interviewee: You can, and you can go down into the IPC codes. There are 3 main groups: chemistry, 

engineering and electrical. And it is probably in electric you should search for 5G, but of course there 

could also be something in engineering. 

Interviewer: That is one of the questions. I think Lens seems like Derwent in terms of. Searches, it 

looks like you can search with Boolean operators. If you search for 5G, then just if '5G' is in the title, it 

comes up as a result, even though it might not be about the network. Is this where you can use the 

asterisk (*), for example, to indicate that it should be 5G specifically, i.e. alone? 

Interviewee: There you would typically use "5G" in quotes. But that is a problem, because if I would do 

a search there, I would typically search "5G" OR "5th generation" somewhere, it gets written out com-

pletely. Often in patent searches, the technology is written out in full. I'm thinking you can search on 

Lens, in their "text editor". The question is whether you can combine classification code search with 

boolean searches like in Derwent. 

Interviewer: If you search for IPC classifications, it seems to add them as search criteria. So it does not 

build on that because normally you get 12,000,000 patents as opposed to if I just search on 5G I get 

300,000. 

Interviewee: I'm trying to split screen, just for a second. Now I'm in Lens. There is a place where there 

is patent structured search. I can then go down in classifications under IPC for example and go down 

under "H", electricity then comes up for example a place 5G could be, down in "H04" and if I open that 

up you can keep fine tuning. Your task is to figure out which IPC codes, you need. That is my best bet. 

Inside the WIPO website, you can get the IPC codes in summary. If we take this one, for example, 

[IPC code], there are 34,000 results. I could change this by limiting the search to English only. I'm just 

going out, because it looked different before. Now it works, the text editor was gone before. Here I can 

do the same, classification, IPC and IPCR. You can go further and further down, but let's take this [IPC 

code] for example and say refine. Then I can go over here and choose it to be 5G and then "validate 
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query". Then I get 9,000 up here. Here's where you say Lens was good vs. Exporting data. You are 

registered as users, or how? 

Interviewer: Yes. 

Interviewee: Well you can do the same in Derwent and get some more options to export, but I still do 

not think you can find "claims" like you are talking about. 

Interviewer: That is the only thing we are missing [claims]. I think they're there, but there is no numbers 

on them that you can pull out. 

Interviewee: In Derwent? 

Interviewer: No, in Lens. 

Interviewee: Well okay but under fields you can come back. The free text search can be difficult to 

manage but you can search in the abstract for example, which all else being equal pulls out the main 

content of the patent, it is a short description of the patent so you can use that to your advantage. There 

should be very few if you search for 5g in the abstract. Then I get 714 instead of the 9,000. So I would 

say my advice is to work with the classification code. If you Google IPC, it is in a PDF document. 5G 

is probably electricity and then you can find the codes you want to work with. You can narrow it down, 

so the more digits and letters you have, the more detailed it will be. You can delimit at a higher level, 

you can decide that yourself. Then you can combine with "query tools" [in Lens.org] in the free text 

search, then you have the advantage that if you click "edit search" to limit your searches. 

Interviewer: we tried the one called "Title, Abstract, Claims" and then we used "OR" instead of "AND", 

so if it appears in one of the three, then we think the patent is valid for our data collection. 

Interviewees: Well then you get a little bit more. If I try, I get about 1,000 patents, where before I got 

714 so it has to be in at least one of the fields, and in the second search, it would have to be in both 

Title, Abstract and Claims [if you used "AND" instead of "OR"]. You have to be careful, so it depends 

on what you are looking for in terms of the search. The problem statement. Claims is, of course, if 

objections have been raised. So you might have to do a search there. 

Interviewer: If you go to one of the patents that comes up, there is a list of claims, is that the area that 

the patent claims? Now you may not have seen the output before, and so that is a bit of an unfair 

question. 
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Interviewee: Right this here is a very comprehensive claims section and there they refer to some things 

that are related to the subject matter. It gets very nerdy and you have to be very sharp on patent termi-

nology at this level, and that is where I get a little nervous about being very stuck in the middle, but as 

I read it, that is what it is about, yes. But it is important for you to get this. The [Lens.org] is very nice 

in the user interface compared to the other [Derwent Innovation Index]. 

Interviewer: Derwent assumes that you have a good grasp of patent terminology, and are quite into it. 

Interviewee: I haven't seen the site before [Lens.org], but I'm glad I got to know it. 

 

 

Appendix B.2: Interview with Erik Sonne - Danish 

Interviewede: I har ledt lidt rundt efter de rigtige databaser? 

Interviewer: Det har været vanskeligt at finde frem til, hvad vi skulle bruge. 

Interviewede: Men I synes, at den [data]base I har henvist til til sidst, er den bedste? 

Interviewer: Ja, den giver mange gode oplysninger på hvert patent, så det er nok den vi ender med at 

gå med. I forhold til når man trækker data, så vil vi gerne indsnævre søgningen så meget som muligt på 

forhånd. Så vi skal have de her ca. 450 teknologier. For at indsnævre søgningen, ville vi jo gerne have 

et eller andet der gjaldt for alle 450 teknologier, så man kunne indsnævre på den måde. 

Interviewede: Når I siger teknologier, er det så patenter eller områder? 

Interviewer: Områder. F.eks. 5G. Mest i forhold til søgetermer, om man bruger en stjerne (*) til sidst; 

hvordan man søger, i titlen eller abstractet osv. 

Interviewede: Jeg synes også, det er kompliceret med patenter også fordi man ofte er inde for nogle 

områder, hvor man mangler teknologiske fagtermer. Mit bedste bud er egentlig, når I siger det der med 

450 teknologier, skal de have noget tilfælles, eller skal det bare være 450 tilfældige teknologier? 

Interviewer: Vi har identificeret dem via Gartners Hype Cycle, så det er nogen teknologier, vi undersø-

ger op til, de blev en del af Gartners Hype Cycle, så det har været kriteriet. 

Interviewede: Okay, men det er så kriterier, I lægger ned over det. 
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Interviewer: Præcis. Vores udfordring er, at vi skal lave disse datatræk 450 gange, og det er hvad det er, 

men det kunne være rart, ikke at skulle bruge for lang tid til hver teknologi for at indsnævre og afgrænse 

søgningerne. 

Interviewede: Jeg vil sige, at den database jeg kender bedst, er Derwent Innovation Index, men den 

kunne I ikke få det rigtige data ud af vel? 

Interviewer: Nej. 

Interviewede: Der er jo forskellige muligheder for at søge med afgrænsninger f.eks. filtre med klassifi-

kationskoder og kronologi, asignee og hvad de hedder alle sammen. Derudover kan man også søge 

med boolske operatorer, det man kalder trunkering, det du kalder stjerne (*).  Jeg kender ikke den 

anden database [Lens.org] så godt, men hvis jeg skulle gøre det, så ville jeg basere mig på klassifikati-

onskoder. Jeg ved godt, at det kan være svært, altså f.eks. da jeg så på 5G, så kom der mange afledte 

teknologier, som I selv er inde på. Man kan dog afgrænse på mange ting, f.eks. IPC, et klassifikations-

kodesystem. 5G er jo ikke en klassifikationskode, men hører inde under noget med bredbånd eller 

network. Men det er der, hvor I kan lægge jeres skabelon ned, i forhold til det, I mener om fremtidens 

teknologier – vil jeg tro. Fordi, i Derwent kan man lave en, og jeg vil tro, man også kan i Lens, rimelig 

begavet søgning eller optimere sine søgninger ved hjælp af boolske operatorer, men det man også kan 

i den database er, at man kan afgrænse eller kombinere klassifikationssøgning med at søge ned i topic, 

hvor det mere er keywords, det man i vores verden ville kalde frie emneord, nogle beskrivende ord, 

man har lagt nedover. Når man så kombinerer det med en klassifikationskode som man har inden for 

en teknologi, som man har fundet via klassifikationskode. 

Interviewer: Hvis man går derind, så kan man faktisk afgrænse det ret meget, så kategori ”C” for ek-

sempel er kemi. 

Interviewede: Det kan man nemlig, og man kan jo gå ned i IPC koderne. Der er jo 3 hovedgrupper: 

Kemi, engineering og electric. Og det er nok i electric I skal søge på 5G, men der kunne selvfølgelig 

også være noget i engineering. 

Interviewer: Det er nemlig et at spørgsmålene. Jeg tror, at Lens virker ligesom Derwent ift. Søgninger, 

det ligner, at man kan søge med boolske operatorer. Hvis man søger på 5G, så bare hvis ’5G’ indgår i 

titlen, dukker det op som resultat, selvom det måske ikke drejer sig om netværket. Er det så her, man 

kan bruge stjernen (*) for eksempel, til at indikere, at det skal være 5G specifikt der står, altså alene? 
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Interviewede: Der ville man typisk bruge ”5G” i citationstegn. Men det er et problem, for hvis jeg ville 

lave en søgning der, så ville jeg typisk søge ”5G” OR ”5th generation” nogen steder, bliver det skrevet 

helt ud. Ofte i patentsøgninger bliver teknologien skrevet fuldt ud. Jeg tænker at man kan søge på Lens, 

i deres ”text editor”. Spørgsmålet er, om man kan kombinere klassifikationskodesøgning med boolske 

søgninger som i Derwent. 

Interviewer: Hvis man søger på IPC klassifikationer, så er det som om, den lægger dem oveni som 

søgekriterie. Så den bygger ikke videre på det, for normalt får man 12,000,000 patenter i modsætning 

til hvis jeg bare søger på 5G, så får jeg 300,000. 

Interviewede: Jeg prøver at dele skærm, lige et øjeblik. Nu er jeg inde i Lens. Der er et sted, hvor der 

er patent structured search. Jeg kan så gå ned i classifications under IPC for eksempel og gå ned under 

”H”, electricity så kommer f.eks. et sted 5G kunne ligge, nede i ”H04” og hvis jeg åbner den, så kan 

man blive ved med at fininddele. Jeres opgave består i at finde ud af hvilke IPC-koder, I skal bruge. 

Det er mit bedste bud. Inde på WIPO-hjemmesiden, kan I få IPC-koderne i oversigt. Hvis vi tager den 

her f.eks. [IPC-kode] så kommer der 34,000 resultater. Her kunne jeg så ændre ved at afgrænse til kun 

at søge på engelsk. Jeg går lige ud, for det så anderledes ud før. Nu virker det, text editoren var væk før. 

Her kan jeg gøre det samme, classification, IPC og IPCR. Man kan gå længere og længere ned, men 

lad os tage den her [IPC-kode] for eksempel og sige refine. Så kan jeg gå herover og vælge, at det skal 

være 5G og så ”validate query”. Så får jeg 9,000 heroppe. Her er det så, at I siger at Lens var god ift. At 

eksportere data. I er registrerede som brugere, eller hvordan? 

Interviewer: Ja. 

Interviewede: Det er jo det samme man kan i Derwent og få nogle flere muligheder for at eksportere, 

men jeg mener stadig ikke, at man kan finde ”claims” som I taler om. 

Interviewer: Det er det eneste vi mangler [claims]. De står der vist, men der er ikke tal på, som man 

kan trække ud. 

Interviewede: I Derwent? 

Interviewer: Nej, i Lens. 

Interviewede: Nå okay men under fields kan man komme tilbage. Fritekstsøgningen kan være svær at 

styre, men man kan søge i f.eks. abstractet, som alt andet lige trækker hovedindholdet i patentet, det er 

jo en kort beskrivelse af patentet, så der kan man med fordel bruge. Der skulle meget gerne komme 
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lidt færre, hvis man søger på 5g i abstract. Så får jeg 714 i stedet for de 9,000. Så jeg vil sige, at mit råd 

er at arbejde med klassifikationskoden. Hvis man Googler IPC, så ligger den som PDF-dokument. 5G 

er formodentlig electricity og så kan man finde de koder, man vil arbejde med. Der kan man jo afgrænse 

helt ned, så jo flere cifre og bogstaver der kommer, jo mere detaljeret bliver det selvfølgelig. Man kan 

afgrænse på et højere niveau, det kan man jo afgøre selv. Så kan man kombinere med ”query tools” [i 

Lens.org] i fritekstsøgningen, så har man den fordel, at hvis man klikker ”edit search” afgrænse sine 

søgninger. 

Interviewer: Vi har prøvet den der hedder ”Title, Abstract, Claims” og så har vi brugt ”OR” i stedet for 

”AND”, så hvis den fremgår i én af de tre, så tænker vi, at patentet er gyldigt for vores dataindsamling. 

Interviewede: Ja så får man lidt flere. Hvis jeg prøver, får jeg omkring 1.000 patenter, hvor jeg før fik 

714 så der skal det stå i mindst et af felterne, og i den anden søgning, skulle det stå i både Title, Abstract 

og Claims [hvis man brugte ”AND” i stedet for ”OR”]. Man skal være forsigtig, så det afhænger jo af, 

hvad man er på jagt efter ift. Problemformuleringen. Claims er jo, hvis der er blevet gjort indsigelser. 

Derfor kan det jo godt være, at man skal lave en søgning der. 

Interviewer: Hvis du går ind på et af de patenter, der kommer op, så kommer der en liste over claims, 

er det så området, patentet gør krav på? Nu har du måske ikke set outputtet før, og så er det lidt et 

unfair spørgsmål. 

Interviewede: Lige dette her er en meget omfattende claims-section, og der henviser de til nogle ting, 

der har med emnet at gøre. Det bliver meget nørdet og man skal være meget skarp på patentterminologi 

på dette niveau, og der bliver jeg lidt nervøs for at være meget fast i mæglet, men som jeg læser det, så 

handler det om det, ja. Men det er vigtigt for jer at få det her. Den [Lens.org] er meget fin i brugerfladen 

ift. den anden [Derwent Innovation Index]. 

Interviewer: Derwent forudsætter at man har godt styr på patentterminologier, og er helt inde i det. 

Interviewede: Jeg har ikke set siden før [Lens.org], men jeg er glad for, at jeg lærte den at kende. 

Appendix C: Unstructured Interview with Director & Head of Advisory Service at Copenhagen 

Institute for Future Studies, Lasse Jonasson 

Again, the interview was conducted in Danish, so we present both the Danish and English versions to 

eliminate the risk of losing some of the essence in the translation process. 
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Appendix C.1: Interview with Lasse Jonasson – English 

Interviewer: Can you start by telling us what your role is in CIFS? 

Interviewee: I'm part of the executive board, the management board and I'm responsible for our advi-

sory area, the area where we advise companies. The institute is a self-governing, independent think 

tank, so we do not receive funding from anywhere, so our activities have to be sponsored by commercial 

activities, so the area I'm responsible for is basically an advisory house. 

Interviewer: How is strategic foresight part of the job and everyday life? 

Interviewee: Everything we do is focused on guiding decision-makers to make forward-looking deci-

sions, so of course we have some areas we dive into more than others. What we do is we are experts in 

the future methodology, how you work with what we call strategic foresight and then we help companies. 

For example, there was a company that has an ambition to provide water for X number of people 

(quantity and company omitted at the request of the interviewee). How do they do it? It is a 10-year 

ambition; what conditions are they operating under in 10 years, how is the technology evolving? How 

is the environment evolving? Etc. We help them understand how all the pieces on the board move 

simultaneously. 

Interviewer: So do you have an economic model that calculates some kind of growth curve or what? 

Interviewee: No well we lean a lot on the existing studies that are there. For another project, I just sat 

and read this SMILE, the public economic assessment of how we are going to develop economically 

and demographically; how are we going to live, where and what is it going to look like socioeconomi-

cally. So we lean on the existing research that is out there and then we put our analytical layer on top of 

that.  

Interviewer: Can you elaborate on your analytical foundation? 

Interviewee: First of all, when we say forecasting, it is a word that gives most people ticks, because we 

generally do not believe very much in the discipline of forecasting when looking further ahead. We 

would never come up with a one-sided analysis of what the world will look like in 10 years. We would 

never lean forward and come up with a one-sided analysis of what the world will look like in 10 years. 

We would focus on the uncertainties. We would of course say "this is what we expect to happen, but 

there are also some big uncertainties that could go in such and such a direction". So we are very focused 

on scenarios, so that is why we would define the key uncertainties. For example, how are we going to 
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live in 10 years? Then of course we will look at what it looks like today. Then a lot of analysis has been 

done on how we, in 10 years they do not change that much, so that is a bad example, but let's just say 

in 30 years. There are good analyses of how urbanization has happened in the last many years. You 

can just project that with a straight line, but you can also look at when some key shifts occur that might 

come into play. For example, how we are going to work in the future. Is it going to be 90pct.  virtual 

and 10pct.  physical or vice versa? That is a big uncertainty for many players today, and it might be 

80/20, that could be something people discuss. So in 10 years, we are very much in doubt whether it is 

80/20 one way or the other. Then we would go in and say "okay, let's say 80pct.  work from home". 

How would this affect the different housing needs, the housing market and move in one direction and 

look at it. Versus if we go back a little bit to the old days where we just have a slow evolution of virtual 

work. Sometimes we would go in and put numbers on. Companies typically have their own models for 

that, so we just put in some different assumptions and something comes out. Very often, though, it 

would be a more descriptive description, where we see "it is pushing in this direction and it is obviously 

pushing much harder with urbanization and these and these areas are going to be extremely popular" 

and so on.  

Interviewer: So you are presenting different scenarios. You probably do not come up with different 

probabilities of this and that, but certainly scenarios of what different things could happen. Is that typi-

cally what you deliver to the client? 

Interviewee: Yes, it is. And it is true that we rarely put probabilities on, but typically the way we develop 

it is that it is a fundamental uncertainty. In that, there lies the fact that we are close to 50/50. So we'll 

just find that boundary. Now I said 80/20, so we could say 70/30, then maybe that is the thing, we do 

not know if it is going to be one or the other, whereas if I said it is 95pct.  who are work digitally, they 

[customers] would say they do not think so. 

Interviewer: So once you have done these analyses and they get out to the customer, how are they 

implemented? Now you yourself mentioned something called the foresight mindset? So how do you 

build that? 

Interviewee: Well, we do not come up with anything that you can implement outright. We come with 

an idea of how the future may look. So, it is a foundation that you can base your strategic development 

on. Sometimes we also help them to develop strategic undertakings that are adapted to the reality or 

analysis we have made. On the basis of that, they then go and act. So we are very keen not to do analysis 

on the basis of which you have to make future decisions. It is on the basis of how you act tomorrow. So 
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the success criteria is not that we get our scenarios right. The success criterion is that you get positioned 

in the right way. So my analogy is often that now we are playing the European Championship against 

the Czech Republic on Saturday. The success criterion for Hjulmand is not to have made an accurate 

prediction of how the Czech Republic will play. The criterion for success is to say what different line-

ups they will come up with, what different variations. That is what we have to position ourselves for. So 

we can also influence their behavior, the big players in the market can partly influence the opponent's 

behavior, but you can't influence everything. You get to practice different possible futures, so to speak. 

That allows you to identify developments much more quickly. You identify these signals that "hey, now 

this is the direction the market is going". So that is more the success criteria is that you get a strategic 

agility, not only how you do the transformation itself, but also for that you as a manager are able to see 

the change when it starts to come. That is what we think is one of the biggest human biases. This 

confirmation bias - which you really want to see what you hope happens. So if you have stood in front 

of your board and really leaned forward and said, "We believe in this strategy." Then everything you 

read and hear you try to fit in and try to confirm that it is right. But if you have been out in different 

scenarios and prepared for what happens if it becomes one case or the other, then you will have some 

idea of how to navigate and change your strategy and adapt it to the new reality. Second, you have 

mentally been in different worlds a bit and see the world more ambiguously. 

Interviewer: So your job is also to get the customer not to have tunnel vision, but to be open to different 

potential futures. So what you say is not necessarily what's going to happen, but on the other hand the 

client is not locked into one particular reality. The reason why we ask this is that we have made a model 

that assumes that the customer should have some different statistical programs, have some knowledge 

in statistics and machine learning. Then your solutions equally assume that the customer should have 

some specific organizational tools. For example, that they should become more digital.  

Interviewee: Absolutely. Try to talk a little bit more into the solution, or what you have envisioned. It 

sounded interesting 

Interviewer: Do you know the Gartner Hype Cycle?  

Interviewee: Yes 

Interviewer: We have used that to identify different technologies that are emerging. In doing so, we can 

also see which technologies have been emerging and are therefore non-emerging. Then fed a model 
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with patent data, and then we have seen how good it is at predicting whether these technologies are 

emergent or non-emergent.  

Interviewee: Well if you want to predict it, that is whether they are emergent, then I guess it is not a 

prediction. 

Interviewer: No, it is 1 year in the future we are looking with our predictions. Here you can say that the 

further you move forward, the more uncertainty there will necessarily be. So if you are forecasting the 

weather, there is a lot of uncertainty if you have a long time horizon. This is also an important element 

of our model. 

Interviewee: That is a very good comparison. The problem is that many people think "now I have a 

good weather model, so now I want to look 4 years ahead". Then you have to use other models. In my 

previous job, I worked a lot with models. It is a simplistic reality where you make assumptions and then 

it is important that when those assumptions become too uncertain. That is what happens when we start 

looking at what the world looks like at least 3 years ahead. Then there are some slightly different ele-

ments to look at there. You would probably have problems with your model. 

Interviewer: Yeah, there is too much noise. Another thing is that with our best model we achieve an 

accuracy of about 67pct. , and we think that is quite high ourselves. It may be that in school you learn 

that it is almost not good enough unless it is around 100pct. , but if you can guard well enough to have 

an accuracy of 67pct. , then you can forecast with a reasonable accuracy. 

Interviewees: So the interesting thing would be if you asked a classic IT consultant how good they would 

be at that? 

Interviewer: Interviewer: Exactly. There are also different ways of doing it. We are 100pct.  quantitative, 

but you could also be more qualitative, for example, so that people who come to you, come to you as 

experts, something called the Delphi method, that you involve experts. We could also have used that 

in the model, so you have two sides of the same coin. 

Interviewee: That is how the real world is. It would be good to look at that model. To know what input 

factors are involved in making such and such a decision. For example, I was talking about this DREAM 

model. In order for me to put an analytical layer on top of that, I need to know what the assumptions 

are. Because if I say it is because there is an ageing population, then I think there is actually a greater 

exodus from Silkeborg. But that has already been factored into the model. Well, then I should probably 
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not use it, then I should use something that is not in the model, for example that we are working more 

virtually and getting new forms of mobility is not included in the model, so you have to be aware of that. 

What do you think your model will be used for? 

Interviewer: We think that it should not be a definitive tool, but more of a support tool for when you 

do Delphi forecasts, for example, that you can then support those decisions, or to highlight some other 

issues. It could be, for example, that a company had invested heavily in one technology with a view to 

it becoming a technology that started to gain ground in the longer term. If our model says that in a year's 

time it is still not emerging, then that would be a hint that the company should suspend the effort and 

allocate those resources into other technologies. 

Interviewee: The biggest challenge in many of our projects is timing. So we can say that a certain tech-

nology is going in a certain direction. Our strength then is to see what the implications are. One thing 

is to understand block chain, another thing is to understand how it changes society. That is where our 

skills come in. But when people ask "when?", we are challenged. Back in 2016, we did a lot of work 

with Toyota on new forms of mobility, talking about self-driving cars, and they were all too optimistic. 

It is been extremely difficult to predict the timing on that. If you could somehow get signals for the 

timing, then it would be commercial. That is the question they're all getting. 

Interviewer: It is also the hardest question of all. If you had the answer, with Bitcoin, for example, you 

could have made untold amounts of money if you knew it was going to explode in a few years. If you 

put in a tenner, it would turn into 100 million a few years later.  

Interviewee: Well, that is not the technology, you could say. 

Interviewer: No, it is block chain. No no, but still a counterpart we stick to. We think you can make 

the comparison, even though it is not a technology as such.  

Interviewee: What then becomes difficult is that there are 2 components. When does the technology 

become mature, you can implement it and link it together and when do people start adopting it? Here 

we are into something where I think it will never be possible to predict human behavior. It is a question 

of how many people start to flock around it, then there will be Hall Effects, etc. I guess your model is 

based on the maturity of the technology and when consumers start to embrace it.  

Interviewer: Exactly, a combination of the two. 
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Interviewee: Yes and there it is clearly. There I totally agree that there is Bitcoin an example that to a 

certain extent people start to have a trust in the block chain technology. 

Interviewer: You are right that the overall technology, cryptocurrency has to be accepted before you 

can accept Bitcoin. When you assist a company, is it primarily the qualitative in terms of your expertise, 

or do you also sometimes do quantitative models? 

Interviewee: Yes. Well, we do quantitative models as well. It is relatively rare that we have a budget 

where we help develop the models. Very often there is a lot of money saved by looking at what is out 

there and building on the models that are there. Then, as I said, we would put some assumptions on 

top, "this model does not take these assumptions into account". We do a lot of analysis of the different 

drivers, the different directions, because it is not clear-cut. If you were to look at Bitcoin, you would 

look at the maturity of the technology. Then there are some risk scenarios, then you look at the fragility 

of it. If China bans trading cryptocurrencies, you can look at how they start interoperability that is you 

can exchange between different currencies. Then you would look at what the alternatives are. Then the 

different countries start offering their national cryptocurrencies, which are pegged to the national ex-

change rate. So constantly see how the different elements play together. It is basically game theory. If 

such and such happens, how do they react? Could one imagine that powerful nations like China and 

the US, which have an interest in the dollar or the yen, the international currency, going after, how 

would they react? And there is something you see. It is all the analysis that we sit and do. We always 

come from the outside, so we look at the world from a macro perspective, and then somebody who has 

deep professional expertise in their field looks at what that then means for them.  

Interviewer: Very exciting! If we try to turn it around once. Now that we are talking about our findings 

and models. What would you immediately think our work could be used for? 

Interviewee: Well, every major company has some kind of trend department and strategic decision 

department that gets asked these questions about the maturity of different technologies. They have to 

decide when to start looking in that direction. When you make an investment in new infrastructure or 

some kind of investment, you also need to understand the alternatives. So how long is this technology 

that we are going to use, because it will become outdated at some point? So in all those decisions, it is 

an advantage to have a decision basis. There you could say that some kind of machine learning that 

models some input and comes up with some output could be an advantage. But my experience would 

be that it is really important to understand. That is one of the challenges of machine learning. I do not 

know many people who would say "great, 67pct.  then we lean in that direction". They only believe it 
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when they can say "because of so and so, so and so is happening". Now I actually have a background as 

an accountant. Even I do not just buy into the math. There has to be some argument or something in 

my body that makes me feel that it is there. So a decision-making basis in these foundations it will be 

[machine learning]. In my world, there are a lot of platforms and people developing platforms that are 

just going to be decision bases for what we see out there, what signals are there and what trends are 

moving. Increasingly, people are buying into that. 

Interviewer: So in fact a bit more exploratory, any trend? As you say, some signals or something, so it 

is not so definitive.  

Interviewee: Yeah that is what I was thinking. But that is also because I'm from that school. There will 

probably be a trader who could use the model, but even my experience with those kind of people is 

that they use a multitude of sources and then they make the decision. I do not think a trader would 

have the analytical capacity to say, 'I need assumptions, because if I do not know the assumptions, then 

I do not know how to weight that input against the assumptions. The others" I do not think they would 

understand the importance of that. Most of them, anyway. But then that kind of trend analysis etc. I 

think would be good input. Of course, you have to say, if you were consistently able when Gartner 

comes out with their Hype Cycles to hit very well, then it is good. But if you only hit it 67pct.  of the 

time, then you run the risk of hitting it wrong for the next three years. That is the challenge you have. 

When you say it gets it right 67pct.  of the time, very few people would accept it if you get it wrong three 

years in a row.  

Interviewer: That is also what we think about when we think about communicating that to someone in 

business. There is a lot of uncertainty, although we think it is a sufficient model. So that is also the 

coupling we have to consider.  

Interviewee: Yes because I think most people inside would say "I think I can do that too with 67pct.  

probability". I can certainly do it with 50pct.  probability. There are only the two possibilities.  

Interviewer: That is the monkey method.  

Interviewee: Even there, I do not know. There is data and things like that, we'll, if we put our 25 people 

and do it 10 years in a row, there'll be somebody who's at 80pct. , and they're not necessarily the good 

ones. There will be a statistical probability of that. But it is interesting to use machine learning to 

strengthen the decision base, for sure. But it is also clearly a challenge of what is 67pct.  probability. No 
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one has ever asked me, "Where do you think you are going to hit when you make this prediction about 

block chain?" That is not how the human brain works. 

Interviewer: No, it is nice not to get that question. 

Interviewer: I do not know if we have more or if you have something to add - if you have time. 

Interviewee: It is a huge area of course, so I find it hard to just come up with anything extra now. I hope 

I have given you just a little bit of input and dimensions. Feel free to write if you have any additional 

questions or anything. 

Interviewer: You do not have any authors or companies that are worth looking at like that?  

Interviewee: In terms of what you are working on? 

Interviewer: Yes in terms of implementation and decision making  

Interviewee: Predictive models? 

Interviewer: Yes 

Interviewee: That is on the periphery of what we are working on. It is more something we try to get 

people talked away from. You really have to be careful with that. It is important that you, who are 

developing the model, know all the assumptions. Then people get the model and say "this is how it is" 

without knowing all the assumptions. When it is machine learning, where nobody knows the assump-

tions, then it just starts to be piss dangerous. I would say. I do not have a factual basis for saying that, 

but if you do not get above the 67pct. , then there would be more disadvantages than advantages to 

using it. Because then you run the risk of believing in it too much. But there are certainly nuances to 

that.  

Interviewer: That makes me think of a story by an author called Clayton Christensen, who's done these 

disruption models and all that. He had created a concept or a model for IBM, and then he had to 

present it to the CEO, and then the CEO says, "what am I going to use it for?". To which Clayton replies 

that he'll have to find out for himself, he does not know, he just made it.  

Interviewee: One of my favorite stories, without naming names, was when I had to model how much 

capital we should allocate based on our operational risks. It does not matter what exactly it means, etc. 

But the assumptions I put in there, I said we can put it at 0.5 million or 20 million, the assumptions I 
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put in that give that output, I'm somewhat comfortable with either way - because it is so uncertain. So it 

is not like I would feel like I was cheating anybody if it was either 20 or 0.5 million so I just had to put 

up with what seemed like common sense. So then you start twisting the model, because then it is so 

fragile that you start working backwards. It looks a bit fancy when you have a lot of calculations and so 

on. But good luck, it sounds exciting. 

Appendix C.2: Interview with Lasse Jonasson - Danish 

Interviewer: Kan du starte med at fortælle hvad din rolle er i CIFS? 

Interviewede: Jeg er en del af direktionen, ledelsen og har ansvaret for vores advisoryområde, altså det 

område, hvor vi rådgiver virksomheder. Instituttet er selvejende, uafhængig tænketank, så vi modtager 

ikke støtte nogen steder fra, så vores aktiviteter skal sponseres af kommercielle aktiviteter, så det om-

råde, jeg har ansvar for, er i bund og grund et konsulenthus. 

Interviewer: Hvordan er strategisk foresight en del af jobbet og hverdagen? 

Interviewede: Alt hvad vi laver er fokuseret på at følge beslutningstagere i at træffe fremtidsorienterede 

løsninger, så vi har selvfølgelig nogle områder, vi dykker mere ned i end andre. Det vi gør er, at vi er 

eksperter i fremtiden metodisk, hvordan du arbejder med det, vi kalder strategisk foresight og så hjæl-

per vi virksomheder. F.eks. var der en virksomhed, der har en ambition om at tilvejebringe vand til X 

mennesker [mængde og virksomhed udeladt efter ønske fra interviewede]. Hvordan gør de det? Det 

er en 10-årig ambition; hvilke betingelser opererer de under om 10 år, hvordan udvikler teknologien 

sig? Hvordan udvikler miljøet sig? osv. Vi hjælper dem med at forstå, hvordan alle brikker på brættet 

flytter sig samtidig. 

Interviewer: Har I så en økonomisk model, der beregner en form for vækstkurve eller hvad? 

Interviewede: Nej altså vi læner os meget op af de eksisterende undersøgelser, der er. I forbindelse 

med et andet projekt har jeg lige siddet og læst op på den her SMILE, den offentlige, økonomiske 

vurdering af, hvordan vi udvikler os økonomisk og demografisk; hvordan kommer vi til at bo, hvor og 

hvordan kommer det til at se ud socioøkonomisk. Så vi læner os op ad den eksisterende research der 

er, og så lægger vi vores analytiske lag ovenpå.  

Interviewer: Kan du uddybe jeres analytiske grundlag? 

Interviewede: For det første, så når vi siger forecasting, så er det et ord, de fleste får lidt tics over, fordi 

vi tror generelt ikke så meget på disciplinen forecasting, når man skal kigge længere frem. Vi ville aldrig 
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læne os frem og komme med en ensidig analyse af, hvordan verdenen ser ud om 10 år. Vi ville fokusere 

på de usikkerheder, der er. Vi ville selvfølgelig sige ”det her forventer vi sker, men der er også nogle 

store usikkerheder, der kan gå i den og den retning”. Så vi er meget fokuserede på scenarier, så derfor 

vil vi definere de centrale usikkerheder. F.eks. hvordan kommer vi til at bo om 10 år. Så vil vi selvføl-

gelig kigge på, hvordan det ser ud i dag. Så er der lavet en masse analyser af, hvordan vi, om 10 år 

ændrer de sig ikke så meget, så det er et dårligt eksempel, men lad os bare sige om 30 år. Der er gode 

analyser af, hvordan urbaniseringen er sket de sidste mange år. Det kan du bare fremskrive med en ret 

linje, men du kan også kigge på, hvornår der opstår nogle centrale skift, der kan spille ind. F.eks. hvor-

dan vi kommer til at arbejde fremover. Kommer det til at være 90pct.  virtuelt og 10pct.  fysisk eller 

omvendt? Det er for mange aktører i dag en stor usikkerhed, og det er måske 80/20, det kunne være 

noget, folk diskuterer. Altså om 10 år, så er vi meget i tvivl, om det er 80/20 i den ene eller anden 

retning. Så ville vi gå ind og sige ”okay, lad os sige, at 80pct.  arbejder hjemmefra”. Hvordan ville dette 

påvirke de forskellige boligbehov, boligmarkedet og rykke i én retning og kigge på den. Versus, hvis vi 

ryger lidt tilbage til gamle dage, hvor vi bare har en langsom udvikling i det virtuelle arbejde. Nogle 

gange ville vi gå ind og sætte tal på. Virksomhederne har typisk deres egne modeller for det, så vi lægger 

bare nogle andre antagelser ind, og så kommer der noget ud. Meget ofte, vil det dog være en mere 

deskriptiv beskrivelse, hvor vi ser ”det trykker i den her retning, og det presser selvfølgelig meget hår-

dere med urbaniseringen og de og de områder vil blive ekstremt populære” osv.  

Interviewer: Så I fremstiller forskellige scenarier. I kommer nok ikke med forskellige sandsynligheder 

for det ene og andet, men I hvert fald scenarier for hvilke forskellige ting, der kunne ske. Er det typisk 

det, I leverer til kunden? 

Interviewede: Ja, det er det. Og det er rigtigt, at vi sjældent sætter sandsynligheder på, men typisk er 

måden, vi udvikler det på er, at det er en fundamental usikkerhed. I det, der ligger det, at vi er tæt på 

50/50. Så vil vi netop finde den grænse. Nu sagde jeg 80/20, så kunne vi sige 70/30, så er det måske 

det, vi ikke ved, om det bliver det ene eller det andet, hvorimod, hvis jeg sagde, at det er 95pct. , der 

sidder og arbejder digitalt, så ville de [kunderne] sige, at det tror de ikke. 

Interviewer: Når I så har lavet de her analyser, og de kommer ud til kunden, hvordan bliver de så 

implementeret? Nu har I selv nævnt noget, der hedder forsight mindset? Hvordan bygger man så det? 

Interviewede: Vi kommer jo ikke med noget, du decideret kan implementere. Vi kommer med en 

forestilling om, hvordan fremtiden kunne udvikle sig. Det er altså et fundament, som man kan udvikle 

sin strategi på baggrund af. Nogle gange hjælper vi dem også med at udvikle nogle strategiske foretag, 
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som er tilpasset den virkelighed eller den analyse, vi har lavet. På baggrund af den, går de så ind og 

agerer. Så vi går meget op i ikke at lave analyser, som man skal foretage fremtidige beslutninger på 

baggrund af. Det er på baggrund af, hvordan man agerer i morgen. Så succeskriteriet er ikke, at vi 

rammer rigtigt i vores scenarier. Succeskriteriet er, at man får positioneret sig på den rigtige måde. Så 

min analogi plejer tit at være, at nu skal vi jo spille EM mod Tjekkiet på lørdag. Succeskriteriet for 

Hjulmand er jo ikke at have lavet en præcis forudsigelse af, hvordan Tjekkiet kommer til at spille. 

Succeskriteriet er, at sige, hvilke forskellige opstillinger de kommer med, hvilke forskellige variationer. 

Dét skal vi positionere os for. Så vi kan også påvirke deres adfærd, de store spillere i markedet kan til 

dels påvirke modstanderens adfærd, men det er ikke alt, man kan påvirke. Man får så at sige trænet 

forskellige mulige fremtider. Det gør, at man identificerer udviklingen langt hurtigere. Du identificerer 

de her signaler på, at ”hov, nu er det den her retning, markedet går”. Så det er mere det, der er succes-

kriteriet det er, at man får en strategisk agilitet, ikke kun, hvordan man laver selve transformationen, 

men også for, at man som leder er i stand til at se forandringen, når den begynder at komme. Det er 

det, vi mener, er en af de største menneskelige bias. Den her confirmation bias – at du virkelig gerne 

vil se det, du håber sker. Så hvis du har stået foran din bestyrelse og virkelig har lænet dig frem og sagt, 

”vi tror på den her strategi”. Så alt, du læser og høre forsøger du at passe ind og forsøger at konfirmere 

at det er rigtigt. Men hvis du har været ude i forskellige scenarier og forberedt dig på, hvad der sker, 

hvis det bliver det ene eller andet tilfælde, så har du dels en idé om, hvordan du kan navigere og ændre 

din strategi og tilpasse den til den nye virkelighed. Dels, så har du lidt mentalt været i forskellige verde-

ner og ser verdenen mere tvetydigt. 

Interviewer: Så jeres job er også at få kunden til ikke at have tunnelsyn, men at være åben overfor 

forskellige potentielle fremtider. Så det, I siger er ikke nødvendigvis, hvad der kommer til at ske, men 

til gengæld er kunden ikke fastlåst på én bestemt realitet. Årsagen til, at vi spørger om det her, er at vi 

har lavet en model der forudsætter, at kunden skulle have nogle forskellige statistiske programmer, 

have nogle kundskaber inden for statistik og machine learning. Så forudsætter jeres løsninger ligesådan, 

at kunden skal have nogle specifikke organisatoriske redskaber. F.eks. at de skulle blive mere digitale.  

Interviewede: Helt sikkert. Prøv at tale lidt mere ind i løsningen, eller det, I har forestillet jer. Det lød 

interessant 

Interviewer: Jeg ved ikke, om du kender Gartners Hype Cycle  

Interviewede: Jo 
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Interviewer: Den har vi brugt til at identificere forskellige teknologier som er emergerende. Derved kan 

vi også se hvilke teknologier, der har været emergerende og dermed er ikke-emergerende. Så har vi 

fodret en model med patentdata, og så har vi set hvor god den er til at prædiktere, om de her teknologier 

er emergerende eller ikke-emergerende.  

Interviewede: Altså hvis I vil forudsige det, altså om de er emergerende, så er det vel ikke en forudsi-

gelse. 

Interviewer: Nej, det er et år i fremtiden vi kigger med vores forudsigelser. Her kan man sige, at jo 

længere man bevæger sig frem, jo større usikkerhed vil der nødvendigvis være. Altså hvis man skal 

forecaste vejret, så er der stor usikkerhed, hvis man har en lang tidshorisont. Det er også et vigtigt 

element i vores model. 

Interviewede: Det er en rigtig god sammenligning. Det, der er problemet er, at mange tror ”nu har jeg 

en god vejrmodel, så nu vil jeg gerne kigge 4 år frem”. Så er det altså andre modeller, man skal bruge. 

I min tidligere beskæftigelse, har jeg arbejdet meget med modeller. Det er jo en forsimplet virkelighed, 

hvor du tager nogle antagelser, og så er det vigtigt at, når de antagelser bliver alt for usikre. Det gør det 

jo, når vi starter med at kigge på, hvordan verdenen ser ud minimum 3 år fremme. Så er det nogle lidt 

andre elementer, man skal kigge på dér. Der ville I sikkert få problemer med jeres model. 

Interviewer: Ja, der er for meget støj. Noget andet er, at vi med vores bedste model opnår en accuracy 

på ca. 66 pct. , og det synes vi selv er ret højt. Det kan godt være, at man på skolebænken lærer, at det 

nærmest ikke er godt nok, hvis ikke det er omkring 100 pct. , men hvis du kan gardere dig godt nok til 

at have en accuracy på 66 pct. , så kan du forecaste med en nogenlunde nøjagtighed. 

Interviewede: Det spændende kunne så være, hvis du spurgte en klassisk IT-konsulent, hvor gode de 

ville være til det? 

Interviewer: Præcis. Der er også forskellige måder at gøre det på. Vi er jo 100pct.  kvantitative, men 

man kunne jo også være mere kvalitativt f.eks. så folk, der opsøger jer, opsøger jo jer, som eksperter, 

noget der kaldes Delphi-metoden, at man inddrager eksperter. Det kunne vi også godt have brugt i 

modellen, så man har to sider af samme sag. 

Interviewede: Det er sådan virkelighedens verden er. Det ville være fint at kigge på den model. At vide 

hvilke inputfaktorer der er med til, at man drager den og den beslutning. For eksempel, snakkede jeg 

om den her DREAM-model. For at jeg kan lægge et analytisk lag oven på det, så skal jeg vide, hvilke 
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forudsætninger, der er med. For hvis jeg siger, at det er fordi, der sker en aldring, så tror jeg egentlig, at 

der er en større fraflytning fra Silkeborg. Men det er allerede tænkt ind i modellen. Nå, så skal jeg nok 

ikke bruge det, så skal jeg bruge noget, der ikke er med i modellen f.eks. at vi netop at vi arbejder mere 

virtuelt og får nye mobilitetsformer er ikke lagt ind i modellen, så det skal man være opmærksom på. 

Hvad tænker I, jeres model skal bruges til? 

Interviewer: Vi tænker, at det ikke skal være et definitivt værktøj, men mere et støtteværktøj til når man 

f.eks. udfører Delphi-forecast, at man så kan understøtte de beslutninger, eller til at belyse nogle andre 

forhold. Det kunne f.eks. være, at en virksomhed havde investeret kraftigt i én teknologi med henblik 

på, at det skulle blive en teknologi, der begyndte at vinde frem på lidt længere sigt. Hvis vores model 

siger, at den om et år stadig ikke er emergerende, så ville det være et praj om, at virksomheden skal 

afbryde indsatsen og allokere de ressourcer ind i andre teknologier. 

Interviewede: Det som er den største udfordring i mange af vores projekter, er timingen. Så vi kan godt 

sige, at en vis teknologi går i en vis retning. Vores styrke er så at se, hvad implikationerne er. En ting er 

at forstå blockchain, en anden ting er at forstå, hvordan det ændrer samfundet. Det er dér, vores kom-

petencer spiller ind. Men når folk spørger ”hvornår?”, så er vi udfordrede. Tilbage i 2016 arbejdede vi 

meget med Toyota om nye mobilitetsformer, hvor man snakkede om selvkørende biler, og der var de 

alle sammen for optimistiske. Det har været ekstremt svært at forudsige timingen på det. Hvis man på 

en eller anden måde kunne få signaler for timingen, så vil det være kommercielt. Det er det spørgsmål, 

de alle sammen får. 

Interviewer: Det er også det sværeste spørgsmål af dem alle. Hvis man havde svaret, kunne man jo 

f.eks. med Bitcoin have tjent uanede mængder penge, hvis man vidste, at det ville eksplodere om nogle 

år. Hvis man lagde en 10’er, ville det blive til 100 millioner nogle år senere.  

Interviewede: Det er jo så ikke teknologien kan man sige. 

Interviewer: Nej, det er blockchain. Nej nej, men dog alligevel et modstykke, vi holder fast ved. Vi synes 

godt, at man kan lave sammenligningen, selvom det ikke er en teknologi som sådan.  

Interviewede: Det, der så bliver svært er, at der er 2 komponenter. Hvornår bliver teknologien moden, 

man kan implementere og sammenkøre det samt hvornår begynder mennesket at adoptere det? Her 

er vi ude i noget, hvor jeg aldrig tror, det bliver muligt at forudsige menneskets adfærd. Det er jo et 

spørgsmål om, hvor mange der begynder at flokkes om det, og så sker der nogle halleffekter osv. Jeres 

model er vel baseret på den teknologisk modenhed og, hvornår forbrugerne begynder at tage det til sig.  
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Interviewer: Præcis, en kombination af de to. 

Interviewede: Ja og der er det klart. Der er jeg helt med på, at der er Bitcoin et eksempel på, at man til 

en vis grad begynder at have en tillid til blockchainteknologien. 

Interviewer: Du har ret i at den overordnede teknologi, kryptovaluta skal accepteres, før man kan ac-

ceptere Bitcoin. Når I assisterer en virksomhed, er det så primært den kvalitative i form af jeres ek-

spertviden, eller laver I også nogle gange kvantitative modeller eller hvordan? 

Interviewede: Ja. Altså vi laver også kvantitative modeller. Det er relativt sjældent, at vi har et budget, 

hvor vi er med til at udvikle modellerne. Rigtig tit er der mange penge sparet ved at se, hvad der er 

derude og tage udgangspunkt i de modeller, der er. Så ville vi som sagt lægge nogle antagelser ovenpå, 

”den her model tager ikke de her antagelser ind”. Vi laver meget en analyse af de forskellige drivkræfter, 

de forskellige retninger, for det er jo ikke entydigt. Skulle man kigge på Bitcoin, ville man se på tekno-

logiens modenhed. Så er der nogle risikoscenarier, så kigger man på skrøbeligheden i det. Hvis nu Kina 

forbyder, at man handler kryptovaluta, så kan du kigge på, hvordan de begynder interoperability, altså 

at man kan veksle mellem forskellige valutaer. Så vil man kigge på, hvad alternativerne er. Så begynder 

de forskellige lande at tilbyde deres nationale kryptovaluta, som er pegged til den nationale valutakurs. 

Så hele tiden se, hvordan de forskellige elementer spiller sammen. Det er i bund og grund spilteori. 

Hvis det og det sker, hvordan reagerer de så? Kunne man forestille sig, at netop supermagter som Kina 

og USA, som har en interesse i at dollaren eller yennen, den internationale valuta, man går efter, hvor-

dan vil de reagerer? Og der er noget du ser. Det er alle de analyser, vi sidder og laver. Vi kommer altid 

udefra, så vi ser verden i makroperspektiv, og så er der nogen, der har dyb faglig ekspertise inden for 

deres område, der ser på, hvad det så betyder for dem.  

Interviewer: Meget spændende! Hvis vi prøver at vende den en gang. Nu hvor vi fortæller om vores 

resultater og modeller. Hvad ville du så umiddelbart tænke, at vores arbejde kunne bruges til? 

Interviewede: Enhver større virksomhed har jo en eller anden form for trendafdeling og strategisk be-

slutningsafdeling, som får stillet de her spørgsmål om modenheden af forskellige teknologier. De skal 

forholde sig til, hvornår man skal begynde at kigge i den retning. Når du laver en investering i ny infra-

struktur eller en eller anden form for investering, så skal du også forstå alternativerne. Altså hvor længe 

er det den teknologi, vi skal bruge, for den bliver jo outdated på et tidspunkt. Så i alle de beslutninger, 

er det jo en fordel at have et beslutningsgrundlag. Der kan man sige, at en eller anden form for machine 

learning, som ælter noget input og kommer med noget output kunne være en fordel. Men min erfaring 
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ville være, at det er rigtig vigtigt at forstå. Det er jo en af udfordringerne ved machine learning. Jeg 

kender ikke mange, der ville sige ”super, 67pct.  så læner vi os i den retning”. De tror først på det, når 

de kan sige ”på grund af det og det, så sker der det og det”. Nu har jeg faktisk en baggrund som revisor. 

Selv jeg køber ikke bare ind i det matematiske. Der skal være nogle argumenter eller noget i min krop, 

der gør, at jeg kan mærke, at den er der. Så et beslutningsgrundlag i de her grundlag vil det være [ma-

chine learning]. I min verden er der mange platforme og folk der udvikler platforme, som netop skal 

være beslutningsgrundlag for, hvad vi ser derude, hvilke signaler er der og hvilke trends rører sig. Det 

er der i stigende grad folk, der køber ind på. 

Interviewer: Så i virkeligheden lidt mere eksplorativt, noget trend? Som du selv siger, nogle signaler 

eller sådan noget, så det ikke er så definitivt.  

Interviewede: Ja det er det, jeg tænkte. Men det er også fordi, jeg er fra den skole. Der vil jo sikkert 

sidde en trader, der kunne bruge modellen, men selv min erfaring med den slags folk er, at de bruger 

et væld af kilder, og så tager de beslutning. Jeg tror ikke, at en trader ville have analytisk kapacitet til at 

sige, ”jeg har brug for antagelser, for hvis ikke jeg kender antagelserne, så ved jeg ikke, hvordan jeg skal 

vægte det input ift. De andre” det tror jeg ikke, de ville forstå vigtigheden af. De fleste i hvert fald. Men 

derimod så den der slags trendanalyser osv. Tror jeg vil være godt input. Selvfølgelig må man sige, hvis 

i konsekvent var i stand til når Gartner kommer med deres Hype Cycles, at ramme meget godt, så er 

den jo god. Men hvis I kun rammer i 67pct.  af tilfældene, så risikerer I jo at ramme forkert de næste 

tre år. Det er jo den udfordring man har. Når I siger, at den rammer rigtigt i 67pct.  af tilfældene, så er 

der meget få, som ville acceptere, hvis I rammer skævt tre år i træk.  

Interviewer: Det er også det, vi tænker, når vi overvejer, at man skal formidle det til en person i er-

hvervslivet. Der er jo meget usikkerhed, selvom vi synes det er en tilstrækkelig model. Så det er også 

den kobling, vi skal overveje.  

Interviewede: Ja fordi, jeg tror de fleste inde hos os ville sige ”det tror jeg også, jeg kan gøre med 67pct.  

sandsynlighed”. Jeg kan i hvert fald gøre det med 50 pct.  sandsynlighed. Der er jo kun de to mulighe-

der.  

Interviewer: Det er abemetoden.  

Interviewede: Selv der, ved jeg ikke. Der er jo datagrundlag og sådan noget, der vil vi jo, hvis vi sætter 

os vores 25 mand og gør det 10 år i træk, så vil der være nogen, der ligger på 80pct. , og det er ikke 

nødvendigvis dem, der gode. Det vil der jo være en statistisk sandsynlighed for. Men det er jo interessant 
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at bruge machine learning til at styrke beslutningsgrundlaget, helt sikkert. Men det er helt klart også en 

udfordring for hvad er 66 pct.  sandsynlighed. Der er aldrig nogen, der har spurgt mig, ”hvor tror du, 

du rammer, når du kommer med den her forudsigelse om blockchain?” sådan fungerer den menne-

skelige hjerne ikke. 

Interviewer: Nej, det er rart ikke at få det spørgsmål. 

Interviewer: Jeg ved ikke, om vi har mere eller om du har noget, at tilføje – om du har tid. 

Intviewede: Det er et kæmpe område jo, så jeg har svært ved lige at komme med noget ekstra nu. Jeg 

håber, jeg har givet jer bare lidt input og dimensioner. I er velkomne til at skrive, hvis I har nogle ekstra 

spørgsmål eller noget. 

Interviewer: Du har ikke nogen forfattere eller virksomheder der er værd at kigge på sådan noget?  

Interviewede: I forhold til hvad I arbejder med? 

Interviewer: Ja i forhold til implementering og beslutningstagen  

Interviewede: Prædiktive modeller? 

Interviewer: Ja 

Interviewede: Det er i periferien af, hvad vi arbejder med. Det er mere noget, vi prøver at få folk talt 

væk fra. Man skal virkelig passe på med det. Det er vigtigt at I, der sidder og udvikler modellen, kender 

alle antagelserne. Så får folk modellen, og siger ”det er sådan det er” uden at kende alle antagelserne. 

Når det er machine learning, hvor ingen kender antagelserne, så begynder det bare at være pisse farligt. 

Det vil jeg sige. Det har jeg ikke en saglig baggrund for at sige, men hvis ikke man kommer over de 

67pct. , så ville der være flere ulemper end fordele ved at bruge den. For så har du en risiko for at tro 

for meget på det. Men det er der helt sikkert nuancer i.  

Interviewer: Det får mig til at tænke på en historie med en forfatter, der hedder Clayton Christensen, 

der har lavet de her disruptionmodeller og alt det der. Han havde lavet et koncept eller en model til 

IBM, og så skulle han præsentere den for CEO’en, hvorefter CEO’en siger ”hvad skal jeg så bruge den 

til?”. Hertil svarer Clayton, at det må han selv finde ud af, det ved han ikke, han har bare lavet den.  

Interviewede: En af mine yndlingshistorier, uden at nævne navne, var, da jeg skulle lave en model for, 

hvor meget kapital, vi skulle afsætte på baggrund af vores operationelle risici. Det er lige meget, hvad 
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det præcist betyder osv. Men de forudsætninger, jeg lagde ind der, jeg sagde, vi kan sætte den på 0.5 

mio. eller 20 mio. de forudsætninger jeg lægger ind, som giver det output, er jeg nogenlunde fortrolig 

med i begge retninger – fordi det er så usikkert. Så det er ikke fordi jeg ville føle, at jeg snød nogen, 

hvis det enten var 20 eller 0.5 mio. så jeg måtte bare lægge mig op af det, der virkede som sund fornuft. 

Så begynder du altså at vride modellen, for så er den så skrøbelig, at du begynder at arbejde baglæns. 

Det ser jo lidt fancy ud, når du har en masse beregninger og så videre. Men held og lykke med det, det 

lyder spændende. 
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Appendix D: Extended List of Patent Features 

Patent Feature Description 

Jurisdiction The jurisdiction where a patent was published 

Kind The patent kind code  

Publication Number The publication number 

Lens ID A unique 15-digit identifier for every document on lens.org 

Publication Date The publication date of a patent (YYYY-MM-DD) 

Publication Year The publication year of a patent 

Application Number The patent application number 

Application Date The application year of a patent 

Priority Numbers The priority number of a patent 

Earliest Priority Date The earliest priority date for a publication 

Title The title of a patent 

Applicants The applicant(s) of a patent 

Inventors The inventor(s) of a patent 

Owners (US) The owner(s) of a patent for the U. S 

URL URL to the lens.org record 

Type The patent document type (e.g. patent application, granted patent, etc.) 

Has Full Text If the text is available via lens.org (yes/no) 

Cites Patent Count The number of citations within the patent 

Cited by Patent Count The number of times a patent has been cited 

Simple Family Size The simple family size of a patent 

Extended Family Size The extended family size of a patent 

Sequence Count The number of biological sequences disclosed within the patent 
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CPC Classifications Cooperative Patent Classification codes 

IPCR Classifications International Patent Classification codes 

US Classifications United States Patent Classification codes 

NPL Citation Count The number of non-patent citations of a patent 

NPL Resolved Citation Count The number of non-patent citations of a patent that can be resolved  

NPL Resolved Lens ID(s) The identifier for resolved non-patent literature citations 

NPL Resolved External Id(s) The number of resolved external non-patent literature citations of a patent 

NPL Citations The raw non-patent literature citations of a patent 
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Appendix E: R Code for Loading Data Set 
> ######################################## 

> ### PREDICTING EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES ### 

> ######################################## 

>  

> ### IMPORTING AND PREPARING DATA SET ### 

> getwd() # fetch current wd 

[1] "/Users/gustavchristensen/Documents/MSc. International Business/4. Semester - IB/Spe-

ciale/Data/Final" 

 

> setwd("~/Documents/MSc. International Business/4. Semester - IB/Speciale/Data/Final") 

 

> library(readxl) 

> data <- as.data.frame(read_excel("Final.xlsx")) 

> print(dim(data)) 

[1] 261  13 

> print(table(data$Class)) 

Emerging Non-Emerging 

     141          120 
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Appendix F: R Code for Cleaning Data 
> ## Removing variables ## 

> data$Name_of_Technology <- NULL 

> data$Year_Range <- NULL 

> data$Sequence_Count <- NULL 

> data$NPL_Resolved_Citation_Count <- NULL 
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Appendix G: R Code for Test-Train Split 
### TRAIN-TEST SPLIT ### 

> install.packages("caTools") 

trying URL 'https://cran.rstudio.com/bin/macosx/el-capitan/contrib/3.6/ca-

Tools_1.18.2.tgz' 

Content type 'application/x-gzip' length 244994 bytes (239 KB) 

================================================== 

downloaded 239 KB 

 

 

The downloaded binary packages are in 

 /var/folders/d7/thxq_x3543scnpsc7pyl2fs40000gn/T//RtmppWI8dy/downloaded_pack-

ages 

> library("caTools") 

> data$Class <- factor(data$Class) # Changes the type of the dependent variable from 

"character" to "integer" 

> typeof(data$Class) 

[1] "integer" 

> set.seed(1000) 

> split <- sample.split(data$Class, SplitRatio=0.70) 

> table(split) 

split 

FALSE  TRUE  

   78   183  

> train <- subset(data, split == TRUE) 

> test <- subset(data, split == FALSE) 

> table(train$Class) 

 0  1  

84 99  
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> table(test$Class) 

 0  1  

36 42 
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Appendix H: Summary Statistics 
> modelx <- lm(data$Simple_Family_Size ~ data$Cites_Patent_Count + data$Cited_by_Pa-

tent_Count + data$Extended_Family_Size + data$NPL_Citation_Count + data$NPL_Resolved_Ci-

tation_Count +data$Number_of_IPC_Codes +data$Number_of_Applicants+data$Number_of_Inven-

tors) 

 

> modely <- lm(data$Simple_Family_Size ~ data$Cites_Patent_Count + data$Cited_by_Pa-

tent_Count + data$Extended_Family_Size + data$NPL_Citation_Count +data$Num-

ber_of_IPC_Codes+data$Number_of_Applicants+data$Number_of_Inventors) 

> library(car) 

> vif(modely)  

   data$Cites_Patent_Count data$Cited_by_Patent_Count  

                  1.876981                   1.170557  

 data$Extended_Family_Size    data$NPL_Citation_Count  

                  1.133918                   1.664945  

  data$Number_of_IPC_Codes  data$Number_of_Applicants  

                  1.065988                   1.332894  

  data$Number_of_Inventors  

                  1.344672 

 

Appendix H.1 VIF scores and Feature Correlations 

VIF scores 

> install.packages("car") 

> library(car) 

> modely <- lm(data$Simple_Family_Size ~ data$Cites_Patent_Count + data$Cited_by_Pa-

tent_Count + data$Extended_Family_Size + data$NPL_Citation_Count +data$Num-

ber_of_IPC_Codes+data$Number_of_Applicants+data$Number_of_Inventors) 

> vif(modely) 

data$Cites_Patent_Count data$Cited_by_Patent_Count  

                  1.876981                   1.170557  
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 data$Extended_Family_Size    data$NPL_Citation_Count  

                  1.133918                   1.664945  

  data$Number_of_IPC_Codes  data$Number_of_Applicants  

                  1.065988                   1.332894  

  data$Number_of_Inventors  

                  1.344672 

Feature Correlations 

> install.packages("corrplot", "Hmisc") 

> library(corrplot) 

> library(Hmisc) 

> my_num_data <- data[, sapply(data,is.numeric)] 

> corrplot(cor(my_num_data, use="pairwise.complete.obs"),type="full",tl.cex=0.7) 

> corrplot(cor(my_num_data), method="number",type="full", tl.cex=0.7) 
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Appendix I: Code for Logistic Regression  
## Converting class membership for training and test data ## 

> data$Class[data$Class == "Non-Emerging"] <- 0 #Convert class membership of Non-Emerging 

to 0 

> data$Class[data$Class == "Emerging"] <- 1 # Convert class membership of Emerging to 1 

> model1 <- glm(Class ~ ., data=train, family=binomial) 

> summary(model1) 

Call: 

glm(formula = Class ~ ., family = binomial, data = train) 

 

Deviance Residuals:  

    Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   

-2.9691  -1.1496   0.6161   1.0956   1.6822   

Coefficients: 

                                        Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    

(Intercept)                       0.206076   0.808215   0.255  0.79874    

Cites_Patent_Count       -0.067186   0.030772  -2.183  0.02901 *  

Cited_by_Patent_Count  0.024975   0.009473   2.636  0.00838 ** 

Simple_Family_Size       -0.004913   0.044680  -0.110  0.91244    

Extended_Family_Size    0.004533   0.011591   0.391  0.69574    

NPL_Citation_Count     -0.013503   0.076310  -0.177  0.85955    

Number_of_IPC_Codes 0.083706   0.606445   0.138  0.89022    

- - - 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 

 Null deviance: 288.35  on 208  degrees of freedom 

Residual deviance: 273.16  on 202  degrees of freedom 
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AIC: 287.16 

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 4 
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Appendix J: Code for Support Vector Machine models 

Appendix J.1: Linear Kernel 

> ### SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE ### 

> ## Installing package ## 

> install.packages("e1071",dependencies=TRUE) 

> library("e1071") 

> set.seed(1000) 

> linear_tunemodel <- tune.svm(Class ~ ., data=train, cost=10^(-12:12), kernel="linear") 

> summary(linear_tunemodel) 

Parameter tuning of ‘svm’: 

 

- sampling method: 10-fold cross validation  

 

- best parameters: 

  cost 

 1e+07 

 

- best performance: 0.4368421  

 

- Detailed performance results: 

    cost     error dispersion 

1  1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

2  1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

3  1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

4  1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

5  1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

6  1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

7  1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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8  1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

9  1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

10 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

11 1e-02 0.4701754 0.07983640 

12 1e-01 0.4371345 0.07280969 

13 1e+00 0.4435673 0.06119507 

14 1e+01 0.4543860 0.05828753 

15 1e+02 0.4543860 0.05828753 

16 1e+03 0.4543860 0.05828753 

17 1e+04 0.4599415 0.06533923 

18 1e+05 0.4438596 0.12143639 

19 1e+06 0.4798246 0.09784963 

20 1e+07 0.4368421 0.12216485 

21 1e+08 0.4769006 0.14018461 

22 1e+09 0.4821637 0.08324580 

23 1e+10 0.4649123 0.09309906 

24 1e+11 0.4640351 0.10155225 

25 1e+12 0.4643275 0.12470150 

> linear_tunemodel$best.parameters[[1]] 

[1] 1e+07 

> linear_tunemodel$best.model 

Call: 

best.svm(x = Class ~ ., data = train, cost = 10^(-12:12), kernel = "linear") 

Parameters: 

 

   SVM-Type:  C-classification  

 SVM-Kernel:  linear  
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       cost:  1e+07  

 

Number of Support Vectors:  107 

> linear_bestmodelsvm<-svm(Class~.,data=train,cost=linear_tunemodel$best.parameters[[1]], 

kernel="linear") 

> linear_predictmodel <- predict(linear_bestmodelsvm, test[,-7]) 

> classificationtable <- table(pred = linear_predictmodel, test[,7]) 

> classificationtable 

pred           Emerging Non-Emerging 

  Emerging           25           19 

  Non-Emerging       17           17 

> acctestmodellinear <- sum(diag(classificationtable))/sum(classificationtable) 

> acctestmodellinear 

[1] 0.5384615 

 

Appendix J.2: RBF Kernel 

### SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE RBF KERNEL ### 

> set.seed(1000) 

> RBF_tunemodel <- tune.svm(Class ~ ., data=train, gamma=2^(-12:12),cost=10^(-12:12))  

> summary(RBF_tunemodel) 

Parameter tuning of ‘svm’: 

 

- sampling method: 10-fold cross validation  

 

- best parameters: 

       gamma  cost 

 0.001953125 1e+10 
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- best performance: 0.3274854  

 

- Detailed performance results: 

           gamma  cost     error dispersion 

1   2.441406e-04 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

2   4.882812e-04 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

3   9.765625e-04 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

4   1.953125e-03 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

5   3.906250e-03 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

6   7.812500e-03 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

7   1.562500e-02 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

8   3.125000e-02 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

9   6.250000e-02 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

10  1.250000e-01 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

11  2.500000e-01 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

12  5.000000e-01 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

13  1.000000e+00 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

14  2.000000e+00 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

15  4.000000e+00 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

16  8.000000e+00 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

17  1.600000e+01 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

18  3.200000e+01 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

19  6.400000e+01 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

20  1.280000e+02 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

21  2.560000e+02 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

22  5.120000e+02 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

23  1.024000e+03 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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24  2.048000e+03 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

25  4.096000e+03 1e-12 0.4590643 0.08693607 

26  2.441406e-04 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

27  4.882812e-04 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

28  9.765625e-04 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

29  1.953125e-03 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

30  3.906250e-03 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

31  7.812500e-03 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

32  1.562500e-02 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

33  3.125000e-02 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

34  6.250000e-02 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

35  1.250000e-01 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

36  2.500000e-01 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

37  5.000000e-01 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

38  1.000000e+00 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

39  2.000000e+00 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

40  4.000000e+00 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

41  8.000000e+00 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

42  1.600000e+01 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

43  3.200000e+01 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

44  6.400000e+01 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

45  1.280000e+02 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

46  2.560000e+02 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

47  5.120000e+02 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

48  1.024000e+03 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

49  2.048000e+03 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 

50  4.096000e+03 1e-11 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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51  2.441406e-04 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

52  4.882812e-04 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

53  9.765625e-04 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

54  1.953125e-03 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

55  3.906250e-03 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

56  7.812500e-03 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

57  1.562500e-02 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

58  3.125000e-02 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

59  6.250000e-02 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

60  1.250000e-01 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

61  2.500000e-01 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

62  5.000000e-01 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

63  1.000000e+00 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

64  2.000000e+00 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

65  4.000000e+00 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

66  8.000000e+00 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

67  1.600000e+01 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

68  3.200000e+01 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

69  6.400000e+01 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

70  1.280000e+02 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

71  2.560000e+02 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

72  5.120000e+02 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

73  1.024000e+03 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

74  2.048000e+03 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

75  4.096000e+03 1e-10 0.4590643 0.08693607 

76  2.441406e-04 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

77  4.882812e-04 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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78  9.765625e-04 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

79  1.953125e-03 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

80  3.906250e-03 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

81  7.812500e-03 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

82  1.562500e-02 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

83  3.125000e-02 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

84  6.250000e-02 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

85  1.250000e-01 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

86  2.500000e-01 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

87  5.000000e-01 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

88  1.000000e+00 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

89  2.000000e+00 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

90  4.000000e+00 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

91  8.000000e+00 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

92  1.600000e+01 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

93  3.200000e+01 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

94  6.400000e+01 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

95  1.280000e+02 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

96  2.560000e+02 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

97  5.120000e+02 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

98  1.024000e+03 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

99  2.048000e+03 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

100 4.096000e+03 1e-09 0.4590643 0.08693607 

101 2.441406e-04 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

102 4.882812e-04 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

103 9.765625e-04 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

104 1.953125e-03 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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105 3.906250e-03 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

106 7.812500e-03 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

107 1.562500e-02 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

108 3.125000e-02 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

109 6.250000e-02 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

110 1.250000e-01 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

111 2.500000e-01 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

112 5.000000e-01 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

113 1.000000e+00 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

114 2.000000e+00 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

115 4.000000e+00 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

116 8.000000e+00 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

117 1.600000e+01 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

118 3.200000e+01 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

119 6.400000e+01 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

120 1.280000e+02 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

121 2.560000e+02 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

122 5.120000e+02 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

123 1.024000e+03 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

124 2.048000e+03 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

125 4.096000e+03 1e-08 0.4590643 0.08693607 

126 2.441406e-04 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

127 4.882812e-04 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

128 9.765625e-04 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

129 1.953125e-03 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

130 3.906250e-03 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

131 7.812500e-03 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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132 1.562500e-02 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

133 3.125000e-02 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

134 6.250000e-02 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

135 1.250000e-01 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

136 2.500000e-01 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

137 5.000000e-01 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

138 1.000000e+00 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

139 2.000000e+00 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

140 4.000000e+00 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

141 8.000000e+00 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

142 1.600000e+01 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

143 3.200000e+01 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

144 6.400000e+01 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

145 1.280000e+02 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

146 2.560000e+02 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

147 5.120000e+02 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

148 1.024000e+03 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

149 2.048000e+03 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

150 4.096000e+03 1e-07 0.4590643 0.08693607 

151 2.441406e-04 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

152 4.882812e-04 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

153 9.765625e-04 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

154 1.953125e-03 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

155 3.906250e-03 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

156 7.812500e-03 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

157 1.562500e-02 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

158 3.125000e-02 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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159 6.250000e-02 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

160 1.250000e-01 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

161 2.500000e-01 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

162 5.000000e-01 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

163 1.000000e+00 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

164 2.000000e+00 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

165 4.000000e+00 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

166 8.000000e+00 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

167 1.600000e+01 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

168 3.200000e+01 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

169 6.400000e+01 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

170 1.280000e+02 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

171 2.560000e+02 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

172 5.120000e+02 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

173 1.024000e+03 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

174 2.048000e+03 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

175 4.096000e+03 1e-06 0.4590643 0.08693607 

176 2.441406e-04 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

177 4.882812e-04 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

178 9.765625e-04 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

179 1.953125e-03 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

180 3.906250e-03 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

181 7.812500e-03 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

182 1.562500e-02 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

183 3.125000e-02 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

184 6.250000e-02 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

185 1.250000e-01 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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186 2.500000e-01 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

187 5.000000e-01 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

188 1.000000e+00 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

189 2.000000e+00 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

190 4.000000e+00 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

191 8.000000e+00 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

192 1.600000e+01 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

193 3.200000e+01 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

194 6.400000e+01 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

195 1.280000e+02 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

196 2.560000e+02 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

197 5.120000e+02 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

198 1.024000e+03 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

199 2.048000e+03 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

200 4.096000e+03 1e-05 0.4590643 0.08693607 

201 2.441406e-04 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

202 4.882812e-04 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

203 9.765625e-04 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

204 1.953125e-03 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

205 3.906250e-03 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

206 7.812500e-03 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

207 1.562500e-02 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

208 3.125000e-02 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

209 6.250000e-02 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

210 1.250000e-01 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

211 2.500000e-01 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

212 5.000000e-01 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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213 1.000000e+00 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

214 2.000000e+00 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

215 4.000000e+00 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

216 8.000000e+00 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

217 1.600000e+01 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

218 3.200000e+01 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

219 6.400000e+01 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

220 1.280000e+02 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

221 2.560000e+02 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

222 5.120000e+02 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

223 1.024000e+03 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

224 2.048000e+03 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

225 4.096000e+03 1e-04 0.4590643 0.08693607 

226 2.441406e-04 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

227 4.882812e-04 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

228 9.765625e-04 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

229 1.953125e-03 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

230 3.906250e-03 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

231 7.812500e-03 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

232 1.562500e-02 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

233 3.125000e-02 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

234 6.250000e-02 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

235 1.250000e-01 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

236 2.500000e-01 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

237 5.000000e-01 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

238 1.000000e+00 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

239 2.000000e+00 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 
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240 4.000000e+00 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

241 8.000000e+00 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

242 1.600000e+01 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

243 3.200000e+01 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

244 6.400000e+01 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

245 1.280000e+02 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

246 2.560000e+02 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

247 5.120000e+02 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

248 1.024000e+03 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

249 2.048000e+03 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

250 4.096000e+03 1e-03 0.4590643 0.08693607 

 [ reached 'max' / getOption("max.print") -- omitted 375 rows ] 

> RBF_tunemodel$best.parameters[[1]] 

[1] 0.001953125 

> RBF_tunemodel$best.parameters[[2]] 

[1] 1e+10 

> RBF_tunemodel$best.model 

Call: 

best.svm(x = Class ~ ., data = train, gamma = 2^(-12:12), cost = 10^(-12:12)) 

 

Parameters: 

   SVM-Type:  C-classification  

 SVM-Kernel:  radial  

       cost:  1e+10  

 

Number of Support Vectors:  65 

> RBF_bestmodel <- svm(Class ~ ., data=train, gamma=RBF_tunemodel$best.parame-

ters[[1]],cost=RBF_tunemodel$best.parameters[[2]]) 
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> RBF_predictmodel <- predict(RBF_bestmodel, test[,-7]) 

> classificationtableRBF <- table(pred=RBF_predictmodel, test [,7]) 

> classificationtableRBF 

pred           Emerging Non-Emerging 

  Emerging           23           15 

  Non-Emerging       19           21 

> acctestmodelRBF <- sum(diag(classificationtableRBF))/sum(classificationtableRBF) 

> acctestmodelRBF 

[1] 0.5641026 
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Appendix K: Code for K-Nearest Neighbor models 

> ### KNN MODEL, K=1 ### 

> library(“FNN”) 

> myxtrain <- train[,-7] 

> myytrain <- train[,7] 

> myxtesting <- test[,-7] 

> myytesting <- test[,7] 

 

> myk1nn <- knn(train= na.omit(myxtrain), test= na.omit(myxtesting), cl= 

na.omit(myytrain), k=1) 

> myaccuracytablek1nn <- table (na.omit(myk1nn),na.omit(myytesting)) 

> mytestingaccuracyk1nn <- sum(diag(myaccuracytablek1nn))/sum(myaccuracytablek1nn) 

> ### TUNING MODEL ### 

> bestk=0 

> bestaccuracy=0 

> accuracy <- NULL 

> for(auxk in  1:15){ 

  mycv <- knn.cv(train=myxtrain, cl=myytrain, k=auxk) 

  mytable <- table (mycv, myytrain) 

  accuracy[auxk] <- sum(diag(mytable))/sum(mytable) 

  if(bestaccuracy< accuracy[auxk]) bestk=auxk 

  if(bestaccuracy< accuracy[auxk]) bestaccuracy = accuracy[auxk]} 

> plot(accuracy, ylim=c(0.52,0.68)) #K=12 yields the highest accuracy 
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### MODEL ACCURACY, K=BESTK ### 

> mybestknn <- knn(train=na.omit(myxtrain), test=na.omit(myxtesting), 

cl=na.omit(myytrain), k=bestk) 

> mytestingaccuracytablebestknn <- table (na.omit(mybestknn),na.omit(myytesting)) 

mytestingaccuracybestknn<-sum(diag(mytestingaccuracytablebestknn))/sum(mytestingaccuracy-

tablebestknn) 

sum(diag(mytestingaccuracytablebestknn))/sum(mytestingaccuracytablebestknn) 

> plot(accuracy) 

 

> accuracy 

[1] 0.5476190 0.5238095 0.6333333 0.6285714 0.6333333 0.6095238 0.6047619 0.6047619 

0.6285714 0.6238095 0.6428571 0.6380952 

[13] 0.6523810 0.6523810 0.6333333 
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### LOGISTIC REGRESSION ### 

> library(magrittr) 

> library(MASS) 

> library(car) 

> model1 <- glm(Class ~ ., data=train, family=binomial)pct. >pct.  

  stepAIC(trace=FALSE, direction = c(“backward”)) 

> summary(model1) 

Call: 

glm(formula = Class ~ Cites_Patent_Count + Cited_by_Patent_Count,  

    family = binomial, data = train) 

 

Deviance Residuals:  

   Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max   

-3.028  -1.153   0.696   1.092   1.643   

 

Coefficients: 

                       Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)    

(Intercept)            0.309972   0.274387   1.130  0.25861    

Cites_Patent_Count    -0.067898   0.025727  -2.639  0.00831 ** 

Cited_by_Patent_Count  0.025613   0.009158   2.797  0.00516 ** 

--- 

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 

 

(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 

 

    Null deviance: 288.35  on 208  degrees of freedom 
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Residual deviance: 273.41  on 206  degrees of freedom 

AIC: 279.41 

 

Number of Fisher Scoring iterations 
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Appendix L: Code for Decision Tree models 

Appendix L.1: Unpruned Tree 

> ## Installing package ## 

> install.packages("tree",dependencies=TRUE) 

> library("tree") 

 

> ### CLASSIFICATION TREE ###  

> mytree <- tree(Class ~ ., data=train) 

> plot(mytree) 

> text(mytree) 

 

> summary(mytree) 

Classification tree: 

tree(formula = Class ~ ., data = train) 

Number of terminal nodes:  18  

Residual mean deviance:  0.7521 = 124.1 / 165  

Misclassification error rate: 0.1639 = 30 / 183 

> set.seed(1) 
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> mycrossval <- cv.tree(mytree,FUN=prune.misclass) 

### MODEL ACCURACY ### 

> mybestsize <- mycrossval$size[which(mycrossval$dev==min(mycrossval$dev))]  

> myprunedtree <- prune.tree(mytree, best=mybestsize[1]) 

> plot(myprunedtree) 

> text(myprunedtree) 

> summary(myprunedtree) 

Classification tree: 

snip.tree(tree = mytree, nodes = c(22L, 27L, 14L, 53L, 52L)) 

Variables actually used in tree construction: 

[1] "Cites_Patent_Count"    "Number_of_IPC_Codes"   "Extended_Family_Size"  "Cited_by_Pa-

tent_Count" "Simple_Family_Size"    

Number of terminal nodes:  12  

Residual mean deviance:  0.847 = 144.8 / 171  

Misclassification error rate: 0.2186 = 40 / 183 

> myprediction <- predict(mytree, test[,-7], type='class') 

> summary(myprediction) 

Emerging Non-Emerging  

          46           32 

> dt_classificationtable <- table(myprediction, test$Class) 

> dt_classificationtable 

myprediction   Emerging Non-Emerging 

  Emerging           26           20 

  Non-Emerging       16           16 

> classificationtable <- table(myprediction, test[,7]) 

> acctesttree <- sum(diag(classificationtable))/sum(classificationtable) 

> acctesttree 

[1] 0.5384615 
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Appendix L.2 Pruned Tree 

> myprunedtree <- prune.tree(mytree, method=c("misclass"), best=mybestsize[1]) 

> plot(myprunedtree) 

> text(myprunedtree) 

 

> predictionpruned <- predict(myprunedtree, test[,-9], type='class') 

> summary(predictionpruned) 

0  1  

28 50 

> pruned_classificationtable <- table(predictionpruned, test$Class) 

> pruned_classificationtable 

predictionpruned  0  1 

               0 16 12 

               1 20 30 

> classificationtablepruned <- table(predictionpruned, test[,9]) 

> accuracypruned <- sum(diag(classificationtablepruned))/sum(classificationtablepruned) 

> accuracypruned 

[1] 0.5897436 
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Appendix M: Code for the Random Forest model 

Appendix M.1: Unrestricted model 

> install.packages("randomForest",dependencies=TRUE) 

> library("randomForest") 

> randomForest(Class~.,train, importance=TRUE) 

> set.seed(1000) 

> RandomForest <- randomForest(Class ~., train, importance=TRUE) 

> importance(RandomForest) 

                       Emerging Non-Emerging MeanDecreaseAccuracy MeanDecreaseGini 

Cites_Patent_Count     5.4671781    3.9371660            6.7860803        13.405321 

Cited_by_Patent_Count 12.3002061   14.0223265           18.1831759        17.747709 

Simple_Family_Size     0.5041418   -3.0864096           -1.9956889         9.380351 

Extended_Family_Size   0.7685221    1.6993252            1.8348683        10.416826 

NPL_Citation_Count    -0.7782344    1.4822088            0.4572677         9.949684 

Number_of_IPC_Codes    1.0857224    1.5216065            1.9084349        10.226831 

Number_of_Applicants   1.7255040   -4.5843668           -2.0134658         8.695372 

Number_of_Inventors    2.8115639   -0.2626717            1.7201705         9.922627 

> varImpPlot(RandomForest) 

 

### MODEL ACCURACY ### 

> myprediction <- predict(RandomForest, test[,-9], type='class') 
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> classificationtable <- table(myprediction, test[,9]) 

> acctestrandomforest <- sum(diag(classificationtable))/sum(classificationtable) 

> classificationtable 

myprediction   Emerging Non-Emerging 

  Emerging           29           20 

  Non-Emerging       13           16 

> acctestrandomforest 

[1] 0.5769231 

 

Appendix M. 2: Restricted models 

#### WITHOUT NUMBER OF APPLICANTS #### 

> test$Number_of_Applicants <- NULL 

> train$Number_of_Applicants <- NULL 

> set.seed(1000) 

> RandomForest <- randomForest(Class ~., train, importance=TRUE) 

> importance(RandomForest) 

Emerging Non-Emerging MeanDecreaseAccuracy MeanDecreaseGini 

Cites_Patent_Count     5.6699890    4.3415866            7.1676129         14.71529 

Cited_by_Patent_Count 15.5384171    9.8160371           16.0404154         19.19693 

Simple_Family_Size    -0.3660473   -1.1449409           -1.1116397         10.63345 

Extended_Family_Size   2.4257739    1.7830671            3.1553402         11.84303 

NPL_Citation_Count    -1.6470840    1.9119135            0.2492372         10.82313 

Number_of_IPC_Codes   -0.8502762    3.3941632            1.7890657         11.42344 

Number_of_Inventors    3.5729693   -0.1615698            2.3964726         11.37560 

> varImpPlot(RandomForest) 
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### MODEL ACCURACY ### 

> myprediction <- predict(RandomForest, test[,-8], type='class') 

> classificationtable <- table(myprediction, test[,8]) 

> acctestrandomforest <- sum(diag(classificationtable))/sum(classificationtable) 

> classificationtable 

myprediction   Emerging Non-Emerging 

  Emerging           28           19 

  Non-Emerging       14           17 

> acctestrandomforest 

[1] 0.5769231 

#### WITHOUT EXTENDED FAMILY SIZE#### 

> test$Extended_Family_Size <- NULL 

> train$Extended_Family_Size <- NULL 

> library("randomForest") 

> randomForest(Class~.,train, importance=TRUE) 

> Set.seed(1000) 

> RandomForest <- randomForest(Class ~., train, importance=TRUE) 

> importance(RandomForest) 

Emerging Non-Emerging MeanDecreaseAccuracy MeanDecreaseGini 
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Cites_Patent_Count     4.88353650    3.7641286           5.95073718        15.213700 

Cited_by_Patent_Count 14.21851951   11.1874927          17.09306062        19.499535 

Simple_Family_Size    -1.70931015   -2.2029551          -2.92927616        11.630974 

NPL_Citation_Count    -0.50275841    0.5095142          -0.04246727        11.519173 

Number_of_IPC_Codes   -0.05396303    2.6917786           1.68335636        11.122694 

Number_of_Applicants  -1.31826999   -4.4160081          -4.19547191         9.583979 

Number_of_Inventors    2.48642359   -1.6473278           0.86950212        11.330994 

> varImpPlot(RandomForest) 

 

### MODEL ACCURACY ### 

> myprediction <- predict(RandomForest, test[,-8], type='class') 

> classificationtable <- table(myprediction, test[,8]) 

> acctestrandomforest <- sum(diag(classificationtable))/sum(classificationtable) 

> classificationtable 

myprediction   Emerging Non-Emerging 

  Emerging           31           22 

  Non-Emerging       11           14 

> acctestrandomforest 

[1] 0.5769231 
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#### WITHOUT NUMBER OF APPLICANTS & EXTENDED FAMILY SIZE#### 

> set.seed(1000) 

> RandomForest <- randomForest(Class ~., train, importance=TRUE) 

> importance(RandomForest) 

Emerging Non-Emerging MeanDecreaseAccuracy MeanDecreaseGini 

Cites_Patent_Count     6.45024365    5.3229087             8.517039         17.03861 

Cited_by_Patent_Count 16.48921457   10.5385750            18.526728         21.83400 

Simple_Family_Size    -2.03381384   -0.1493276            -1.481760         12.72757 

NPL_Citation_Count    -2.08987407   -1.7738841            -2.730993         12.17551 

Number_of_IPC_Codes    0.02024301    3.0521137             2.225612         12.96647 

Number_of_Inventors    2.08393769    1.2047535             2.783398         13.25718 

> varImpPlot(RandomForest) 

 

### MODEL ACCURACY ### 

> myprediction <- predict(RandomForest, test[,-7], type='class') 

> classificationtable <- table(myprediction, test[,7]) 

> acctestrandomforest <- sum(diag(classificationtable))/sum(classificationtable) 

> classificationtable 

myprediction   Emerging Non-Emerging 
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  Emerging           29           21 

  Non-Emerging       13           15 

> acctestrandomforest 

[1] 0.5641026 

Appendix M. 3: Comparing Random Forest models 
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Appendix N: Code for the K-Nearest Neighbor model 

> library("FNN") 

> ### KNN MODEL, K=1 ### 

> myxtrain <- train[,-9] 

> myytrain <- train[,9] 

> myxtesting <- test[,-9] 

> myytesting <- test[,9] 

> myk1nn <- knn(train= myxtrain, test= myxtesting, cl= myytrain, k=1) 

> myaccuracytablek1nn <- table (myk1nn,myytesting) 

> mytestingaccuracyk1nn <- sum(diag(myaccuracytablek1nn))/sum(myaccuracytablek1nn) 

> ### TUNING MODEL ### 

> bestk=0 

> bestaccuracy=0 

> accuracy <- NULL 

 for(auxk in  1:15){ 

   mycv <- knn.cv(train=myxtrain, cl=myytrain, k=auxk) 

   mytable <- table (mycv, myytrain) 

   accuracy[auxk] <- sum(diag(mytable))/sum(mytable) 

   if(bestaccuracy< accuracy[auxk]) bestk=auxk 

   if(bestaccuracy< accuracy[auxk]) bestaccuracy = accuracy[auxk]} 

plot(accuracy, ylim=c(0.52,0.68))  
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### MODEL ACCURACY, K=BESTK ### 

> mybestknn <- knn(train=myxtrain, test=myxtesting, cl=myytrain, k=bestk) 

> mytestingaccuracytablebestknn <- table (mybestknn,myytesting) 

> mytestingaccuracybestknn sum(diag(mytestingaccuracytablebestknn))/sum(mytestingaccura-

cytablebestknn) 

> sum(diag(mytestingaccuracytablebestknn))/sum(mytestingaccuracytablebestknn) 

> plot(accuracy) 

 

> accuracy 
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[1] 0.5245902 0.5519126 0.5956284 0.6065574 0.6010929 0.6010929 0.5956284 0.6284153 

0.6229508 0.6448087 0.6393443 0.6338798 0.6174863 

[14] 0.6284153 0.6338798 

> mytestingaccuracytablebestknn 

0.6666667 

myytesting 

mybestknn      Emerging Non-Emerging 

  Emerging           30           18 

  Non-Emerging       12           18 
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Appendix O: Table of Statistical Formulas 

Name  Formula Source 

Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) 𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝑆𝑆12 + 𝑆𝑆22 + ⋯+ 𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛2 James et al. (2013) 

Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) 
𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹�𝛽𝛽𝚥𝚥� � =

1
1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗|𝑋𝑋_ 𝑗𝑗

2  James et al. (2013) 

Akaike Information Criterion 

(AIC) 
𝐴𝐴𝐼𝐼𝐶𝐶 =

1
𝐶𝐶𝜎𝜎�2

(𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 2𝐶𝐶𝜎𝜎2) James et al. (2013) 
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